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2A2 Pi;gerd-ktraotf to

Special

Offer !

GET MORE OUT
OF YOUR

PHOTOGRAPHY

Johnson, Developing Tank-No
previous experience is necessary.
The Johnsons Tank can be used by
the beginner, as well as the expert.
Johnsons Adjustable Tank takes
five popular film sizes ... 17/6
Time and Temperature

Calculator 2/6

Johnsons Azol is the developer recommended
for this Tank. The development tables enclosed
with each bottle ensure correct developing in
either dish or tank. No calculation needed,
no experience necessary.

Suitable for all films, plates and papers.
For a 1/7 P.O. Johnsons 3 -oz. bottle, making 75-300 ounces, 2/..
will send you a trial set of
Chemicals, including; I oz.
bottle of AZOL, to develop
eight spools 21" by 31",
4 -oz. tin ACID -FIXING,

making 30-60 ozs. solution, one packet M.O.
DEVELOPER, enough for 36 gaslight prints.
Addr..ss Dept. 41. TANKS AND CHEMICALS

JOHNSON & SONS Chemists Ltd., HENDON, N.W.4

THE " FLUXITE QUINS " AT WORK

00-making lea-a pipe
burst

And she came through the
back door feet first

"We'll need FLUXITE in
plenty

Don't say the tin's empty -

Cried the lads " Please 00
tell us the worst."

See that FLUXITE is always oy you --in the house-garage-workshop
wherever speedy soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of ironmongers in tins, 4d.,
8d., 1 4 and 2 8. Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL SPACE SOLDERING SET
-- complete but substantial complete with full instructions, 8.7. Write for
Free Book on the ART OF " SOFT " SOLDERING and ask for Leaflet on
CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS Your wheels will NOT keep round and true unless the smoke,
are tied with fine wire at the crossings and SOLDERED. This makes a mite,

stronger wheel. It's simple-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT!

THE FLUXITE GUN is always
ready to put Fluxite on the sol-
dering job instantly. A little
pressure places the right quan-
tity on the right spot and one
charging lasts for ages. Price
1/6, or filled 2/6.

FLUXITE Ltd., Dept. P.M.,
Bermondsey Street, S.E.I

ALL MECHANICS WEL HAVN,

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

ENGINEERING
WORKSHOP PRACTICE

Recent developments in engineering workshop practice
have been so rapid that it has been found neces-
sary to produce a new and revised edition. This new
edition deals with the underlying principles, crafts-
manship, machines, tools, measuring processes and
machining methods of to -day, and it will prove indis-
pensable to the engineer, draughtsman, mechanic,
apprentice and engineering student. Its scope extends
from simple hand tools and machines to the latest
elaborate machines and methods employed for mass-
production purposes.

SOME OF THE SUBJECTS
Files, Chisels, Scrapers, Shears, Punches, Burnishers, Hand

Screw -cutting Tools, Spanners, Vices, Various measuring
methods. Verniers, 'Micrometers, Gauges, Optical Devices,
Fluted d Twist Drills, Grinding Angles, Drilling Data,
Smat: ai Large Drilling Machines, Electric Drills, Practical
Lathewo in all its branches' Machining of Metals and
Synthetic Materials. -Tungsten-carbide and Diamond Tools.
Lapping, Honing, Cleaning, Polishing and Rust -protection
of various metals. Grinding Operations and Machines,
Milling Operations, Cutters and Machines Planing, Shaping,
Slotting and Broaching Operations. Special Machines for
Production Purposes. Plate and Bar Machines. Gears and
Gear cutting Methods. Templates, Jigs and Fixtures.
Overhauling and Adjusting Machines, Millwright Work.
Welding, Brazing and Soldering Metals. Forging Work.
Shbet Metal Work. Foundry Work. Patternmaking Practice.
Press Work. Engineering Steel and other Metals; their
Properties, Testing. Hardening, Tempering and Annealing.
Engineers' Drawings. Workshop Calculations, Dara, Hints
and Recipes. British and Foreign Screw -thread Tables.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS
The book is lavishly illustrated so that the explanations

are rendered very clear with examples taken up from actual
works practice in many instances. There are 24 full -page
plates and 1194 line and photographic illustrations in the text.

ENGINEERING POCKET BOOK
In order to make the work even more comprehensive we

have brought out a pocket book, which is supplied free to all
purchasers. It contains many tiselul tables of Screw Threads,
Tapers, Angles, Drill Speeds and Sizes, etc.

A FREE BOOKLET
To the Caxton Publishing Co., Ltd.,

119 Clun House, Surrey Street,
London, W.C.2.

Please send me, free of charge, Illustrated Booklet
describing " Engineering WOrkshop Practice."

Name
Send thil forM in unsealed envelope or a postcard.

.4 (11)

G.28
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REE
/1 THIS IMPORTANT GUIDE

TO SUCCESSFUL f
ENGINEERING CAREERS
Atter months of intensive effort and iesearch we are pleased
to edition of our handbook,

now out of the
announce that the new

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES," is
publishers' hands and ready for free distri-
bution. Containing 208 pages of practical
guidance, this book is, beyond argument, the
finest and most complete handbook on Suc-
cessful Engineering Careers ever compiled.
It is a book that should be on the bookshelf
of every person interested in engineering
whatever his age, position or experience.

The Handbook contains, among other intensely
interesting matter, details of B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T.,
A.M.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E., CIVIL SERVICE, and other
importantEngineering Examinations:outlines courses
in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELEC-
TRICAL, AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION,
AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP, TRAC-

ING. GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT, BUILDING
Wie great after -war career). R.A.F. MATHS., etc., and ex-

plains the unique advantages of our Employment Department.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

"NO PASS NO FEE"
If you are earning less than £10 per week you,

cannot afford to miss reading "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." In your own interests, we advise/
you to write ',or forward the coupon) for your copy
of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts-
NOW. There is no CO.st or obligation of dny kind.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERINGTECHNOLOGY

Principal Prote.so, A M LOW

410a, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
17,18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON,W.1

I

I

-R.A.F.-

PI LOTS
OBSERVERS

ETC.

Special rapid Home -

study courses in the
essential branches

of Mathematics. For
full details of this

scheme apply

write:-
Or

Dept. M41 Li)

17 STRATFORD PLACE

LONDON, W.I.

_TEAR OFF HERE

COUPON
To B.I.E.T.
410o, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE .

17, 18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE
LONDON, W.I.

Please 'orward, Free of cost or obligation o; any
kind, your 208 -page Handbook, " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES."

Name

Address

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Inland and Abroad 7s. 6d. per annum.
Canada - - - 9s. Od. per annum.

Editorial and Advertisement Office: " Practical
Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.

Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by

Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in "Practical Mechanics"
is specifically reserved throughout the
countries signatory to the Berne Convention
and the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
of any of these are therefore expressly

forbidden.

Mobilising Man -Power
MR. CHURCHILL, in his last broadcast,

the most brilliant he" has ever made,
ended on a note which has special signifi-
cance for engineers and technicians. He
said, referring to America, "Give us the
tools and we will finish the job ! " He had
earlier indicated that he would not require
the assistance of the American army this
year, next year, nor as far as he could see,
any year. In our companion journal,
Practical Engineering, which is more
directly concerned with engineering and
engineers, I have constantly stressed the
fact that this is a war of technicians and
tanks, aircraft and arms, that it is not a
war of large armies, and that therefore the
late Government were lacking in vision,
and indeed, living in the military atmos-
phere of the Battle of Waterloo, when they
disrupted industry by calling tens of
thousands of skilled men into the Army
without making colateral arrangements to
ensure the supply of equipment for them.
The present Government is more alive to
the situation as is evidenced by' the broad-
cast remarks of Mr. Churchill. Somewhat
belatedly, it may be felt, we are considering
the mobilisation of man -power from a
productive point of view. It is generally
recognised that we do not want a particu-
larly large army, for a thousand aeroplanes
and a thousand tanks are more effective
than half a million men.

Technical Knowledge
THESE are the days for the men with

technical knowledge. Never before has
technical knowledge and practical ability
been in such great demand. So great indeed
is the latter that there are not enough
skilled men to go round, and training
schemes have been introduced so that we
can produce semi -skilled labour in adequate
quantities. My comment on the trainee
scheme is that it would be far better to take
'the trainees straight into the factories and
teach them the work they are required to
do, rather than to put them through some
arbitrary course on subjects and operations
they will not be called upon to understand
and perform when they enter the factories.
It is waste of time to teach a man to use It
file if he will be put on a capstan lathe,
waste, of time to teach him how to operate
a capstan lathe if he is expected to act as a
viewer:

One of the causes of labour shortage has
been the schedule of reserved occupations,
under which a man is reserved according to
his age, and not according to his ability or
the work he is performing. There are many
skilled men between the ages of 20 and 30
who have been called to the Army because
their ages did not fall within the limit set by

PRACTICAL
ECHANICS

Owing to the paper shortage " The Cyclist " and " Home Movies " are temporarily incorporated

Editor : F. J. CAMM

VOL. VIII. MARCH, 1941 No. 90

FAIR COMMENT
By the Editor

the schedule. There are tens of thousands
of comparatively unskilled men reserved
because of their age, and engaged in the
manufacture of goods not concerned with
the war effort.
Reserved Occupations
THAT system, under Mr. Bevin's new

plan, is to go, and a man will be reserved
according to the work he is doing and not
according to his age. The skilled technicians
are required in this war; they are, indeed,
fighting the war. The Minister of Labour
plans to utilise women wherever possible.
This may be a useful move in unskilled and
the lower grades of semi -skilled labour. We
hope that the newspapers will refrain,
however, from letting them bask in the
artificial sunlight of public adulation, as
they have done in the past. Illustrations
appear in our daily newspapers with cap-
tions suggesting that in a few weeks women
are able to replace skilled men. This is
specious nonsense. Women cannot perform
skilled work after a few weeks of training.
With some experience of female labour in
the last war, it is my view that they pro-
duced rather more scrap than they did
perfect specimens. They doubtless were
doing their best, and no one blames them
because their limited skill prevents them
from doing the work of a skilled man, but
it is offensive, insulting and impertinent
for anyone to suggest that women are
doing the work of skilled men. The latter
particularly resent it, for it suggests that
they are labourers. Let us not lose our
sense of proportion.

It must not be presumed that because a
man is not engaged on the manufacture of
munitions, he is not contributing to the
war effort. The essential services, road
transport, railways, and trams, the produc-
tion of foodstuffs and clothing, the medical
services, and the technical colleges are all as
much a part of the war effort as the muni-
tion factories. It is as important for a
worker to get from his business as to "go
to it."
Price Increase

UNAVOIDABLY, your next issue of
" Practical Mechanics " will cost you

9d. The very heavy increase in costs of
periodical production have forced this move
upon us. Not only have paper costs steadily
risen since the outbreak of war, but costs in
other directions have risen also. We pre-
ferred to increase the price by Id, a month
rather than to reduce the number of pages
or diminish the quality of our editorial
features -the only possible alternatives to
price increase..

But at 9d., " Practical Mechanics " repre-
sents very high value indeed. It brings to
you the services of the most expert contri-
butors, draughtsmen and artists, a readers'
query service without peer, up-to-date
technical features, a technical news service,
and a patent advisory service not obtainable
elsewhere.

We know that our readers will appreciate
our difficulties and appreciate that the extra
penny represents only a proportion of the
increased _costs we have to meet.

Technical Books
WE have just issued a new 16 -page

catalogue giving details of our prac-
tical reference books for electrical engineers,
radio mechanics, aero-engineers, mechanical
engineers, motor mechanics, instructors,
and students. Copies of this catalogue are
available free to any reader addressing a
postcard to the Publisher, Book Department,
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

A new book which is finding favour is
"Practical Leatherwork and Allied Crafts,"
selling at only Is. It contains 96 pages,
179 illustrations, and the contents
include : Leather; tools and materials;
modelling and transferring designs; em-
bossing, monograms, plating, weaving and
piercing; tooling; lining thonging and
sewing; a tooled handbag; applique; raffia
work; wool rug making; painting on leather,
fabrics and parchment; gesso decoration;
batik dyeing; stencilling; beadwork, lamp-
shades and candleshades.

Those engaged in the various services,
as well as munition workers, are reminded
of our recently published books :-"Diesel
Vehicles : Operation, Maintenance and
Repair," 5s., by post 5s. 6d.; "Motor Car
Principles and Practice," 5s., by post 5s. 6d. ;
"Gears and Gear Cutting," 5s., by post
5s. 6d.; Newnes' "Engineers' Manual," 6s.,
by post 6s. 6d.; " Watches : Adjustment
and Repair," 6s., by post 68. 6d.; "The
Flying Reference Book," 58., by post 5s. 6d.;
the new editions of "Workshop Calcula-
tions, Tables and Formulae," 58., by post
5s. 6d.; and the "Pratical Mechanics' Hand-
book," 8s. 6d., by post 9s.; "The Dictionary
of Metals and their Alloys," 5s., by post
5s. 6d.; "The Superhet Manual," 5s., by
post 5s. 6d.; "Practical Wireless Service
Manual," 7s. 6d., by post 8s.; " Wireless
Transmission," 5s., by post 5s. 6d.;
"Newnes' Short Wave Manual," 5s., by
post 5s. 6d.; "Practical Wireless Circuits"
(new edition), 5s., by post 5s. 6d.; "Prac-
tical Wireless Encyclopaedia" (new edition),
10s. 6d., by post 11s.; "Radio Training
Manual," 5s., by post 5s. 6d.; and the
"Radio Engineers' Vest Pocket Book,"
3s. 6d., by post 3s. 9d.
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The Care of Accumulators in
E.LIER GAF

JECP7M, PLAVE

<,147,14

t.e,1
,rt t

MANY of us in times like the present
are viewing with some concern the
condition of -our car batteries, whose

utility is either greatly restricted through
petrol rationing, or maybe is completely
put out of service for the time being. To
keep accumulators in condition, while dis-
used, needs special precautions being taken,
otherwise they will deteriorate to an extent
that renders them of little ) service for
further work. There is more than one type
of accumulator in use, and first of all it is
highly important to differentiate between
them, since the treatment suitable for the
one kind would entirely ruin the other.

The large majority of accumulators used
for lighting and car starting are of the
lead -acid type, consisting of lead plates in
grid form filled with a paste of lead oxide
immersed in a sulphuric acid electrolyte.
The bugbear of such batteries when out of
use is the ailment known as sulphation.
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Various Types of Batteries,
Charging and Upkeep, are

A. F . Avery,

Fig. 2.

A " nickel -iron
cell with (he casing
partly broken away to

show the plates etc.

that is, the form-
ation of white c,n71_,UV-.
patches on the
grids of inert FI°e"

Fig. I
i

Characteristic
of Lead -acid

1

Discharge
Accumulator

Curve

o rs

.0

C..

Time in hours
0 2 4 6 8

material which
seriously deprives
the battery of its
ultimate output
capacity. How to Rubber

prevent this rube

trouble, and how
to restore a Aul-
phated battery to
its normal state
again when once
it has got into such
condition is a
matter well worth
attention. Although mainly concerned with
batteries of the car type at the moment,
the treatment recommended will apply
equally to most accumulators of the

stationary type em -
/2/0 ployed in private

lighting installa-
tions as well as
portable and igni-

/190 tion batteries. In
the ordinary
conditions of road

L' work, we scarcely

/0

Fig I Characteristic discharge arrive of lead -acid accumulate,

Fig. 5. A bead "
hydrometer

give a thought to
"70 the condition of

a our batteries, since
they automatically
take care of them -

/1.50 selves beyond the
occasional need for
topping up any acid
lost by evaporation
the, ear dynamo

looks after the other requirements. But an
idle accumulator with no work to do, either
on charge or discharge, will soon develop
trouble, and if the car has to be laid up for
an indefinite period the accumulator should
be detached and given special treatment.
Lead -Acid Accumulator

A word of caution is here necessary.
Beside the usual lead -acid type of cell there
is another kind known as " Nife " batteries.
These are entirely different in their con-
struction as will be gathered by comparing
the following description of their make-up
and chemical action. In the lead -acid type
the plate grids are filled with a paste of
lead oxide, and after the initial " forming "
process the positive plates consist of lead
peroxide (Pb02) and the negative plates
spongy lead (Pb). Both sections are
immersed in a solution of brimstone acid
(H2SO4). When the accumulator is dis-
charging, the negative plate combines with
the sulphur and oxygen of the electrolyte
forming sulphate of lead (PbSO4), hydrogen
(H2) from the acid being liberated and given
off in the form of minute bubbles of gas.
Hydrogen is also evolved from the positive
plates as well as oxygen, these two gases
combining to form water (ILO), thus
diluting the solution

Fig. 4. Taking tests with n voltmeter

specific gravity. The latter forms to some
extent an indication of the charged or
discharged condition of the battery, taken
in conjunction with the voltage at the
terminals. When discharged, both plates
become PhS0,' or sulphate of lead, a
condition which must not remain too long
without recharging. or the sulphate assumes
an almost insoluble form, and by reducing
the effective area of the plates seriously
impairs the output capacity of the cell.
Recharging by reversing the direction of
current through the battery causes the
positive plates to return to the condition of
lead peroxide. sulphur being given up and
entering into combination with the watery
electrolyte. This increases its strength and
raises the specific gravity once more. The
negative plates, which had also been tem-
porarily converted into lead sulphate when
discharged, now give up their sulphur and
oxygen molecules which by again combining
with the acid solution further increase its
density, the plates themselves returning to
their spongy lead condition.
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Wartime
Methods of
Explained by

The lead -acid accumulator gives approxi-
mately 2 volts per cell when discharging
during its useful life. When this figure has
fallen to 1.8 volts per cell it is an indication
that the battery is discharged to all intents
and purposes, and it should not be further
discharged until once again re -charged.
The acid solution or electrolyte consisting
of sulphuric or " Brimstone " acid should be
of 1.200 specific gravity when first put into
the battery. During the early stages of
charging this usually falls to the region of
1.170, but rises as the charge proceeds,
reaching 1.200 or 1.205 when charging is
complete. In practice the state of charge
or discharge can be estimated first by the
voltage per cell, and secondly by the
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shown in Fig. 2, and
must not be confused for
a moment with the lead -
acid cell, either in make-
up or chemical action.

Those who have the
charge and maintenance
of accumulators need to
be most careful in
ascertaining which kind
of battery they are deal-
ing with, since to fill the
cells with the wrong
kind of electrolyte, for
instance, would have
disastrous results. The
nickel -iron battery is
different in every respect
from the lead -acid
accumulator. ' The illus-
tration, Fig. 2, shows
one of the products of
Messrs. Nife Batteries,
Ltd., of Redditch. In
the positive plates, the
active material consists
chiefly of nickel hydrate,
while the negatives con -
taM a preparation of
cadmium and iron
oxides. Both sets of Fig. 5. Co-npment parts of a s,..lenian rectifier.

NIFE CELLS - TYPES S & L.
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Fig. 3. Charge and discharge curves of " Nile" cells.

specific gravity of the acid, the two accom-
panying curves, Fig. 1, representing the
changes which take place.

" Nife " Batteries
Turning now to the second type of

accumulator of " Nife " batteries, the
construction of a Nickel -Iron cell is clearly

5 10 HOURS

plates are identical in mechanical con-
struction, the ingredients being first
pressed into briquettes, and then en-
closed within finely perforated envelopes
securely fastened to a steel framework.
Great mechanical strength results from
this construction, while the whole as-
sembly, being mounted in a plated steel
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Fig. 7. (Left.) Static charac-
teristic -of a selenium rectifier
disc, having effective surface

area of I C M

Fig. 8. (Right.) Theoretical
circuit and curve of a half -wave

rectifier.

container, makes an extremely robust
and shock -proof unit. The electrolyte
used in these cells is a solution of potas-
sium hydrate in pure water, of 1.17
specific gravity. The chemical action is
reversible, consisting of the transference
of oxygen from one plate to the other.
Thus on discharge the nickel hydroxide in
the positive plate is reduced to a lower form,
while the cadmium and iron in the negative
plate becomes oxidised. The exact reverse
takes place on charging, the metallic oxides
being reduced to the pure metals once more.
The electrolyte itself does not enter into
chemical combination with the plates, and
its specific gravity remains constant irres-
pective of the state of charge or discharge.
The chief attraction of alkaline accumulators
is their immunity to damage arising from
long periods of idleness, short circuiting, and
such occurrences as would be disastrous to
the lead -acid type. On the other hand the
voltage per cell is lower, more are needed
for a given purpose, and the bulk is some-
what greater. Their average charge and
discharge characteristics are given in the
curves (see Fig. 3), and should be compared
with those of the lead -acid type shown in
Fig. 1. Greater immunity from damage
through idleness is claimed for the alkaline
accumulator as, of course, sulphation does
not take place, but it is desirable to renew

Rectaters

I
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Transformer

I Cycle

Rectified
Wove

Rec.!,,hers

Battery

ICI

Fig. 9. Schematic circuit
and curve of a full -wave

rectifier.

the electrolyte completely once every twelve
months. When entirely out of service the
best way to keep alkaline cells is to store
them in a half -charged state-the plates
being well covered with electrolyte, the
terminals well greased, and the vent plugs
closed-in a clean and dry situation. When
required for use again, nothing further
should be required to restore them than an
initial charge of double the normal length
at the standard rate.

Car Batteries
Most car batteries of the lead -acid type

are supplied in sealed -in boxes so that the
internal condition cannot be ascertained by
inspection. The only tests usually possible
are the voltage across the terminals, and
the condition of the acid taken by hydro-
meter method. These two tests will enable
a fair estimate to be made as to its general
condition, and its state of charge or dis-
charge. They do not indicate, however, any
loss of capacity or ability to discharge at a
certain rate in amperes for a definite time,
due to sulphation or other troubles. To
check up on these points needs a definite
rate of discharge in amperes being taken
from the battery until the terminal voltage
has fallen to 1.8 volts per cell, the time and
the current multiplied together representing
the discharge capacity in " Ampere -Hours."

In taking voltage tests, all cells should be
tested separately, and not merely the whole
voltage of the battery. Voltmeters with
flexibles terminating in spikes are convenient
for that purpose, applied to the opposite
terminal lugs of any one cell in a sealed
battery, as in Fig. 4. A freshly charged
battery will indicate about 21 volts per cell,
but directly any discharge is taken from it
the voltage will fall to 2 volts and remain
approximately level at that figure until the
Cell needs recharging, when a further drop
of voltage rapidly sets in. No further
discharge should be allowed after any cell
has fallen to 1.8 volts, as a battery in this
condition almost at once begins to suffer
from sulphation and loss of capacity which
will be difficult to restore. As already
stated, the acid solution undergoes changes,
both during charge and discharge, and is
also useful in determining the state of
charge remaining in a cell. Specific gravity
tests, however, are not,quite so simply
carried out as voltage tests, as it is neces-
sary to withdraw some of the acid for that
purpose. One of the most convenient ways
is by means of the " bead " hydrometer
combined with a rubber bulb, similar to
the sketch in Fig. 5. The outer gas tubes
contain four coloured glass beads or floats,
each one floating at some particular density
of the liquid. A short rubber tube at the
lower end enables it to be inserted through
the vent plug of each cell, and by first
squeezing and then releasing the rubber
bulb at the top some of the acid is drawn
up in which the beads float. After testing.

the acid is returned
to the cell. The
coloured ,beads
usually float at
densities of 1150,
1170, 1190, and
1210 respectively,
and to read the
results the one
which floats near-
est to the centre of
the tube is taken
to indicate similar
specific gravity
with the acid sur-
rounding it. Some-
times they all sink
or all float, or one
or more may sink

and the others remain at the top, in which
case the density of the liquid is at some
figure intermediate to that of the two leads
nearest to the centre. In a freshly made up
battery the density of the acid when first
put in is 1.200. This almost at once drops
to about 1.150 before charging is started,
and during the charge rises steadily and
slowly until it reaches 1.200 or even 1.205.
Progress of the charge can with a little
experience be closely estimated when taking
both voltage and specific gravity conditions
into account. In all cases, however, it is
wise to follow the exact instructions to be
found on the labels attached to the accumu-
lator, since there is sometime§ a slight
variation in acid densities with particular
types of cell.

Sulphated Plates
When through disuse or neglect the

battery plates have become badly sulphated
there are three remedies that can be applied.
The first is purely mechanical and consists
of lifting out the affected sections and
thoroughly scraping off the white deposit
of insoluble sulphate of lead. This, of
course, means opening up the cells, and in
amateur hands this ,may be a little risky,
leading to even worse troubles in reassemb-

Fig. 10. A standard selenium -type rectifier as
used for trickle charging.

ling and re -sealing, but it gives an oppor-
tunity of examining the condition of the
plates, and this is an advantage, because
grids that have lost a good deal of paste
can never be wholly restored to their
original ampere -hour capacity because of
this loss of active material. Any such
paste, whether in the form of pellets or
" mud " found deposited at the bottom of
the container, must be carefully washed
out with clean water before reassembly,

When the plate sections are kept apart
by wood separators there is usually little
trouble from buckling of individual plates,
but should this be present the opportunity
should be taken of pressing all such .defec-
tive plates flat once 'more. by carefully

Fig. I I.Circuit diagram of a selenium-lype
rectifier.

squeezing them between slips of wood.
Hammering is not permissible.

The second method of treating a sulphated
battery is a chemical process, and although
easy to apply, is seldom successful if
sulphation has gone too far. It consists
simply of adding a small quantity of
carbonate of soda to the electrolyte, dis-
solved in water, and relying upon the
vigorous gassing which results in dislodging
some of least of the sulphate. The cell
must, of course, be washed out' thoroughly
with clean water afterwards, and filled with
fresh acid, following immediately with a
long slow charm.

" Normal " Rate of Charge e

The third method, and the one usually
most effective, is an electrical treatment,
and is carried out by giving the battery a
very prolonged charge at a quarter of the
usual rate in amperes. This brings up the
question as to what is a " normal ' rate of
charge ? As a rule this can be answered
best by_consulting the label of instructions..

hich should be attached to every accumu-
lator. When, however, this is not available
a safe rule is to charge at a rate equal to one -
tenth the full ampere -hour discharge
capacity of the battery.

(To be continued)
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A Wind -driven Generating Plant
Constructional Details of an Efficient

Home Constructed Unit
WHEN considering the construc-

tion of a wind -driven charging
plant, I was doubtful of my

ability to make a suitable propeller, and I
therefore obtained one ready-made in the
form of a wooden aeroplane propeller (a
relic of the last war), 8 ft. 6 in. diameter,
and with approximately 6 in. boss thickness.
The angle of the blades is about 30 deg.,
and in view of the wind speeds normally
attained, it seemed evident that a propeller
speed of about 180 r.p.m. should be aimed
at as a satisfactory charging speed.

Most car generators do not charge at
less than 1,200 r.p.m., so that a speed
increase of about 7 to 1 would seem essential.

Utilising Car Parts
Next, I visited a car -breaker's yard, and

looked over his stock for a suitable car
front axle (also dynamo and cut-out).
Finally, I chose the front axle of an old
6-h.p. Peugeot, as this type of car did
not have brake drums, and the hub was
suitable for the mounting of slip -rings, and
had a flange for bolting to the propeller.

Fortunately, I was in a position to have
welding done cheaply, and therefore most of
the alterations were carried out in this way.
The king -pin at one end was welded solidly
so that the hub carrying the propeller is
kept always in line with the axle. (The
welding at this point must be well carried
out, as great strains are imposed by a
varying wind.) The hub was cut from the
other end and securely welded on to the
bottom axle at the pad which had originally
carried the springs (this weld also must be
well made). This hub was now in a
position about 12 in. behind the propeller
position, and it will be seen that the
adapted axle is now provided with a means
of rotating into the wind.

Tail Piece
The tail piece was cut from I in. sheet

steel, as indicated in the illustration. It was
welded solidly to the back end of the axle,
and while this is thoroughly satisfactory
in operation, there is no means of turning
the propeller out of the wind for lubrication
or examination purposes, except by hauling
it out of the wind with a rope. Therefore,
the sketch shows the tail -piece fitted with
straps welded to the back end king -pin and,
no doubt, some device could be arranged so
that the tail -plate can be swung round
through 90 deg. to move the propeller out
of the wind. Most descriptions of chargers
I have read seem to stress the importance
of this arrangement to carry the propeller
out of the wind when a gale is blowing, but
this hardly seems to be necessary, as the
generator in any case reaches a maximum
charging rate, and does not exceed this,
and it seems doubtful if any less strain
would be put on the whole structure if the
tail were swung round, than if the propeller
were allowed to continue revolving. Pro-
vided that the guys are well anchored, there
should be no difficulty in this respect.

Built -Up Driving Pulley
To obtain the required speed increase, a

flat -face pulley was made of A in. steel
plate. First a circular piece 19f in. diam.
was cut and as much metal as possible cut

away (see Fig. 2). Then a rim of metal
2 in. wide by 136 in. thick was rolled and
tack -welded at intervals to the web of the
pulley. (Tack -welding does not distort the
metal so much as continuous welding
would.) Four stiffening fillets were then

The completed wind -driven plant.

welded in to give strength and freedom
from buckling. The rim was not machined
as it was found fairly true. (A 21 in. diam.
pulley would have been an improvement.)

The propeller had a central hole about
3 in. diam., and 8 t -in. clearance holes in
the boss. These were used for bolting on
the propeller, and the pulley and flange
of the hub were drilled to suit. The
propeller and pulley were affixed by means
of 1 in. M. steel studs with nuts and lock -
nuts at each end.

Dynamo
The dynamo purchased was a 12 -volt

Lucas car dynamo of fairly recent type,
with a bent steel bracket which enables the
generator to be swung round for tensioning
the belt. A slotted arm was also necessary
to lock the generator at any required
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Fig. 1. Constructional details of
the generating plant, and inset
showing method of mast erection.
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height. This was made of 1 in. by 16- in.
strip steel. The dynamo pulley was not of
suitable size for .the drive, therefore, a
V-ptilley of 3 in. pitch -circle diam., with
bore to suit the dynamo shaft, together with
an endless rubber V -rope 68 in. long by
I in. were purchased from James Dawson,
Ltd., Lincona Works, Lincoln (total cost
about 9s.).

To obtain the necessary height and
support for the dynamo, a steel bar I f in.
wide, 1 in. thick, and 12 in. long was welded
on top of the axle, just behind the king -pin.
On top of this a piece of channel -iron 6 in.
by 3 in. by 9 in. long was bolted, and on top
of this the dynamo was mounted.

In the present case it was found that the
direction of rotation of the propeller was
counter -clockwise, and i he rotation of the
dynamo was clockwise. It was, therefore,sa
necesry to alter the dynamo rotation.
This was done by carefully dismantling it,
and reversing the field connections, i.e. the
field connection to the " third brush "
(smallest one) was taken off, and connected
to the field terminal, the connection from
the field terminal being connected to the
" third brush." This entailed the soldering
on of longer connecting leads.

To make the generator thoroughly
weatherproof, a sheet off in. thick cork
sheeting was inserted under the brush
inspection cover, and the whole dynamowas

well painted.

Slip -rings
Some method of conveying the current

generated from the movable axle to the
stationary support was essential, and there-
fore two stationary slip -rings were mounted
on the lower hub, and moving brushes
fitted to an arm extending from the axle.
The slip -ring construction was as follows.
The hub was heated with a blowlamp, and
then coated with shellac. A sheet of
micanite was then heated to make it
pliable, then shellacked and wrapped round
the hub. It was kept in place until cold by
binding with tape. Next two slip -rings
were made of brass 4 in. diam. by # in. wide
The centre of each ring was machined out
to a diameter which would almost enable it
to slip over the insulated hub. Both rings
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were then heated until bright red, and then
slipped one at a time into their correct
position on the hub. During this operation,
have some thin strips of pure mica ready,
and slip as many as possible in between the
micanite and slip -ring so that when the
ring is cold it will be rigidly held in position.
It is advisable to make sure that one ring
is properly in position before fitting the
second.

Connecting Cables
Holes may be drilled through the side

of the rings for the connecting cables. It
will also be necessary to drill a large hole
through the lower ring to allow the insulated
cable to pass right through it to the upper
ring in which a small hole is made for the
conductor to enter, and be soldered in
position.

The brush holders can be made of spring
steel strip with a copper or carbon blockfor
current collectors. If two brush -holders
from an old motor (preferably a slip -ring
motor) can be obtained, so much the better.

Steel Supporting Column
The supporting structure consists of

two 8 ft. 6 in. lengths (or thereabouts,
depending on location) of '2 in. mild steel
water piping with flanged joints. The upper
flange is drilled to suit the hub flange, and
when all is completed the work of erection
can commence. It will be evident that the
structure is much too heavy to erect com-
plete, and it must therefore be put together
in stages. First a short length of pipe about
2 ft. long and large enough for the support.
ing pipe to slip into, is concreted into the
ground where the generator is to stand.
Also, four lengths of 2 in. angle -iron are
cemented into concrete blocks at four equi-
distant points about 8 ft. from the centre.
The angle -iron pieces are used for the guy
wires, and should be drilled at the upper end
before cementing.

When the concrete has set and is thorough-
ly hard, the supporting pipe may be dropped
into the base pipe. Wooden wedges may be
driven into the space between these pipes

so that the supporting pipe is held solidly
in position and perfectly vertical.

Previously prepared clamps (Fig. 3) are
bolted on the support pipe, before erection,
4 ft. below the top. (This will enable the pro-
peller to revolve in any position and still be
clear of the guy wires.) Flexible steel guy
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Fig. 2 Details of built-up driving pulley.

wires in. or. 1 in. circumference are spliced
and fixed to the clamps, and are attached
to the angle -iron guy posts, preferably by
means of bottle screws, but they can be
pulled tight and spliced if these are not
available. (A car breaker can usually supply

Fig. 3. One of the damps for holding the guy w

tightening devices taken from cable brakes.)

Method of Erection
The supporting pipe should now be quite

rigid, and should enable a ladder to be
placed against it so that erection can
proceed. Next, take the axle (without
propeller, pulley or dynamo), lift it into
position, and bolt the lower hub on top of

Tres

the supporting pipe. It will be found that
this is a difficult operation, but it can be
made much easier if a plank about 3 ft.
longer than the pipe is placed against the
pipe on the opposite side from the ladder,
and lashed with rope to the pipe. A pulley
block (borrowed from a car breaker) can then
be tied with rope to the top of the plank.
The axle can now be raised by someone
on the ground who can take the weight
while the axle is bolted in position.

The pulley and propeller can now be
mounted (taking care to thread the V -rope
in position first). Next the dynamo, and
finally the ,,brush gear and connections can
be assembled.

If the battery and cut-out can be placed
in a weatherproof housing at the foot of the
supporting pipe, this will probably be the
best place for them (remembering the danger
of frost), but, alternatively, an overhead
line may be run from the pole to the work-
shop or house, where this equipment may
alternatively be installed.
Overhead Line

It will be appreciated that with a low -
voltage generator, any appreciable voltage
drop in the line may well, result in its being

impossible to charge a 12 -volt battery,
therefore, the leads and overhead
line must all be of heavy -section
copper (not less than 12 S.W.G.).

If the line is more than a few yards
long it will probably be impracticable
to increase the section of copper
sufficiently and it is therefore sug-
gested in such cases, that a 6 -volt
cut-out and battery should be in-
stalled instead of 12 volts. This
will allow up to 6 volts drop, and

the power available will still be sufficient
for a few lights.

It can reasonably be anticipated, pro-
vided that the generator is installed in an
exposed position, that the unit will charge
at at least 4 amps. for an average of four
hours per day. This is a very conserva-
tive estimate, and may well be improved
upon.

Gauge "019 Model Railway Equipment
A New Bassett-Lowke, Ltd. Catalogue

DESPITE the war, Bassett-Lowke, Ltd.,
have cheered up the model world by

producing (in addition to the publication of
their Model Railway Handbook this season)
a very fine 1941 catalogue on gauge "0"
model railway equipment. The cover is to
the same attractive design as last year, but
it is printed on a special leather surface
paper, which is particularly effective.
Several pages have been added to the list,
including one devoted entirely to finished
accessories for the model railway builder,
bogies, axle guards, buffers, ventilators,
wheels and all the various " bits and pieces "
that are the " life blood " of the model -
making hobby. In looking carefully through
the list the following really new items are
at once noticed ; a new 2-6-2 L.M.S. Tank
(companion for the 2-6-4 model so popular
since its introduction two years ago, and
which this year has been re -designed); the
long -promised new design L.M.S. wagons
-open, covered and goods brake, which
will be eagerly purchased by model owners
whose rolling stock needs additions. For
those who like their own permanent way,
the new check rail chair with cast key
should prove very useful in point work

We  are pleased to see that tin-plate rail
and points are again included. These make
inexpensive and satisfactory track for those
who require only a simple layout that can
easily be assembled, and as easily taken to
bits again. A full set of scale model signal
parts, including upper quadrant frames, is
now available, and a model signal cabin
with an entirely new design of lever frame
which has a bracket to hold the diagram

The new gauge -0"
signal cabin by
Bassett-Lombe, Ltd.

and card will be welcomed, and the page
devoted to the extremely popular gauge
"0" Mogul parts in steam should make a
great appeal. We are also pleased to see a
full range of mechanisms included. The
prices in this list contain all advances and
revisions, but as the articles are replaced
by new stocks this will mean an increase of
from 15 per cent to 20 per cent., so model
railway owners are advised to buy now.
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NEW SERIES

Making a Success of
Your Photography

THE numbering or lettering of the
" stops " differs on some cameras from
those mentioned in our last issue;

there is a series known as the Uniform
System, hence the initials U.S. The
numbers start with 1 and carry on as 2,
4, 8, 16, 32, etc., and their comparative light
values must be allowed for as being the same
as for the F series already referred to, that
is to say, the next smallest is only half the
value of the previous one. In actual
use, therefore, if you stop down to 16 you
will have to give twice the exposure time
as 8, or if 4 is in use then give only half the
time required for 8; this is a point which
everyone must be quite sure about, other-
wise mistakes are bound to occur. Before
leaving this F and U.S. series of stops there
arises in the minds of some the question as
to whether there is any point at which the
two' series are comparable, and from the
accompanying scale it will be seen that they
do so at 16 and F.16.

F4 F5.6 F8 F11.3 F16 F22.6 =
1 2 4 8 16 32 of the
U.S.

This scale is approximately accurate, and
certainly near enough for all ordinary work,
.but there are other stops used in the F series
which are of a between value
and following numbers, and therefore not
strictly following the rule of double or half
values.

" Stops " on Cheap Cameras
There are on the cheap type of cameras

perhaps only two or three stops, or as the
uninitiated sometimes prefer to call them
" holes," and the instructions given in the
booklet say that the largest is for use on
dull days, or late in the day, and the smallest
at midday, or when the sun is shining; this
is, of course, right, and is another way of
explaining the theory of the small stop being
used to reduce or curtail the amount of
light reaching the film, but it cannot be
taken that the small stop is only half the
value of the large one, as a much longer
range of the stops is required for such
calculation.

One frequently hears remarks about the
speed of a lens, and possibly you have been
able to realise from the foregoing that a
speedy lens is one that is capable of working
at a very large stop, and so allowing a large
amount of light to pass through in a very
short time, such as 1/100th or even a
1/1000th part of a second, but to do this
accurately and without distorting the
resulting image such a lens must be manu-
factured under very different rules and
stricter scientific means than the cheap
lens found on a camera only costing a
guinea. The cheap type is usually that
known as a " single " lens, although this
may consist of more than one glass. The
name given to these is Achromatic, and
they are corrected only so far as chromatic
aberration, and this means that the edges
or fringe of the image thrown by the lens
on to the film is free from colour, which
would be in the case of the lens consisting of
a piece of glass simply machined to fit the
camera, and not tested and c,crrected.

By JOHN J. CURTIS, A.R.P.S.

Anastigmat Lenses
Let us now consider the medium priced

cam ,ra, the lens of which will be an
" anastigmat," or as they are sometimes
called " R.R." lenses. These are carefully
adjusted to give sharp definition, and to
completely cover the edges of the film at
the open aperture of F6.5, or whatever the
largest stop may be. Now such a lens has
been through quite a lot of careful testing
and altering during the course of its manu-
facture. Very skilful people have handled
it so that when it is ready to be fitted to the
camera it is free from astigmatism, and
possibly lineal curvature, which means that
straight parallel lines will be rendered

F1.9, and yet give a clear, sharp, pin -point
definition in the image. Such lenses will be
found on the Reflex and similar cameras
in use by the Press, commercial and scientific
photographers because they know that it is
possible with such instruments to obtain

movement " pictures without showing
the least sign of movement and also to give
minimum exposures because the large
apertures will enable sufficient light to.get
through. Because these are the type of
apparatus selected by specialists it does not
fellow that amateurs are barred from using
them ; on the contrary, there are many keen
amateurs using such cameras, and if anyone
can afford the price then he should avail

What You Should Know About Stops, Lenses,

Shutters, and View Finders
correctly. It will produce pin -point defini-
tion, and can be used with a fairly large
aperture thereby making it moderately
speedy.

Having considered the cheap and the
medium lens there still remains the high-
class series which are found on the expen-
sive, or perhaps one ought to say the high-
priced cameras, because, although the price
is high, yet considering the workmanship
and skill that are put into them they are

A popular ti,pe of folding camera, with anastigmat
lens and Compur shutter. Note the direct -vision
finder on the side, in addition to the small view

finder on the camera front.

worth the price that is charged. Some of
these have many glasses or pairs of lenses
included in their combination, and some of
these pairs are capable of being used
independently of the others. Each of the
separate sections is most carefully and
accurately tested and adjusted to be free
from all faults and aberrations such as
colour fringe, lineal distortion, curvature,
astigmatism or loss of definition; the final
result is a lens that can be used with a very
large stop, such as F3.5, or even as big as

himself, for undoubtedly he will then have
the opportunity and the means of taking
many subjects which are impossible with
other types of cameras.

Shutters
In addition to stops there is another part

which has to be known before the owner of
a camera can be certain that everything is
correct, and that part is the shutter. This
is possibly the most important exposure
control on the camera, for no matter how
carefully the stop is selected, if the shutter
is not functioning properly then over or
under -exposure must result. It is, how-
ever, not an easy matter to test a shutter,
but, fortunately, with the modern Compur
shutter there is ,not a lot to go wrong, and if
through an accident or because sand, dirt
or even damp has caused a sticking, then
rather than attempt to put it right it is best
to take the camera back to your dealer and
kt him clean, repair and regulate it.

View -Finders
When taking a scene or portrait it is the

usual custom with all hand cameras to
" view " the subject in the view -finder and
those possessing folding cameras know, that
this little item is usually to be found on
the side of the lens. It can be turned at a
right angle for taking horizontal pictures.

It is very annoying to find when the film
has been developed that half your friend's
head or his feet have been cut off, and this
frequently occurs when taking a close-up
portrait. It may also happen that the top
of a church spire is missing, but you feel
quite certain that everything was all right
when you saw the image in the view -finder.
If that is so, then there must be something
wrong, for the view -finder is not coinciding
with the lens. The position of this part is
such that it sometimes occurs when shutting
the camera the part will catch against the
side of the camera, and without noticing
you may have forced it out of its correct
position; it may be only a little out, but if
it happens again, it will become a little
more out of position. It may be that when
you took the photograph the view -finder was
not pushed back to its proper place, or, of
course, it may simply want a little adjusting.
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New British Warplanes
AN American aviation expert, who has

recently been visiting this country has
recently published in the United States
details of the astonishing advances made
in the development of new British war-
planes, notably in four secret types. The
Air Ministry is not prepared to confirm
or refute the statements made in it.
The following is the information that
appears.

The Tornado is a new fighter that carries
not only eight machine guns, but also three
20 -millimetre cannon and can fly at 425
miles an hour. It has been designed by the
designer of the Hawker Hurricane, and is
aptly named.

Another new fighter recently mentioned
by Lord Beaverbrook as having proved
itself in action, is the Westland Whirlwind.
This is a two-engined plane, and is believed
to be fitted with a power -driven gun turret.
This gun -turret enables it to fire broadsides
at the enemy. It is designed to cope with
the Me. 110, one of Germany's latest twin.
engined fighters. Whirlwinds are to be
built in the United States by the Packard
Company.

The greatest bombing plane ever built is
undoubtably the Short Stirling. It has four
engines and is bigger and faster than
America's "Flying Fortresses." It is built
by Britain's outstanding flying -boat builders,
Short Bros., designers of the Sunderland.
It is based on plans they got out for a
transatlantic plane. The prototype of the
Stirling weighs over 31 tons, and its four
engines are each of 1,380 h.p. of the Bristol
Hercules type.

The fourth secret type is also a bomber,
the Avro Manchester. It is a twin-engined
plane with a speed of about 325 m.p.h., and
for its weight of over 13 tons is an extremely
fast machine.

Portable Pill -Box
APORTABLE one-man pill -box" has

been invented that a soldier can carry
about with him and, set up wherever he
needs shelter. The shelter, slightly adapted,
may also be used for civilians against air
attack. The invention is now receiving the
attention of the War Office.

Pedal cycle broke Klock testing machine at the new Physical Research Laboratory of Messrs. Ferodo
Limited, Chapel -en -le -Frith.

Anti -Submarine Craft
THE Canadian Department of Munitions

and Supply announces that contracts
have been placed for 20 anti-submarine
craft of a new type, to be known as Fairmile
patrol boats. Their
hulls, of double -
planed mahogany
and each 112 ft.
long, will be built
in Canadian ship-
yards, and they will
be equipped with
petrol engines cap-
able of giving a
high speed.

New Type of Air Camera
THE United States army air corps have

recently been carrying out experiments
with a new type of wide-angle mapping
camera. At a single exposure the camera
can snap 36 square miles of territory from
an altitude of four miles. Its magazine
carries enough film for 249 such exposures,
so that, allowing for the standard 60 per
cent. overlap, about 3,600 square miles of
landscape may be photographed on a single
flight.

The new photographic aeroplane in which
the camera is mounted, is a twin-engined
Beecheraft powered with two 350 h.p. Pratt
and Whitney engines. It is designed for
landing and taking off in very small fields.
Pilot, navigator and cameraman are in
constant communication with one another
by means of throat microphones, which
pick up laryngeal vibrations and do not
interfere with breathing the extra oxygen
required at high altitudes. The machine
has been flown in night aerial photography
tests during which experiments hare been
male with the use of heavy flash bombs
which trip the camera shutter by impulse
from a photo -electric cell in the tail of the
aircraft.

Wood Alcohol
TWO Swedish engineers, Asplund and

Hoist, have discovered a new method of
producing wood alcohol. It is known as the

Defibrator method," and will shortly be

tried out on a large industrial scale in
-Sweden. Under an agreement between the
Swedish State and the Swedish timber pro-
ducers, the Korsnas Company, the latter
will erect a plant for making alcohol from
wood sugar according to the new method.
The plant will have a production capacity
of 3,000,000 litres of 95 per cent. proof
alcohol a year, which quantity will be
required by the State.

A Milometer for Aircraft
MR. L. SWADLING, of Surrey, claims to

have invented a device called a milo-
meter, which will enable pilots to tell what
ground mileage they have covered. Up to
now aircraft are equipped only with air-
speed indicators. The inventor has stated
that in foggy weather the instrument will
assist the R.A.F. in long-distance raids. If
the milometer can do all that the inventor
claims for it, then he has found some way
of making allowance for wind drift which
may have taken an aircraft some distance
off its course. Mr. Swadling made his dis-
covery while working on a wireless experi-
ment.

Lubricating Oil from Vegetables
AA CLAIM to have discovered a process of

producing lubricating oil for aeroplane
engines from vegetable matter is made by
Dr. Y. Nagai, of the Tokio University
Institute of Aeronautical Research. The
discovery is said to he of " world signi-
ficance."

THE MONTH
OF SCIENCE

Winner of Faraday Medal
DR. A. P. M. FLEMING, of Manchester,

one of Britain's greatest -electrical
engineers and inventors, has been awarded
the 1940 Faraday Medal-highest award of
the Institute of Electrical Engineers. Dr.
Fleming, who is 60 years of age, is a director
of Metropolitan Vickers.

A Backwards firing Gun
ABACKWARDS -FIRING Vickers'

machine-gun worked with mirrors is
'the newest R.A.F. weapon. It is fitted
under the nose of the new Bristol Blenheim
Mark IV fighter-bomber, and is designed to
protect the tail and cope with any attackers
who come up from below. According to
reports, the machine-gun is the first of its
type in . any air force, and is aimed and
operated by the navigator through a series
of mirrors. The new Blenheim is credited
with a top speed of 295 miles an hour, a
range of 1,900 miles, and a ceiling of
27,000 feet.

Cast-iron Propellers for Ships
IN their demand for the simplest possible

cargo ships the Government have ordered
that cast-iron propellers shall be fitted
instead of bronze in all those of moderate
speed. The reasons are not for 'economy,
but that the constituent metals which are
mixed to make up the bronze are badly
needed for other branches of the war effort,
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and that the cast-iron propeller can be made
more speedily. Above a certain speed the
bronze propeller has every advantage, but
for slow ships there is very little difference
in the initial efficiency. The difference
shows in a few months' service, when the
action of the water begins to make innu-
merable little pits on the surface of an iron
propeller, greatly reducing its efficiency and
finally endangering the whole blades.

Shortly before the war, enterprising ship-
building interests in South Wale ,evolved
a new cast-iron which promised all the
advantages of the bronze propeller for slow -
running cargo ships at a very much smaller
cost.

Four -bladed Airscrew
ANEW four -bladed propeller has recently

been introduced by Rotol Airscrews, a
British company which was formed by
collaboration between the Rolls-Royce and
the Bristol companies. The pitch is adjusted
to the speed of the engine by means of a
hydraulically operated unit. Whatever the
angle at which the aeroplane is flying, the
blades will " fine off " or coarsen, to get a
uniform rate for the engine while absorbing
its full power.

Big Engineering Feat
ONE of the greatest engineering tasks

ever undertaken in Australia-the
building up of a sunken caisson, at Peat's
Ferry Bridge-has been started. The old
caisson, weighing 4,000 tons, sunk 53 ft.
into the mud two seconds after it was

A Robot Bomber
ACCORDING to two American reporters,

a new robot aeroplane of an entirely
revolutionary design is being tested by U.S.
aviation officials at Hawaii and at Langley
Field, Virginia. This pilotless aeroplane is
operated by radio control and is the result
-of ten...wears of extensive work by experts.
It has given excellent results during recent
tests. A bomber takes off, discharges its
bombs over a distant target, returns and
lands untouched by human hand. The
distance of the target is calculated in
advance, and when the robot plane reaches
it, a device automatically releases the
bombs. The cruising range of the robot
plane is limited only by fuel supply and
wireless frequency range. Although more
effective at short distances, the robot can be
used for long-range bombing by " relay
control " radio stations along the line of
flight.

The James Watt Medal
THE James Watt International Medal of

the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
an award founded in 1936 to commemorate
the bicentenary of the Scottish engineer and
presented every second year, has been
awarded to Professor Aural Stodola, a
native of Czecho-Slovakia, who has spent
most of his active life in Switzerland. The
medal is the highest distinction the Institu-
tion can confer, and it marks the recipient
a, " an engineer, inventor, designer, scien-
tist, +eacher of established international
reputation."

IN THE WORLD
AND INVENTION
placed into position twelve months ago.
A 1,500 -ton steel and concrete caisson, in
the form of a pug, will be floated into the
river, built up higher while at anchor, and
then joined on to the top of the sunken
caisson, 51 ft. below the surface.

An " Invisible " Aeroplane
ACCORDING to reports reaching the

German frontier, a new type of Junkers
aeroplane made of a transparent material of
mica composition, stated to be scarcely
visible at a height of 2,400 ft., is being con-
structed at the big aircraft factories at
Wiener and Neustadt, in Austria. The
machines are said to be powered by engines
of 1,140 horse -power, and have a speed of
390 miles an hour.

Producer -Gas Equipments
THE scarcity of imported liquid fuel has

caused considerable consternation in the
Swedish fishing industry, as the entire
fishing fleet is dependent on internal com-
bustion engines. In an effort to overcome
this difficulty, producer -gas equipments
have now been designed for the vessels. It
is claimed that with tar fuel the engines will
deliver about the same amount of power as
before. There would not seem to be any
other great objections. The exhaust is as
clear as with oil, it is reported, because the
greater part of the smoke -producing par-
ticles is consumed before the expansion of
the gas.

New Fighter
AFIGHTER 'plane designed to attack

bombers in the sub -stratosphere is now

being built at a Long Island factory. The
new 'plane, of which 1,000 have already been
ordered, is the P 47, a single -seat craft with
a 2,000 h.p. Pratt and Whitney radial engine
and a secret turbo -charger. It is designed to
reach 400 m.p.h. at between 25,000 ft. and
30,000 ft. The weight will be over 11,000 lb.,
nearly twice that of an ordinary pursuit
'plane, and it will carry at least ten heavy
calibre machine-guns.

New " White Line " Machine
Paints Kerbs

A"WHITE -LINE " machine has been
invented which marks kerbs as well as

roadways.
Paint is sprayed on the top and edge of

kerbs in one operation, the regulation
spacing of one foot being made automatic-
ally. Three miles of kerb -painting can be
done in a day with one loading of paint,
this is twelve times as quick as hand -
painting. With the same machine, roads
can be marked at a cost of £1 2s. 5d. per
mile against a former cost of £12 a mile.

Usually, kerb -painting is confined to
kerbs at inter -sections, but in view of the
saving effected by the new method some
authorities are having kerbs painted along
their whole length.

Illuminated Helmets in Black -out.
WHITE helmets, with illuminated signs

reading " Police " on the front and
" Stop " at the back, are being worn by
Glasgow traffic police in the black -out.

Current is supplied by accumulators on
the policemen's belts.

Glass Wings for Aircraft
A'plane with glass wings, so fire -resisting

that a blazing torch produced only a
smudge on the fabric, has been tested at
Alliance (Ohio), and may open an entirely
new, field in aircraft production.

Yet to be approved by the American
Government, it is thought that the new
material would be better employed on
'planes of light horse -power, such as initial
training craft, and for civilian training.

The glass wings are now undergoing a six
months' weather test.

When in a professional film you see a shot in which the camera has obviously swooped about, you may
be sure it was done with an elaborate and beautifully balanced piece of machinery called a camera

crane. Here is the business end of one being got into poition for a prison scene.
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Testing Brakes for World's

General view of the new Physical Research Laboratory of Messrs. Ferodo, Ltd.
at Chapel -en -le -Frith.

TRE Ferodo Company was established
some forty years ago solely to manu-
facture brake blocks for horse-drawn

vehicles. These block's were built up from
laminations of cotton belting held together
by nails and impregnated with a simple
bituminous compound.

The intervening years have witnessed
the rapid development of the automobile
and every development of speed has
demanded a eorrespondmg development
in deceleration. All these developments,
together with other revolutionary develop-
ments in engineering technique, have
created a demand for a highly specialised
product, and today the company manu-
factures a wide range of friction materials
well abreast of the searching requirements
of modern high-speed mechanical transport
and the widely varied needs of industry.

This progress has necessitated unrernit
ling research throughout the whole period
of development and the provision of ode
quate facilities for research work has,

therefore, always held a leading place
the policy of the company.

resting Machinery
From the experience gained, it has been

established that, for the correct solution
of friction problems, it is essential that
test machinery and test apparatus must be
of sufficient capacity to reproduce actual
working conditions as closely as possible.
Attempts to economise by scaling down
such apparatus lead to faulty conclusions,
and clutches, brakes, brake drums and
friction linings must themselves be tested
under full-scale conditions of speeds,
pressure and sizes, if test results are to
be relied upon with confidence.

In full realisation of this fact, Ferodo
Ltd., have from time to time increased
the capacity of their testing plant, but in
view of increasing speeds, rates of duty,
etc., in present-day engineering practice,
a careful survey was made of the industrial
field as it exists to -day. and of possible

A small -V" bell machine in the new laboratory.

future developments, with the result that
it was decided to build a new Physical
Testing Laboratory, equipped with test
machines designed to cover the whole
range of industrial braking and power
transmission-from the testing of brakes
on pedal cycles and motor vehicles, up to
the conditions obtaining with the brakes
of an express passenger train travelling at
over 100 miles per hour.

These new test laboratories have now
been completed and any type of brake,
brake drum or clutch can be mounted on
the test machines, so that complete assem-
blies can be tested under actual conditions
of duty for which they were designed,
and, at the same time, the most suitable
type of brake or clutch lining for the
particular application determined

Brakes for Captain Eyston's " Thunderbolt "
One of the brake assemblies designed

for Captain G E. T. Eyston's racing car
Thunderbolt," on which he later estab-

lished the world's land speed record of
357.50 m.p.h., in September, 1938, at
Bonneville Salt Flats, Utak U.S.A., was
fitted with Ferodo brake linings, and sub-
jected to a braking proof test at maximum
braking speed in the Ferodo Test Labora-
tory before the complete brake equipment
was assembled on the car. Similarly, the
brakes and brake linings fitted to Mr.
John Cobb's racing car " The Napier
Railton," on which he set up the present
world's land speed record of 370 m.p.h.,
in August, 1939, was subjected to full-scale
tests before the car was despatched to the
Bonneville Salt Flats. The pilot of a 7 -ton
aeroplane, landing at 70 m.p.h., and braking
to rest, does so with confidence because its
highly specialised brake design has pre-
viously been tested and proved under
actual working conditions of speed, pressure
and rate of duty.

Following the introduction of Ferogrip
Fan Belts, a complete range of which is
manufactured by the company, test
equipment has also been provided for the
full-scale testing of these " V " belts

Laboratory Layout
The new Physical Research Laboratory

comprises the main test room, which is
75 ft. long and 50 ft. wide. adjoining which
is a fitting and machine shop 50 ft- long

Small media type tea machine.
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Fastest Cars
and 15 ft. wide, equipped with the necessary
machine tools. There is also a conference
room, so that the laboratory is a self-
contained unit. All the testing equipment
is of original design and incorporates all
the accumulated experience of the Ferodo
Company

Standard Continuous Test Machine
This machine is used for routine control

testing of the works production of all types
of Ferodo friction materials. From it are
obtained ' specific wear values, together
with a continuous record of the coefficient
of friction of temperatures between 135 degs.
Fahr. up to 550 degs. Fahr. The machine
has four solid discs-one of high carbon

Standard continu-
ous test machine a!
the New Ferodo
Laboratory. This
machine is used fur
routine control
testing of the works
production of all
types of Fero friction

materials.

A Brief Account of the New Physical
Research Laboratory of Ferodo Ltd., at

Chapel -en -le -Frith

steel, one of medium carbon steel, and two
of special alloy cast iron-which are driven
at a constant peripheral speed of 1,000 ft.
per minute, and the samples, each of 10
square inches area, are fitted into the
balanced torque arms. Load is applied
to the samples under test hydraulically,
and is adjusted to maintain a constant
circumferential resistance of 330 lbs. at
the surface of each drum so that each
sample is thus loaded to absorb energy
at the rate of 1 h.p. per square inch of its
area. The conditions of test are such that,
in a few hours, a correct indication can
be obtained of the durability and friction
characteristics of any given brake lining-
the coefficient of friction being recorded on
special chart recorders.

Small Inertia .Type Test Machine
This machine is driven by a 25 h.p

motor through a hydraulic infinitely variable
speed -reducing gear. There are seven fly-
wheels-any number of which can be made

a to rotate with the shaft, those not in use
standing stationary with the shaft rotating
within them. Complete brake or clutch
assemblies can be mounted on the machine

shaft, and the in-
ertia or energy to
be absorbed in a
stop from a given
speed is infinitely variable up to u maximum
of 810,000 ft.-lbs., at 1,500 r.p.m. This
machine is designed to test brakes and
clutches of any capacity as fitted to a motor
cycle up to a passenger car or light truck.
The torque, pressure and electrical recording
instruments .are mounted together at the
operator's control desk.

Large Inertia Test Machine
This machine is driven by a 100 h.p.

electric motor at constant speeds ranging
from 500 to 1,000 r.p.m., or the motor can
be automatically tripped out at any given.
speed below 500 r.p.m. The twelve main
flywheels (of a total weight of 8 tons)
are arranged in two groups on each side
of a standard railway rolling stock wheel,
and any number of these flywheels may
be made to rotate with the shaft-those
not in use being held stationary, in the
same way as those fitted to the small
inertia machine previously described. The
railway wheel is fitted with articulated

Close up of railleau brake block testing machine

torque arms designed to carry any type
of railway brake blocks and heads-the
load on the brake blocks being hydraulically
applied and infinitely adjustable up to
35 tons per block. Braking torque is con-
veyed from the torque arm to indicating
and recording instruments, by means of
hydraulic cylinders. Automatic time cycle
mechanism is fitted, enabling repeated
railway brake tests to be carried out at
any speed up to 100 m.p.h. at 80 second
intervals. Speeds, acceleration and de-
celeration rates are recorded electrically
and automatically-all instruments being
grouped at the operator's control desk.
The railway wheel is mounted in a close -
canopied water tank, so that tests can be
carried out under wet or dry conditions.
In addition to the arrangements for testing
railway brake blocks, any design of brake
or clutch can be fitted at the outboard end
of the machine and stopping tests .carried
out in a manner similar to that described
for the small type inertia machine. ,Correct

Large ''r hell testing machine.
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speed and flywheel weight can be initially
determined and the machine set to work
entirely automatically on a series of stop-
ping tests with any required interval
between stopping and automatic restarting.
The maximum energy available at 1,000
r.p.m. is 4,183,000 ft.-lbs., this being
infinitely variable to reproduce any required
condition for the testing of brakes and
clutches as fitted to the heaviest and
fastest type of vehicle likely to be produced.
Large " V " Belt Test Machine

The power unit of this machine is a
60 h.p. double -ended electric motor designed
to run at constant speeds between 1,000
and 2,000 r.p.m., and at each end of the
motor shaft a " V " belt pulley is fitted,
with grooves to suit any standard section
of industrial " V " belts. The motor is
arranged to drive two electric generators
by the " V " belts under test, each gene-
rator being fitted with a " V " belt pulley
of similar design to those fitted to the
driving motor. The electric generators are
each mounted independently on two
separate counterbalance swinging arms,
and any desired running tension can be
applied to the belts on test by sliding the
balance weights along the swinging arms,
also by raising or lowering either of the
generators, complete with swinging arm,
any length of belt can be tested within
the total length capacity of 'the machine,
namely, 274 ft.

The electric generators have separately
excited fields, so that the current generated
can be fed back into the line, and are
accurately calibrated throughout their
speed range-thus the brake horse -power
for any electrical output at every speed
is known. This machine is used for deter-
mining the durability, slipping character-
istics and apparent coefficient of friction
for the various standard sections of any
length up to the capacity of the machine,
also for the routine control testing of
works production of " V " belts.
Small " V " Belt Test Machine

This is of the hydraulic' dynamometer
type and has been primarily designed for
the testing of automotive fan belts. There
are three shafts, each of which can be fitted
with a " V " belt pulley, easily changed to
suit the section of the belt under test.
The lower shaft (representing the engine
crankshaft on a motor vehicle) is driven

by a 28 h.p. electric motor at any speed
from 2,250 to 4,500 r.p.m. The upper
shaft (representing the fan shaft) is coupled
to a standard Heenan & Froude hydraulic
dynamometer. The centre distance between
upper and lower shafts is adjustable
between 6 ins. and 244 ins. by operating
the gear fitted to the lower shaft. The
third shaft (representing the generator
drive on a vehicle) is mounted to the right
of the vertical centre line of the crank-
shaft and fan pulleys. This shaft is adjust-
able sideways to give any horizontal centre
distance from 0 to 194 ins., and vertically

Fitting and Machine Shop
As the mounting of the various types of

brakes and clutches on any of the test
machines, or the making up of improvised
rigs, entails a certain amount of fitting,
and very often machining, facilities for
these operations are provided in the work-
shop which adjoins the main test room.
The equipment includes a lathe, with tool
grinder, drilling machine, handsaw, grinding
machine and fitting bench. Ample storage
lockers are also provided for the large
assortment of spares and instruments,
which necessarily form an important part

A large inertia test machine.

to give the same centre distance range as
that of the other two pulleys. It is thus
possible to reproduce the actual pulley
layout of any motor vehicle, and to run
at the selected crankshaft speed and any
desired loading. The tension applied to
the belt during the test is indicated on
statimeters, and the machine is equipped
for measuring stretch and slip.

High-speed Destruction Testing Chamber
Incorporated in the basement is a strongly re-
inforced bursting chamber for high-speed de-
struction testing at speeds up to 9,000 r.p.m.

of the equipment of a Physical Testing
Laboratory.

This brief description of the testing
facilities provided by Messrs. Ferodo Ltd.,
shows the extent to which the company
has gone in order to maintain and further
improve, by constant testing and research,
the quality and reliability of its products.

All these test and research facilities are
placed unreservedly at the disposal of
any firm interested in the application of
Ferodo friction materials or of " V " belt
drives, in the development of new designs,
or the solution of any friction problems.

Flying Without Wings
How Bomber Crews are Trained in the "Cubicle Trainer"

MAGIC lanterns and darkened rooms
-a childhood thrill of an earlier
generation-are used for the ground

training of R.A.F. bomber crews in the
" Cubicle Trainer." True, the lanterns are
rather more magic than the simple con-
trivances of the nursery, but their purpose
is the same-to throw a picture on a screen.

The screen is hung on one side of a large
room. On the opposite side stands a row
of half a dozen glass -fronted cubicles-hence
the name. Each cubicle contains a pilot, a
navigator, and a wireless operator. Outside
the cubicle sits the instructor, who is in
touch with the half a dozen crews by wire-
less only. By sending them on a " flight "
to, say, Milan, he gives them an exercise in
navigation. Sometimes they stay in their
cubicles for six hours by the control clock,
though they can emerge for the lunch
interval. Or the clock may be speeded up,
and a six -hour journey telescoped into a
third of that time. Every few minutes a

slide of an aerial photograph showing land-
marks over which they would pass if in
actual flight is thrown upon the screen.
They see the slide through the glass front
of their cubicles.

Briefing " the Crews
Before entering the cubicles the crews are

" briefed," just as bombing crews are
" briefed " at an operational station before
going on a real raid. -They are given their
objective, and the instructor decides the
route which they are to follow. From the
moment of " taking off " the navigators
begin to plot their course on a chart.

Not all the pictures on the slides are
easily recognised-in fact, the instructor
may decide to show only pictures of ten -
tenths cloud for many miles of the journey
and the crews Would soon be " lost if the
wireless operator were not there to pick up
a bearing from the " ground "-that is,
from the instructor outside. Sometimes

slides of towns or landmarks which are just
off the route are deliberately shown. If the
navigator recognises them he will know
from his maps just how far he has been
carried by wind drift from his correct course.
If he fails to recognise them he will again
need the wireless operator to get a "fix" from
the " ground " and to establish his position.

" Searchlights "
As the crews near the enemy coast bright

lights gleaming frem the bottom of the
screen indicate searchlights, and a neat
piece of mechanism throws hundreds of
little flashes on the screen to denote the
bursts of anti-aircraft shells. The navigator
notes this " opposition " in his log.

Once over the coast the first excitement
dies away, and except for occasional search-
lights and perhaps a momentary burst of
anti-aircraft fire the rest of the journey
is mainly occupied with identifying the
landmarks shown on the screen and keeping
to course. At last the target appears;
again the searchlights and the anti-
aircraft fire are fierce. But this being only
a navigational exercise, there is no simulated
bombing, and no time is lost in starting back
home.
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The Work of a

THE outbreak bl war has made the
wining of all types of metals a work
of national importance, and all over

the Empire there has been a speed-up in
production.

In Burma there is alluvial tin in the
mangrove swamps, and the alluvial tin
deposits of. Malaya are found in the flat
land of the valleys or flood plains of the
Peninsula, at depths varying from a few
feet to 130 feet or more below surface level.

For obtaining these deposits under such
conditions the bucket dredge is the most
satisfactory apparatus. In the early stages
of operation a dry dock is built, either by
hand or mechanical means, of sufficient
size to accommodate the hull or pontoon
of the dredge. After this the paddock,
as it is called, is flooded and the pontoon
floated in preparation for the completion
of the superstructure and the installation
of the necessary plant and machinery,
which, in most modern dredges, is elec-
trically driven. The dredge, after starting
up, proceeds to dig its way out of the dock,
the ladder carrying the bucket band being
gradually lowered until the full depth of
the deposit is reached. The course of the
dredge is then directed so as to cover, in
time, the whole of the area to be worked.
Being a floating dock, it can be moved
with ease to follow the extension of the
operations, and is thus kept in direct
contact the whole time with the material
to be treated.

(Above) Th finish.,
renovated model.(Right'i
The rebuilding of the

superstructure on th
special wooden decl,

in

Many readers have no doubt, in theii
lifetime, come across what looks like a heap
of scrap-an article that has been neglected
and allowed to go to ruin, or one that.
unhappily, has been smashed up in transit
and looks past repair.

A Remarkable Model

Here, then, is an example with a moral
to it. The picture below shows the model
tin dredger when it was first taken out of
its case after being badly damaged, a pitiful
and almost hopeless wreck. The second
picture shows the reconstruction of the
model in its early stages, and the first
picture demonstrates the excellent job -

A pitiful wreck-a view of the battered tin dredger when it arrived for renovation at the works- of
Bassett-Lowke Ltd. .

Drec ger
With Notes concerning
a Remarkable Model.-
By W. J. BASSETT-

LOV% KE.

made by the model makers who recon
ditionod it to their clients' satisfaction.

The model was exhibited in the- Malayan
Section of the Empire Exhibition at Glas-
gow in 1938, and how it reached the state
shown n the picture below is understood to
have been in transit from another country.
when the case containing it was broken.

On unpacking the " wreck " the model
makers set to work to plan a scheme
to bring this formerly attractive and
educational model "back to life"
again.

The only possible method was to take
every part asunder and rebuild through.
out. The old pontoon was merely a
wooden structure. This was replaced by
a new base made of planished sheet brass
reinforced by half -inch brass angles. The
whole structure was then weighted, and
thepontoon so constructed to give two
inches freeboard.
Superstruct)ece

The superstructure was divided into
three sections-port., starboard and centre
-and was assembled bit by bit, remaking
the old parts which were missing and those
damaged beyond repair. Each section was
then constructed separately and all three
were collected together on a wooden deck.

The central section consisted of the
central girder work carrying the bucket
ladder, the gears which work it and the
revolving drum. The port and starboard
portions each comprised the strengthening
girder framework carrying the primary
jigs and the crane platform.

Also mounted on the deck were the mov-
ing winch and the ladder hoist winch, both of
which were taken apart and rebuilt. The
bucket ladder, made of heavy brass cast-
ings. was taken to pieces and renovated -
The same task devolved on the model
makers in connection with the two travel-
ling cranes. One of these, it will be noticed.
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lifts the gears and the other, which runs
over the top of the moving winch and
ladder hoist winch, was used to move parts
for repairs.

All the primary jigs were reassembled
and also the two electric motors, one of
which operated the pump and the other
the buckets. A new pump was fitted
giving a flow of water through the revolving
screens from the jigs.

The Work of a Dredger
The working of the real dredge is as

follows :-
The bucket chain digs and elevates the

ground, which contains normally about
half a pound of tin ore per cubic yard
(3,000 lbs.). The contents of the buckets

are tipped into the revolving screen,
where the material is treated by water
jets and disintegrated. The coarse material
and stone are rejected at the end of the screen
and discharged behind the dredge by a stone
chute, whilst the fine material, consisting
of sands, clays and mineral ores, passes
through the perforations in the screen
to the primary jigs.

These primary jigs effect a part concen-
tration of the tin -bearing materials by the
action of gravity, the clays and lighter
sands being carried off by side chutes to
waste. The heavier enriched material
sinks, and is drawn off from the spigots of
the primary jigs and pumps up to the de -
watering cones, through which it passes to
the clean-up jigs for closer concentration.

The concentrates from these jigs may
contain from 20 per cent. to 40 per cent.
of tin ore, which is collected and taken
ashore to the tin dressing sheds for further
treatment by washing, followed in many
cases by magnetic separation. The final
product-the clean tin or free of all sand
and, as far as possible, from other metallic
impurities-contains from 72 per cent. to
75 per cent. of metallic tin.

It is now ready for the smelter, who
converts it into the marketable product
of Metallic Tin.

The reconditioned model, completed in
best exhibition finish and in working order,
has now been placed in the School of Mines
Section of the South Kensington Museum,
London.

Expanding Mandrels and Contracting Collets
Constructional Details of Some Useful Lathe Fitments

SOME simple forms of expanding
mandrels and contracting collet chucks
which are easily and quickly made

and adjustable to cover a wide range of
turning work, are shown in the accompany-
ing illustrations.

For Work Turned Between Centres
Fig. 1 is an expanding mandrel for work

most suitably turned between centres.
The mandrel is tapered and, for a 4} inch
lathe, will be conveniently about 6 inches
long. At its biggest end it is reduced to
parallel about two thirds the diameter of
the big end of the taper.

It is made of cast steel and the ends
are hardened and tempered to an amber
straw colour. Centre holes to correct
lathe centre are drilled each end, with a
parallel clearance at the end of the hole to
ensure cleirance for the point of the lathe
centre and to afford a little reservoir for
oil at the tailstock centre.

The taper should be about 5 degrees
included. It could be made of mild
(Bessemer) steel. In that case the ends
should be case hardened before taking the
final cut along the taper. The taper is
best turned by setting over the tailstock
of the lathe.

Expanding Collars
Upon this mandrel are fitted expanding

collars which may be of various sizes to
suit the run of work in the shop. They
can be made of mild steel or plessplior
bronze, and are turned to an interval taper
out of the solid bar, cut off, and mounted
on the taper mandrel and turned parallel
outside. They are then slotted alternately
from each end to a hole near the opposite
end. The end view of the collar shows the
slots. They are at right angles to each
other. The side view shows how they
alternate from either end.

These collars will expand in the work
and hold it tight in the mandrel when
driven up the mandrel taper "with the work
in position on them. The collars can be
made different outside and inside diameters
and can be turned down if necessary for
odd jobs.

A Stub Mandrel
A simpler form of expanding mandrel-

a stub mandrel-is shown in Fig. 2. It has
a standard tapered shank to fit the taper
in the lathe headstock spindle or mandrel.

It is turned internally to a taper having
an angle of about 10 degrees and is slotted

across by a it in. slot ending in the trans-
verse hole shown. It is parallel outside
and is used to expand slotted collars as in
Fig. 1, but with parallel holes. These collars
are made from mild steel or bronze, and in
various sizes.

The stub mandrel is expanded by the
taper plug which is driven in. It has a
case-hardened centre hole to take the
back headstock centre and a couple of
opposed flats by means of which it can
be released by a spanner if tight in the
mandrel.

Headstock
Mandrel

Expanding Collar

-M\-\"\-\"71
Taper Mandrel

one slot only but then the steps inside
'must be shallower.

The draw -bolt should have a hardened
thread-it may be CARP hardened-and a
hardened nut.

Modifications
Modifications of the contracting collet

which are simpler, but do not combine the
draw -bolt fixing, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

In Fig. 4 the chuck is made to fit in the
tapered end of the lathe mandrel. It is
turned 'from cast steel and recessed in the
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Figs. I to 5. Details showing the construction of an Expanding Mandrel and Contracting Collets

Collet Chuck
A contracting collet chuck to take

several diameters is shown in Fig. 3, in
section and end view. It is screwed inter-
nally to screw on the lathe mandrel nose,
and is screwed up tight against the shoulder
as shown.

Outside it is turned parallel, and inside
taper. In this taper lie the four quarter
cones which form the gripping members.
The cone is turned as a solid, and has a central
hole and a recess to take the draw bolt
which passes through the hollow mandrel of
the headstock. and is pulled up by a nut
and washer at the rear end of the mandrel.

It is then stepped inside as shown while
in its own chuck, and then is taken out
and the four saw cuts made across it as
shown in the end view.

This collet chuck can be made with

front and stepped to take different diam-
eters of work as in the case of Fig. 3. It
is slotted across, as shown, by a transverse
slot sawn down it by a couple of hacksaw
blades held together-side by side-in the
saw frame. To contract it on to the work
it is turned taper outside and a collar,
having an internal taper of the same
angle is driven along the chuck, so contract-
ing it down on to the work.

In Fig. 5 we have the exactly opposite
arrangement. Here the chuck body, with
its taper to fit the taper of the lathe head-
stock mandrel, is recessed to a taper and
the split -chuck with stepped interior, as
in the other cases, is tapered outside to
the same taper and driven in the female
taper when it contracts on to the job,
and holds it. It is probably a rather better
method than that shown in Fig. 4,
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Rain and its Reactions
Striking Facts Concerning the Earth's Rainfall and its Far-reaching Effects

The Cheesering," near Callington, Cornwall, a well-known
example of the eroding effects of rainstorms.

RAIN is so universal and common-
place a meteorological phenomenon
that, save in those relatively few
instances in which it is spectacularly

heightened in intensity or prolonged exces-
sively in duration, we think nothing of it.

If we are townsmen or suburban dwellers
we are generally inclined to take rain for
a nuisance, forgetting, for the time being,
the essential value of our country's rainfall
for the well-being of the land, to say nothing
of that of the populace, too.

How many of us pause to consider what
our circumstances would be if, by some
freakish Operation of Nature, the world's
rainfall ceased altogether ? The results of
such a permanent stoppage would be
disastrous to most forms of life, since an
earth without rain would become as dead a
world as is our constant satellite, the moon.

The atmosphere, we all know, acts like
a gigantic and invisible sponge in sopping
up water from the earth. The air's moisture
is mainly derived from the evaporation of
the surface waters of the earth. Oceans.
rivers, lakes, ponds, marshes all contribute
regular amounts of water to the atmosphere.
The hotter the atmosphere, the more water
vapour it is able to absorb. At the same
time. the more water vapour which the
air holds, the more oppressive does it
become to live and work in such an atmo-
sphere, this being mainly on account of the
fact that perspiration, which is a natural
cooling mechanism of the body, becomes
impeded in hot, moist atmospheres. There
is little evaporation from the skin. Hence
the body gets hotter and hotter, the indi-
vidual more and more lethargic until,
eventually. he becrnes incapable of any
sustained physical n.ovement or even of
clear thought.

In the Tropics
When people proceed from England to

take up residence in the tropics, they find
at first that they are unable to walk a
couple of hundred yards without perspiring
copiously. This perspiration evaporates but
slowly, owing to the high water vapour
content of the tropical atmosphere. Hence
there is little cooling effect upon the skin.
The individual, new to the tropics, there-
fore becomes " limp " and often listless.
A certain amount of acclimatisation may be
acquired, but, almost invariably, the in

Anotherhard core of rock
revealed by the natural action
si rain. " Arthur's ,Seat,

Liskeard, Cornwall.

tensely humid climate of most tropical
regions will " get at " the individual,
frequently rendering a return to England
necessary.

If we leave water in a saucer, the water
will slowly evapprate into the air. Conse-
quently if there were no rainfall, and- if
the earth's atmosphere suddenly acquired
an unlimited capacity for the absorption
of water vapour, all the sources of water
on the face of the globe, the vast oceans

dwindle until our
planet became entirely devoid of liquid
water. Needless to say, long before such
a stage had been reached the amount of
water vapour in the air would have rendered
life quite impossible. No one can live
continually in the environment of even
a mild and relatively cool Turkish bath.
Yet an atmosphere which had absorbed all
the liquid water from the face of the earth

A good example of the action of rain in washing away
soil, and lighter stones, is to be seen in the case of any
newly made road before paving, particularly after a

heavy rainstorm.

would render, in comparison, the steamy
surroundings of even the most effective of
Turkish baths a relatively dry and bracing
locality.

Regarded in the above light, it will be
seen that the phenomenon of rain is one
of the great protective mechanisms of
Nature for the guarding of animal and
vegetable life upon our globe.

Causes of Rain
Despite such facts, however, there is

still a good deal which even modern science
has not yet discovered about rain, its
mechanism and its causes. " Hath the
rain a father ? " exclaimed the prophet
Job during his contemplations of the
natural mysteries. Modern scientists essay
the same meaning when they inquire into
the essential causes of rainfall. The problem
is one which is age-old, and it is not yet
fully elucidated.

It is obvious, of course, that the water
which falls from the clouds in the form of
rain is derived from the evaporation of the
large surface stretches of water which cover
the face of the earth. Bulk for bulk, air
saturated with water vapour is lighter
than perfectly dry air. Hence when air
takes up water vapour it tends to ascend.
In rising, the humid air expands. Now,
it is a universal law of nature that, when
any gas expands, it becomes cooler, owing
to the fact that it must have heat -energy
to expand with and that it abstracts this
heat energy from itself.

It has been found that, under average
conditions, rising air becomes about 3 degs.
Fahrenheit colder for every 1,000 feet of
altitude.

Owing to this natural process of cooling,
the water vapour in the rising air condenses.
It forms tiny droplets, each averaging only
about 1 -125th of an inch, or even less, in
diameter. Countless myriads of such ag-
glomerated droplets coalesce to form clouds.
If perfectly calm and tranquil conditions
prevailed in the atmosphere, the clouds,
light as they are, would slowly descend
to earth. Since, however, there is always
at least a gentle movement of winds
above the earth, the clouds are buoyed up
and they float about in the air much in
the same manner as a cork or a light feather
sails about on the gently agitated surface
of a sheet of water.

Sometimes the moisture -laden air does
not have time to form any long-lasting
clouds. If, as in the case of an Atlantic
wind blowing against a range of hills on
the west coast of our country, the wind is
very moisture -saturated, the air currents,
which will be forced up to the tops of the
mountain peaks and which will, in conse-
quence, become cooler, will condense their
moisture at once and rain will form heavily.

It is for the above reason that moun-
tainous regions which are acted upon by
moisture -laden winds are always .rainy
localities. The Lake District of England
is such an example. So, also, is the region
of Dartmoor.

Rain is also believed to be formed when
a cool wind meets a warm one, the cold air
condensing the absorbed water vapour of
the warmer air, and so precipitating it in
the form of rain.

It is further thought that much of the
rain of our cities is actually caused by the
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electrical condensation of water particles
around minute specks of dust which in-
variably float high up over .1.11 manufactur-
ing regions. Exactly how this condensation
is brought about is yet an unsolved mystery.

The question is frequently asked as to
whether it is possible for man to make
or to stop rain. So far as we are aware
with the present, state of our knowledge,
the answer to such interrogations is a simple
negative one. Forces too stupendous for
mankind to generate are concerned in the
making of rain on a natural scale. Thus,
for instance, it has been calculated that,
in order to provide an average English
rainfall about 330,000 horse -power of
natural heat -derived energy must be
expended for every square mile of surface
rained upon.

The so-called ' cycles " of wet and dry
years, the one-time assumed connection,
between heavy rainfall and wireless waves.
gunfire and other artificially produced dis-
turbances are all problems of rainfall which
have never been even partially elucidated.
The interactions of air currents, variations
of temperature, natural configurations of
the land surface and a host of other factors
are all so complicated that these are suffi-
cient to account for even the most extra-
ordinary variations of rainfall without
having to ascribe such power to any arti-
ficial agency. Nevertheless, it is possible
that rainfall could be produced by projec-
ting vast amounts of electrical energy into
the upper regions of the air, although pre-
cisely how this undertaking would be
carried out remains to be seen.

Measurement of Rainfall
Rainfall is normally measured by means

of a rain -gauge, which is a copper cylinder
of prescribed dimensions fixed above the
ground at a standard height. The gauge is
inspected daily (usually at 9 a.m) and the
water collected in it is measured in inches
or millimetres. Under these conditions, if
the layer of water in the gauge measures
half an inch in depth, we assume that half
an inch depth of water has fallen over the
land in the immediate locality.

One inch of rain falling upon one acre
of land is equivalent to a volume of water
approximating to 22,600 gallons and weigh-
ing a little more than 100 tons. From
this figure, some appreciation of the weight
of water falling annually in any given
diStrict may, with a little trouble, be
arrived at, if we knew the rainfall (in
inches) of the district, and the approximate
extent of the latter.

The annual rainfall varies greatly over
the face of the earth. Some districts, such
as the Egyptian deserts, hardly have any
rainfall at all. In other places, as, for
example, the islands immediately south of
New Zealand (" Seven Sisters " islands) it
rains almost continuously day and night
throughout the year.

In the British Isles, the wettest places
are those situated on high ground in the
West. Probably the rainiest place in the
British Isles is the Snowdon district, in
North Wales. There, the average rainfall
is about 247 inches.. In various places in
the Lake District, average annual rainfalls
approaching 160 inches have been recorded,
whilst at Bourne, in Lincolnshire, the
animal rainfall is only about 20 inches.

Practically all England's rainfall is
derived from the incoming Atlantic winds.
Hence it is that as we proceed eastwards,
our climate becomes drier and drier, most.
of the rain precipitating itself upon the
western mountain ranges of our land.

In the London area, the average annual
aiinfall is about 24-5 inches. which relatively

small rainfall makes possible the fresh and
even exhilarating climate for which the
Metropolis is noted.

Heavy Rainfalls
Normally, rain falls comparatively gently,

but, occasionally very heavy rainfall
intensities are experienced. To these is
given the name " cloudbursts," and as
such they are reported in the local Press. In
nearly every case, such " cloudbursts are
nothing more than exceptionally heavy
showers. There are, however, some occa-
sions on which the rain seems to come down
not in drops but in solid masses of water.
These occasions represent actual cloud-
bursts. In such instances, local cloud
conditions and variations of temperature,
osetlier with eertai II as vet '111k11,1Wti

A dose -up of apparatus design:LI to study the formation
of water drops under the influence of an electric field

electrical conditions in the atmosphere.
appear to effect the almost instantaneous
condensation of the clouds' contents.
When such conditions obtain, the water is
thrown down to earth almost in the same
solid sheet of liquid as is produced when a
bucketful of water is suddenly inverted.

Rainwater, having come down to earth,
disposes of itself by evaporation, by sinking
into the ground (and therefore supplying
the sources of springs and streams), and by
running over the surface of the land into
rivers and lakes, as well, of course, as by re-
filling the seas and oceans.

Heavy rains are less effective than steady
ones in conserving the fertility of the land.
Thus, in our country, an average annual
rainfall of some 30 inches is all that we
require for our agricultural and communal
well-being. In those regions, however, in
which the climate is warmed, rendering
the loss of water by evaporation greater,
an annual average rainfall of 30 inches
would not be sufficient.

Eroding Influence
In the rainy seasons most rivers and

streams are muddy and highly charged
with sediment. This represents the " me-
chanical " work which the rain continually
exerts in altering the face of the land. A
good example of such a factor is to be seen
in the condition of a newly made and
unpaved road on a modern housing estate.
Such a thoroughfare, after a rainstorm,
becomes a veritable quagmire of muddy
ruts and sodden channels. the rain washing

out most of the lighter particles of soil
and grit and carrying them away by means
of the miniature streams which it brings
into being.

Rain also acts chemically in dissolving
out of the land certain readily soluble
constituents. Falling over industrial dis-
tricts, rain usually dissolves acidic con-
stituents from the atmosphere, whilst even
in country districts the action of lightning
is to form oxides of nitrogen in the air,
vvnich gases produce nitric acid in traces
sufficient in amount to render the rainwater
slightly acidic.

Hence it is that rainwater flowing over
the surface of the land possesses a chemical
dissolving power as well as mechanical
eroding influence.

The acids dissolved In the rainwater
play a very great role in the natural weather-
ing of the rocks. They dissolve the soft
constituents (felspars) from rocky boulders,
leaving only the hard granite behind. A
notable example of such a natural action
is the world-famous " Cheesewring," near
Callington, Cornwall. Here, the continual
rainstorms through the ages have dissolved
and washed away large amounts of soft
rock constituents, leaving a curiously
shaped and perfectly balanced hard core
of insoluble granite behind. Other examples
of such action are to be found in nearly
every mountainous region.

" Hard '' River Water

The water of rivers is " hard " because
of the chalk dissolved by the rainwater
as it percolates through limestone and
chalky districts. Thousands of tons of
chalk are dissolved out of the land forniing
the Thames basin by the rain which falls
in that area every year. That is why the
domestic water supplied in the Metropolitan
areas is so hard compared with water
which comes from a non -limestone district.

It is the ceaseless mechanical and chemical
action of rainwater which causes the under-
ground caverns, " pot holes " and " grikes "
which are well-known features of limestone
districts. To such actions, also, is clue to
a large extent the natural configuration of
the countryside as a whole. Even the
mountain ranges themselves are slowly but
surely changing their forms under the
imperceptible but  nevertheless irresistible
action of rainwater.

As yet, we know too little about rain
and rainfall  to be able to exert any arti-
ficial control upon this aqueous precipita-
tion. Perhaps, as some assert, we never
shall have it in our power to control the
rain. Nevertheless, we may study it closely,
so as to increase our knowledge of the
phenomenon, which, as previously indicated,
is still considerably lacking in extent.

THE FLYING
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By F. J. CAMM
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able at the Present Time.
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PRICE 5s.

From all booksellers, or 5s ad., by
post, from The Publishers, C. Arthur
Pearson, Ltd., Tower House, Southamp-
ton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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MASTERS OF MECHANICS
No. 64-A Master of Mechanical Flight: The Meteoric Activities of
Alberto Santos -Dumont, Airship Designer and luilder of Aeroplanes

ON a Brazilian coffee plantation
about the year 1880 a young lad
of seven or eight .years listened

intently to a discussion which had been
going on between two of the plantation
workers. The subject was the possibility of
man's mastery over the air. Both the men
seemed to agree that mechanical flight
would never be possible, but the boy,
young as he was, expressed different views.

" Perhaps, some day," opined the lad,
" men will invent a ship which will sail in
the sky just as ships sail over the sea."

" No, my boy," one of the planters
replied. "Man will never navigate a ship in
the, sky."

" But on St. John's Eve," insisted the
boy, " when we all make bonfires, we also
send up little tissue -paper balls with hot air
in them. If we could make a paper ball
big enough, why could not an engine be
fastened to it which would drive it through
the air just as a ship is driven through the
water ? " .

" Boys talk foolishness," exclaimed the
planter. It was the only reply that the
wondering lad received to his query. In
vain did the planter explain to him that
since 1783 it had been possible for a man to
ascend into the clouds in a balloon, but
that no balloon could possibly be steered.
The lad, who evidently cherished his own
notion of things, insisted on the fact that
it might one day be possible to fly by
means of an engine attached to a balloon.
But as the atmosphere of the plantation
was too enervating to permit of prolonged
argument, the boy was left to reflect upon
his own strange notions undisturbed.

A curious lad was this. Barely eight
years of age. Thin, wiry, and slender, with
the face of a dreamer and eyes which seemed
at times as if they were peering into
futurity. His name was Alberto Santos.
Dumont, and his father was a wealthy f
coffee -plantation owner, whose estate at
Sao -Paulo, in Brazil, the world's chief
coffee - producing country, extended to
upwards of a score of square miles.
Early Work on Plantation

Alberto was born in 1873, at Sao -Paulo.
During his earliest years he was allowed to
run about wild, and because he was the
" boss's son," he had things pretty well
his own way. But Alberto did not grow ,up
to be a spoiled or a pampered child. On
the contrary, despite his slender stature,
he tackled many of the rough jobs of the
plantation and, at the tender age of seven
years, he was actually driving a steam
locomotive over the 60 miles of railway
track which the plantation contained.

These locomotives, or " coffee engines,"
as they were termed, served the purpose of
collecting the coffee berries from distant
groves and transporting them to central
sorting stations. They were essential to the
smoothing running of the plantation and,
despite the competition of the petrol car,
some of these steam locomotives still exist
at the present day.

The lad Alberto was a puzzle even to his
parents. When they undertook periodical
horseback trips to inspect other coffee
plantations of the locality, the boy pre-
ferred to slip away to the mechanics' shop
of the estate or to the large shed where the

locomotives were housed. Undoubtedly,
Santos -Dumont senior averred, the boy
was a born mechanic, and, wisely, the
indulgent father gave the lad much freedom
in his bringing-up.

Young Santos -Dumont, as the years
went by, proved himself to be an invaluable
assistant on the " mechanical " side of the
plantation, although he showed little interest

Alberto Santos -Dumont.

in the botanical aspects of coffee growing.
He learned to repair the mechanical coffee -
crushers, the rather complicated sieving
machinery, and the other mechanical appli-
ances of the plantation. In his spare time,
particularly in the rainy seasons, he read the
scientific romances of Jules Verne, and for
hours pored over illustrated works on loco-
motive building and general mechanics. In
the summer he went kite flying, although

1.1;a10.

Santos -Dumont completing his airship flight around
the Eiffel Tower in aris on 19th October, 1901.

he seems not to have had any spectacular
successes in this avocation.

Alberto Santos -Dumont, the world's first
successful airship builder, saw his first
balloon in 1888 when he was 15 years of
age. The balloon rose over the town of Sao -
Paulo, and a parachutist descended from
it. By this time Santcs-Dumont was well
versed in the history of ballooning, having
made a detailed study of it from the books
which he had available. The balloon ascent
over Sao -Paulo appeared to be so easy, and
so completely effortless, that on the spot all
the latent ambitions of the growing youth
to sail the skies in a balloon seethed at once
to well up within him. From that time
onwards Alberto determined that he would
himself " go ballooning " and endeavour to
construct a balloon that would drive itself
through the air.

The decision was made far more easily
than it could be carried out. For one thing,
Santos -Dumont senior was a wealthy and
an influential man, whereas a balloonist
was at that time considered to be little more
than a fifth -rate acrobat. For Alberto
Santos -Dumont to " go ballooning," .even
over his own family plantation, would have
been a veritable social sin.
Visits to Paris

Alberto had to wait until he got to
Europe before the further developments of
his ambitions took place. The Santos -
Dumont family visited Paris in 1891,
partly on business, partly for holiday pur-
poses. Almost immediately after his arrival
in Paris, Alberto Santos -Dumont sought
out a professional aeronaut of whom he had
heard. The latter individual expressed a
willingness to take Alberto " up, but he
surrounded his consent with so many con-
ditions and formalities that Alberto gave
up the idea of ballooning over Paris as
useless. Instead, he bought a car, one of
the earliest of the Peugeot 34-h.p. models,
and in the same year he returned to Brazil,
taking his Peugeot model with him for the
wonderment and amazement of the com-
munity at Sao -Paulo.

In 1892, Santos -Dumont, father and son,
again made a trip to Paris. This time
another attempt was made by the deter-
mined son to ascend in a balloon, but cir-
cumstances were still against him, and again
his ambitions in this direction were doomed
to failure.

Going to Paris for the third time in 1897,
Alberto Santos -Dumont made the acquaint-
ance of M. Lachambre, a balloon builder,
who had attained much fame by his con-
struction of the balloon in which the ill-fated
aeronaut, Andree, 'attempted to fly over
the North Pole. Monsieur Lachambre was
as enthusiastic on the subject of ballooning
as Santos -Dumont himself. After their
first meeting, it was arranged that, for a
payment of 250 francs, Santos -Dumont
should go for his first flight in a balloon on
the next day. Lachambre, was as good as
his word, and Alberto himself was in high
spirits. The latter turned up at the Parc
d' Aerostation armed with a basket contain-
ing hard-boiled eggs, cold roast beef and
chicken, cheese, ice cream, fruits and cakes,
coffee, champagne, and green Chartreuse,
for " nothing,' wrote Alberto afterwards,
" is more delicious than lunching like this
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above the clouds in a balloon !
First Balloon Flight

Santos-Dumont's first flight m a balloon
in the summer of 1897 only whetted his
appetite for more. He promptly decided
hat he and Lachambre would build a
balloon to his own ideas. This balloon,
which was one of the ordinary spherical
type, he named the Brazil. In order to get
into training for his preliminary ascent in the
Brazil, Santos -Dumont undertook two
dozen or more ascents in one of Lachambre's
balloons. The Brazil held about 4,000
cubic feet of hydrogen gas. It was con-
structed in the lightest possible manner
and, fortunately, it was quite successful in
use. In the Brazil Santos -Dumont gave
several public exhibitions of ballooning.
Public interest, however, in such spectacles
was waning, and even Santos-Dumont's
enthusiasm for the ordinary balloon was
not quite what it was.

Something was wrong with the notion of
the balloon, averred Santos -Dumont. A
balloon which cannot lie steered was, he
insisted, a pretty useless thing. Ho resolved,
therefore, to put the fantastic ideas of his
not far distant boyhood r.o the test and to
endeavour to devise a balloon which would
drive itself through the air.

With this notion in mind he consulted
Monsieur Lachambre. The latter worthy
only laughed and said that the whole idea
was impossible, that people had. tried
hitching engines to balloons in the past and
had signally failed in their attempts-
usually at the cost of their lives.

Santos -Dumont, however, was not to be
denied. He almost commanded Lachambre
at least to assist him in the practical con-
struction of a steerable balloon of his own
invention, for- the driving of which he
selected one of the new petrol motors which
Paris was then producing in quantities.

The balloon was to be an elongated one,
just large enough to raise one man's weight,
together with the weight of the basket
engine and attachment ropes.
" Santos -Dumont No. 1"

The construction of the airship was a
prolonged one, but on September 18th,
1898, the Santos -Dumont No. 1 was ready
for flight. Two days later this embryo
airship rose for the first time from its
moorings in the beautiful Jardin d'Acclima-
lion, the new Zoological Gardens to the
west of Paris. The machine, with its designer
in it, skimmed the tree -tops gracefully and
sailed away over the roofs of Paris. Then
suddenly the balloon, which was more or
less cylindrical in shape, began to fold in
the middle like a pocket knife. The graceful
flight of the Santos -Dumont No. 1 became

precipitate descant, from which the
adventurous Alberto very fortunately es -
'aped unhurt on landing. At once pack-
ing everything of value into a basket, he
left the wrecked airship on the ground and
returned to Paris in a cab.

In the early spring of 1899, the Santos
Dumont No. 2 was built. This had the
iame length as the No. 1 model, but its
diameter was greater, and it held some
7,000 cubic feet of hydrogen gas. It was
equipped with a miniature propeller and a
small petrol motor, and it rose into the air
for the first time from the Paris Jardin
d' Acclimatation on May 11th, 1899. Sheer
bad luck dogged this model, however. The
day was a rainy one, and the wind lifted
he rain -sodden envelope of the dirigible'

and hurled it against the trees, entirely
putting it out of action.

Santos -Dumont No. 3 was then built.
This made its maiden flight on Novem-
ber 13th, 1899, which flight, being entirely
,iiccessfel. confirmed Santos -Dumont in his

opinion that a serviceable airship or dirigible
balloon was a practical possibility.

Santos-Dumont's next plan was to estab-
lish an airship -building factory of his own,
which task he accomplished at St. Cloud,
near Paris, at the turn of the last century.
Here, in 1901, he built his famous airship,
Santos -Dumont No. 5, with which he
attempted to win a prize for a circuitous
flight around the Eiffel Tower. The
endeavour failed, but with his next airship,
the Santos -Dumont No. 6, which was 103 ft.
in length and 22,000 cubic feet in capacity.
the inventor succeeded in his attempt on
October 19th, 1901. Following this achieve-
ment, he made a number of spectacular
cross-country flights.
Epoch-making Flight

For his epoch-making flight round the
Eiffel Tower, Santos -Dumont won a prize
of 125,000 francs offered by a certain
Monsieur Deutsch de la Meurthe, a member
of the Paris Aero Club. Of this sum,
Santos -Dumont handed over 75,000 francs
to the Prefect of Police of Paris for distribu-
tion among the poor. The remainder of the
prize money, he distributed among the

the two succeeding months of the same year.
These were the first power -driven flights

in a heavier-than-air machine to be made in
Europe, and by them Santos -Dumont won
the Aero Club of France's prizes for the
first flights of 25 and 100 minutes' duration
respectively.

In 1908 Santos -Dumont constructed
what we may now term the world's first
light aeroplane. This was his celebrated
and now historic " Demoiselle " model,
which, being fitted with a 30 h.p. engine,
weighed only 290 lb. complete, and was
capable of a speed of some 50 to 60 miles
per hour. But the " Demoiselle " was
before its time and it did not, despite its
success achieve the popularity which its
inventor and designer had anticipated.
Sudden Ending of Activities

In the following year, and for no apparent
reason, Santos-Dumont's aeroplane and
airship constructing activities came to a
sudden end. The candle of his enthusiasm
suddenly extinguished itself and *lentos -
Dumont, walking off the stage it public
approbation and wonderment, left the
farther designing and development of dr-

Fr. Santos -Dumont No. 9, one of the last of Santos-Damont's airships It is here seer
cruising over the Paris roof tops.

workers 111 his own airship factory at
St. Cloud, retaining none of the well-earned
prize for himself.

Santos-Dumont's succeeding airships fol-
lowed a line of progressive evolution.
They become more powerfully engined,
more stabilised, bigger, and yet more easily
controllable.

Then came the era of the aeroplane, and
in 1905 Santos -Dumont built his first
heavier-than-air machine, which took the
form of a mechanically propelled box -kite,
which was built on the theories of one
Lawrence Hargrave, a Greenwich -born man,
who, at an early age, emigrated to Aus-
tralia and contributed several important
papers on man -lifting kites to the Aus-
tralian scientific societies. Hargraves' work
was little known, but Santos -Dumont saw
value in it and put much of it into actual
practice.

Santos-Dumont's First Aeroplane
The first aeroplane of Santos -Dumont

was not a success, but with his second
aeroplane (of a similar type to the first),
which was fitted with a 50 h.p. petrol
engine, he made a flight of 8 seconds'
duration on September 14th, 1906, this
attempt being followed by longer flights in

craft to others. From that tune until his
death, which occurred, after a long illness,
on July 24th, 1932, little further was heard
of him.

There is no doubt of the fact that, despite
the only semi -successful nature of his aircraft
creations, Santos -Dumont occupies a high
place in the annals of aircraft construction.

Santos -Dumont was a picturesque sort
of a man. His personal courage in those
daring and difficult early days of aircraft
piloting was unexcelled, and his experi-
ments in Europe were undoubtedly the ones
which served to focus the attention of the
public on the poasibilities'of flying.

For Santos -Dumont himself, of course,
the later achievements of his career com-
pletely vindicated the dreams of his early
boyhood. His were the hands which had
first steered a balloon through the air. His
were the brain and the muscles which had
first controlled the flight of an aeroplane in
Europe. Fulfilled ambitions and achieved
ideals such as these, Alberto Santos -
Dumont, " the little Brazilian," took away
into retirement with him and, no doubt,
they offered him comfort and satisfaction
during those long years in which the world
almost completely forgot his existence, let
alone his pioneering flights of the past.
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Gt. r
Spades Are Trumps

"DIG for victory " is the slogan which is
shouted at us by many a poster. In

order to beat the enemy's blockade, while
our soldiers carry arms, civilians are en-
joined to shoulder spades. We must reinforce
Home Guards with Home Gardeners, and
every garden must be converted into a
cornucopia.

Now, in addition to the " blitz," we have
to contend with the blights. This moves me
to mention an improved insect -destroying
composition for which a patent in this
country has been applied for. It is already
known that mercurous chloride, otherwise
termed calomel, is a powerful enemy of
insects. Placed on the land under culti-
vation, this chemical prevents the hatching
of eggs deposited by those insects which live
near the ground, or whose adults lay eggs
either on or immediately beneath the sur-
face of the soil. The larvae of these depre-
dators cause extensive damage to both
agricultural and horticultural crops. Among
the victims of the pests are cabbages, cauli-
flowers, carrots and onions-vegetables, at
this juncture, of more intrinsic value than
emeralds.

The new composition is a mercurous
insecticide mixed with a substance which
absorbs water from the air and thereby
maintains the insect -killer in a moist state.

So on the garden front we can destroy
germs while our forces defeat Germans.

False Waistcoats
IN the Victorian era our forbears smugly

recited Longfellow's " Psalm of Life," in
which occurs the line :

" And things are not what they seem."
One of the hypocritical articles of those

highly respectable times was the paper
collar. This pioneered an imitation linen
collar which the wearer cleaned with soap
and water in the same way that he washed
his face.

A lineal descendant of that Pharasaical
neckwear is a paper, waistcoat, which is the
subject of an application to the British
Patent Office. It is an irony of fate that the
inventor's address is in Savile Row, London,
the Mecca of sartorial devotees, from which
one expects garments only of superfine cloth
to emanate.

The idea consists of a waistcoat including
a front portion made of paper, or paper -like
material, arranged to be linked at its ends
by detachable fastening means. The paper
may be impressed to simulate a tailored vest
having imitation stitches which also sur-
round slits representing pockets.

The designer affirms that a white fancy
waistcoat made of pliable linen -faced paper
presents a front not so apt to crease as the
material usually employed.

This vestment (I almost wrote " vest -
meant ") belongs to the family of paper
serviettes, table mats, etc. But, in these
troublous times, when paper is at a pre-
mium, the waistcoat in question will not
readily come to the front.

Raising the Shoulders
MAKING the most of oneself is a pardon-

able trait in human nature. An im-
portant factor in the art of tailoring consists
in magnifying the physique. Padding,
sometimes known as soldier's fat," is the
usual means of clothes inflation. Many
years ago, coats well built up and out were
said to have " Yankee shoulders."

usy Inventors
y " Dynamo"

Improvised shoulder pad construction is
the aim of a recent invention. The designer
has particularly had in view the provision
of padding in coats of the type that are
unlined. Other objects of the inventor have
been to furnish a new method of applying
the shoulder pads to the lighter kind of
garment ; to provide a new form of pad ; and
to construct the shoulder padding simply,
effectively and cheaply.

The information on this page is specially supplied to
" Practical Mechanics " by Messrs. Hughes & Young
Patent Agents, of 9 Warwick Court, High Holborn,
London, W.C.1, who will be pleased to send free to
readers mentioning this paper a copy, of their hand-
book "How to Patent an Invention.'

This improvement in the process of pad-
ding may be a boon to the ladies. According
to the latest mode, the coats of the fair sex
on the shoulders are moulded after a
rectangular pattern. The new method
should conveniently enable their garments
to match modern architecture, which has
more straight lines than curves.

Roof First
WHEN the foreign house demolishers of

to -day have themselves been demol-
ished, there will undoubtedly be in this
country a considerable amount of re -

A new type of anti -gas helmet which the Ministry of
Home- Security announce is to be issued shortly to
persons who are unable to wear the ordinary type of gas

mask.

building. As we sometimes experience in our
island a lot of rain, wet days mean much
interruption of work. This delays the
erection of houses. If the builder happens
to have borrowed money, the interest
accumulates as rapidly as the rain falls.

In these circumstances, a suggestion
which comes from Sweden is well worthy of
consideration. An inventor in that happy
neutral country seriously declares that, if
you put up the roof of a house first, the
workmen are protected from rain, and

building operations are not interrupted by
that fickle jade, the weather. This is not a
mad idea from Laputa, the fictitious clime
in which Gulliver discovered so many
improbabilities; it is claimed to be a
practical suggestion. The method involves
the use of a motor which lifts the roof
progressively as the walls are built. Plat-
forms are suspended from the roof, by
meansalis of which the bricklayers erect the

One wonders whether the same result
could not be obtained by combining with the
scaffolding a tent arrangement of an
umbrella pattern which could be put down
on sunny days.

Egg Elevator
THE price of an egg, though not yet " far

above rubies ," is abnormally high. This
is the measure of its rarity. But I was at a
breakfast table one morning lately when an
egg cup was even a greater rarity. Then
someone had a brain wave. On the table
was a bottle of milk. Invention being still
the offspring of necessity, the bottle was
improvised as an egg cup. The mouth of
the bottle exactly fitted the girth of the egg.
And its height brought it conveniently near
to the lips of the consumer, reducing to a
minimum the danger of decorating his old
school tie with a fragment of the golden
yolk. Why not a lofty egg cup on a standard
flanked with accommodation for salt and
pepper? I offer this idea to the budding
inventor.

Handy Eraser
"TO err is human." As regards writing,

mistakes happen in the best regulated
offices. When these are perpetrated in ink,
erasure is the unpardonable sin. Before the
advent of the typewriter all legal documents
were engrossed by hand. One wonders how
those industrious law -writers imperceptibly
corrected the errors they must sometimes
have made. The cautious scribe and the
draughtsman sketch out their work first in
pencil. Fortunately, the lead pencil does not
leave a mark indelible like that which
stained the hand of Lady Macbeth.

We are all familiar with the pencil which
at the antipodes of its point has a small piece
of india rubber. It is the symbol of the
writer's fallibility. An inventor has come to
the conclusion that this type of eraser is not
without a disadvantage. In order that it
may be brought into operation, the pencil
has to be inverted. He has, therefore,
devised a pencil, alongside the point of
which is an eraser: One can slide this, with
the fingers without altering the writing
position. And the pencil can be covered or
uncovered as desired.

Light on the Key -Hole
THE roisterer who arrives home not long

before the dawn was many years ago
equipped with a latchkey fitted wii an
electric light bulb. This enabled his
oscillating hand to insert the key in the
elusive aperture.

To the same family of devices belongs a
recently introduced electric torch, com-
bined with which is a holder for receiving a
key in such a way that, when not in use, the
key lies against the torch -casing. But, if
required, it is extended. A switch is
provided so that the action of the extending
key automatically turns on the light.
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NOTES ON RIVETING
Practical Points to be Considered in Making Sound Joints

R,ETING is a simple and largely
used method of joining two pieces of
metal firmly together. But there are

somevery interesting and important points
about the process which must be understood
if the best work is to be obtained.

Some practical examples of good and bad
work are here illustrated to 'show what
defects can arise through very slight causes,
and how what should be a sound job can
be made a very inefficient one.

In Fig. 1 is shown an ordinary round -head
rivet. It will be noticed that there is a
slight radius at X. Since all rivets should
be a good parallel fit in their holes, it is
obvious that a rivet cannot sit down with
its head close to the plate being riveted
when the hole is parallel from end to end
arid has a square corner at the top.

If a rivet with the rounding under the
head is forced down by hammering, the
rounding will act as a wedge and force the
metal round the top of the hole sideways,
and the metal will rise up to make room.
This is shown in Fig. 2, greatly exaggerated
to show the effect. The rising of the metal
at A will prevent the rivet head sitting down
tight, on the surface of the plate.

Countersinking
To ensure against this defect the top edge

of the hole should be slightly rounded or
countersunk as at Fig. 3, and then the
under surface of the rivet head will pull
down, as it is intended to do when rivet
ing up, close to the plate as shown in Fig.
4, to hold it fast.

Perhaps the greatest cause of weak and
defective rivet work is in having the holes
out of line with each other. For good
accurate work holes should be drilled in the
first case a little smaller than the rivet
diameter, and reamed out together when
the plates are assembled upon each other.
Two, some distance apart, should first be
reamed and then bolted together by bolts
which exactly fit them, and then the other
holes should be reamed to size while the
plates are thus located, to fit the rivets.

When the holes do not line up we get the
condition shown at Fig. 5. The rivet is
forced sideways to take up a mean position
in the axes of the two holes. Its head will
not lie flat, but the corner at B will be taking
the pull until the rivet is fully closed by the
hammering, when the rivet will be distorted,
as well as the contacting edges of the plate
around the holes as shown in Fig. 6, where
the rivet shown first entered and commenced
to be compressed in Fig. 5 has been finally
closed under the hammer blows; further
hammering causes shoulders on the rivet
each side as shown at X and Y, Fig. 7.
These shoulders prevent the rivet holding
the two parts tightly together ; they only
hold the rivet tight in each plate, but
hammering will not draw the plates together.

Rivets Too Small
If the rivetiis smaller in diameter than

the hole, then what happens when the rivet
is finally hammered up is that it bulges
in the middle as shown in Fig. 8.. This will
more or less locate the two holes axial with
each other, but the fixing sideways will not
be so good as if the whole length of the
rivet fitted the hole closely.

When the rivet fits the hole the hammer-
ing spreads the shank tightly up against

the walls of the hole, as indicated in Fig. 9,
the arrows indicating the spread of the metal
where the blows are directed at the centre of
the rivet head, and in the line of its axis.
But if the hammering is continued dead in
the axial ling, the edges of the head of
the rivet will lose close contact with the
surface of the plate being riveted. This is
so slight as hardly to be noticed. It is
shown exaggerated in Fig. 10. Therefore,
after hammering down so that the shank
swells by direct blows on the centre of the
head, the blows must be directed all round
the head at an angle as shown in Fig. 11
so as to close the periphery of the rivet
head tight down.

Forming the Rivet Head
Given dead axial holes and rivets which

exactly fit them, the procedure may be
indicated as follows : Start by blows with
the round -paned hammer dead in the centre
of the flat end of the rivet, as shown in

x
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only have the effect of pushing the rivet
and the plates sideways.

Expanding Rivets
A form of expanding rivet now more

largely used than previously is shown in
Fig. 18. It has an axial hole about half-
way through the shank. The head is as
usual or it can be sunk in a countersunk
recess in the plate. The closing end of the
hole is countersunk, and a hardened conical
punch is used in the hole to spread the end
of the rivet. The angle of the punch should
be a little more obtuse than the angle
of the countersink in the hole because the
circumference of the countersink requires
that the metal shall be spread out.

To enable a rivet to be driven in tight
holes, it can be bevelled off slightly at the
end. This gives it a lead, and often prevents
the rivet being slightly bent when driving
it a tight fit in a hole. If the end of the
hole is countersunk as shown in Fig. 19.
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Figs. I to 20. Details illustrating various points in correct riveting.

Fig. 12. This tends to swell the rivet in the
plates. Continue till the edges bulge out
and the end is saucer shaped as in Fig. 13.
Then with blows on the edge knock down
the edges all round, using the hammer as
shown in Fig. 14. Continue till the more or
less conical shape is produced as in Fig. 15.
This spreads the shank, tightens the rivet
over the corner of the. hole, beds it down
tight on the flat at the edges and, finally,
compresses the head fully in all directions.
(Fig. 15).

Using a Punch
To give a neat finish to round -head rivets

use a hardened punch with a semispherical
head as in Fig. 16.

A bad joint is made when the holes for the
rivets are not scpiare with the surface of
the plates. This is shown in Fig. 17. In
riveting up, the tendency is to move the
plates relatively to each other as indicated
by the arrows because the blows on the.rivet
and the reaction of the blows at the holding
up solid mass have the effect of driving the
rivet sideways. Such a riveted joint could
not have a good hold. One edge of the
heads would be ;down as in Fig. 5, and
closing them down by hammering would

this rivet can be riveted up very tight and
flush each side. In these flush rivets it is
advisable to have the angle of the counter-
sink a little more acute than is usual and a
trifle deeper. It gives the rivet a better
hold.

Screwed Rivets
When riveting a plate to a solid mass of

metal the rivet may be screwed into the
solid, and riveted over the plate as shown
in Fig. 20. With a tap plug, thread the hole
in the plate, and with dies screw the rivet
end parallel to fit it. Drill a hole in.
diameter of the rivet up its axis for a
distance equal to its diameter, and saw cut
it across for a distance equal to two-thirds
of the length of the saw cut up the rivet
Slightly taper the end of the hole in the
rivet, and turn a taper cone to fit it. and
project about t1r in. Then screw the rivet
in the hole tightly with heavy pipe grips.
The cone will expand the rivet in the
threads. Place the drilled plate over the
rivet, and rivet up in the usual way. The
hammer blows will consolidate the rivet in
the hole and rivet its head over. Keep the
blows axial at first; afterwards driving the
head into tl te countersink.
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A machine leaving the deck of an aircraft Carrie;

Our Aircraft Carriers
The Story of How the Fleet Air Arm Came into Existence
ALTHOUGH it was towards the end

of May, 1939, that the Fleet Air
Arm, administered entirely by the

Admiralty, started, its independent exist-
ence. it really came into being in the spring
of 1924, when the 'Admiralty  were given
control of R.A.F. units for operational and
disciplinary purposes while they were
accommodated in aircraft carriers and other
ships.

It was very early in the World War of
1914-18, however, that aircraft demon-
strated their value as a means of guiding the
conduct of a major naval operation.
Although they were used solely for recon-
naissance duties and not in an offensive
capacity, their services were found to be
invaluable. They suffered from serious
limitations, however, in that, if a " land "
plane was  used, their useful range was
greatly restricted, while if a seaplane was
used, it was incapable of alighting with
safety on anything but the calmest sea.
Thus it is that a floating aerodrome is an
obvious necessity, yet once that has been
acquired there are many other important
problems that have to be met. For example,
the navigational problems involved in pilot-
ing an aircraft from an aircraft carrier
require the most meticulous calculations.
Then again, visibility at sea often extends
over a range of many miles, but it also falls
to only a few hundred yards almost without
warning, and it is then no easy matter for a
pilot to find his way -home to a carrier after

long reconnaissance flight, unless he has
ept a very accurate record of his navigation

during the flight. Thus we see that the
organisation and equipment of a squadron
of the Fleet Air Arm involves vastly more
serious and complicated problems than in
the case of a similar squadron operating
from a land base.

The First " Ark Royal "
Long before the construction of the first

aircraft carrier was considered, the Admir-
alty had appreciated the value of aircraft in
a naval engagement, and in the early
months just before the war they had pur-
chased a tramp steamer which was then in
the course of construction, and had modified
its design for use as an " aircraft tender."
The vessel, which was named the Ark
Royal, had a displacement of less than
7,000 tons and was far too small to permit
of the construction of a deck for landing,
Actually, a small flying -off deck was pro-
vided on the forward part of the ship and
two cranes were installed for hoisting sea-.
planes on board. The Ark Royal was an
invaluable vessel during the early years of
the last war, but the impossibility of
effecting a landing, or of even taking a sea-
plane on board in rough weather, was a
serious limitation.

Three more small vessels were taken over
by the Admiralty for service as aircraft
tenders before the construction of the first
real carrier. One was the Campania, a
passenger liner which was completed in
1916, and this vessel was particularly
interesting in that a flying -off deck was pro-
vided which was equipped with special

wheeled trollies on which a seaplane could
be mounted. These trollies enabled a
normal seaplane to take off from the deck
like an ordinary aeroplane, a feature which
considerably increased the value of the
vessel. The other two tenders were the
Riviera and the Engadine, the latter being
the only aircraft tender present at the
battle of Jutland.

The First Aircraft Carrier
The first vessel to be constructed in the

form of an aircraft carrier as we know them
to -day was the Argus, a vessel of nearly
15,000 tons which was originally designed
as a passenger and cargo boat for Italian
owners. Her construction had been com-
menced early in 1914 at Beardmore's yard,
but on the declaration of war, all work on
the ship was stopped and it was not until
1916 that the hull was purchased by the
Admiralty and the design converted to a
carrier. A complete flying deck was fitted
which extended to practically the full length
of the ship, and a larger hangar was con-
structed beneath the flying deck. A further
revolutionary change was effected in the
total abolition of funnels, and enormous
horizontal flues were constructed to carry
the boiler gases beneath the flying deck to
discharge at the stern. The hangar was
350 ft. in length and nearly 70 ft. wide, and
it could accommodate twenty aircraft of
both land and sea types. Fully equipped
workshops were installed capable of carrying
out major overhauls and, so far as accommo-
dation and equipment were concerned, the
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Stern view of the Ark Royal," which was launched in 1937. Has sixteen 4.5 guns, and carries sixty

planes Recently took part in the successful bombardment of Genoa.
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6. Multiple machine-guns.
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9. Wireless aerial masts.

10. Mess quarters.
II. Petrol storage tanks.
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14. Upper hangars.
15. Arrestor wires cc reduce speed of

landing aircraft.
16. Blind flying trainer.
17. Officers' quarters.
18. Aircraft taking off.
19. Steam jet for indicating wind direction.
20. Flight deck.
21, Upper gallery deck.
22. Upper hangar deck.
23. Lower gallery deck.
24. Lower hangar deck.
25. Upper deck.
26. Mair deck.
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HOOk' LOWERED TO
LAND/NG AIRCRAFT ENGAGE ARRESTER

WIRES

ARRESTER WIRES

Showing how the tail hook on ilk plane engages with the arrester wires thus enabling the 'plane to land
with safety.

Argus was a complete floating aerodrome.
Two electric lifts were provided for raising
aircraft from the hangar to the flight deck,
and the flight deck itself was equipped with
wind -breaking palisades which could be
simultaneously raised along the sides of the
deck to give shelter to a machine on- the
deck.

With so many revolutionary features in
her design, it would not have been sur-
prising if the ship had not proved a success.
In actual
most serviceable vessel ; she was the first
really successful aircraft carrier ever built,
although the fact that she was not com-
pleted until September 1918, rendered her
of no service during the War.

An Expensive Experiment
The demands of the Admiralty were not

satisfied by the building of the Argus, and
in 1917 it was decided to modify the design
of a cruiser, the construction of which was
being completed at Armstrong's yard. The
vessel, which had been named the Furious,
was destined to prove an expensive experi-
ment. As originally constructed, she carried
two 16 in. guns and was intended for service
as a light cruiser. The first modification to
her appearance was the removal of the front
gun turret and the fitting of a flying -off deck
with a hangar for seaplanes beneath. The
next alteration was the removal of the rear
gun turret and the building of a flying -on
deck over the aft end of the vessel. This
deck was not a success, however, on account
of the air disturbance during landing due to
the funnel gases and eddy currents. Once
again the ship was reconstructed and she
was finally completed in 1925; her funnels
had been removed and a clear deck fitted,
and her present appearance is very similar
to that of the Argus, which largely served as
the model upon which her final design was
based. In spite of her chequered career,
H.M.S. Furious has since proved a service-
able ship; she is capable of a speed of 31
knots and her clear deck expanse of 700 ft.
in length and 80 ft. wide, makes landing a
comparatively simple matter.

The Aircraft Carrier " Hermes "
So far, all the carriers constructed had

been converted from designs originally pro-
duced for ships of quite different purposes,

but about the same time as the Furious was
appropriated for service as a carrier, the
designs for the Hermes were drawn up. The
Hermes was the first vessel to be designed
and constructed specially as an aircraft
carrier. She is a comparatively small ship,
having a displacement of barely 11,000 tons,
but she has the reputation of being a splen-
did sea boat with little tendency to roll in
rough weather.

Her design includes one feature of funda-
Unlike the Argus and

the Furious, which were equipped with an
unobstructed flying deck covering almost
the entire vessel, the Hermes was built with
a conventional funnel and control turret,
but instead of being placed on the centre
line of the vessel they were built on an
island on the extreme starboard side at the
widest part of the deck. In this position
they offer little obstruction to the landing or
taking off of aircraft, and although their
presence inevitably causes some disturbance
of the air to a landing aircraft, yet many
pilots prefer their presence because they
render the judgment of the height of a
machine above the deck a much easier

MINIMUM TAKE-OFF
SPEED OF PLANE
45 n4FH

matter than is the case with the clear decks
of the Argus and the Furious.

The " Eagle "
A few months after the Hermes was laid

down, the Admiralty decided to appropriate
and adapt yet another hull which had been
lying half completed on the slips since 1914.
This vessel was the Almirante Cochrane,
which had been designed as a dreadnought
for the Chilean Government. The hull was
purchased late in 1917 and the design
modified to that of an aircraft carrier.
similar to the Hermes. The vessel which
was re -named the Eagle, took no part in the
Great War of 1914-18, as her trials only
commenced in the spring of 1920, and she
was not finally completed until 1923.

Two other carriers which were com-
menced in the early part of 1915, were the
Glorious and the Courageous. The Courage-
ous, however, was sunk in the early part of
the present war through enemy action.
Both of them were built as ordinary cruisers
in the short time of twenty months.

Modern Aircraft Carriers
We now come to aircraft carriers of the

most modern type such as the Ark Royal
and the Illustrious, to name but two. They
are considered the last word in aircraft
carrier construction. The Ark Royal, for
instance, is 800 ft. in length, 94 ft. wide,
has a flight deck height of over 70 ft. and a
draught of 23 ft. It is capable of housing
about 60 aircraft.

Space does not permit to give details of
the types of plane operating with the Fleet
Air Arm, but one of the most extensively
used is the Blackburn Skua.

Finally we come to one of the most
interesting problems of the Fleet Air Arm,
and that is how the machine takes off from
the deck of the carrier. The illustration on
this page shows that the two main factors
to enable the machine to take off from a
small space are the speed of the aircraft
carrier and the speed of the wind.

Despite their cumbersome appearance,
aircraft carriers are very fast ships and are
capable of a speed of over 30 knots. There-
fore, if the aircraft is stationary on the
carrier the wind will be moving past the
wings of the plane at about 35 m.p.h. If
the wind is blowing towards the carrier at
15- m.p.h. the wind moving past the plane
will then be 50 m.p.h. even before it moves.
Thus, as the minimum take -off speed of the
plane is 45 m.p.h., the plane becomes air-
borne as soon as it is in motion.

MND SPEED /5 M PH

z1,1CRAET CARRIER
RAvELLINC AT 30 KNC,rS

PLANE TRAVELLING AT /5 MPH.

AIRCRAFT CARRIER
TRAVELLING AT 30 MPH

Showing how the 'plane take, of from the in I of the aircraft carrier (see text for explanation)
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Join the Well -Paid Ranks
of the TRAINED MEN
THOUSANDS OF TRAINED WORKERS ARE

URGENTLY NEEDED BY EMPLOYERS IN ALL

PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. SKILLED MEN ARE

BEING PAID EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH WAGES

Why not become one? You can.

Many I.C.S. Students have done
so since war began-by means of
a few months' spare -time study

The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Course learns the
subject he studies thoroughly, completely, practically.
We arc not content merely to teach principles : we
Show our students how to apply that training in their

everyday work. We train them to be
successful-and we offer you the benefit
of our 49 years' matchless experience.

you need technical training, our advice on any matter

concerning your work and your career is yours for the asking

ee and without obligation. Let us send you a booklet

dealing with the subject in which you are specially interested.

It is packed with valuable information. DON'T DELAY.
"ACTION " your watchword.

The successful man does today what the failure

INTENDS to do tomorrow. Write to us TODAY

The I.C.S. Offer Special Courses of
Training in the following Subjects:

Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical Engineering
Aero Engine Fitting
Aero Fitting and Rigging
Aeroplane Designing
Agriculture
Air -Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boilermaking
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Contracting
Business Training
Business Managemer t
Cabinet Making
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Colliery Overman
Colliery Management
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering
Cost Accountancy
Dairy Farming
Diesel Engineering
Display
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Engineering
Engineer in Charge
Engineering Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Fitter
Forgeman
Foundry Work
Garage Management
Gas -Power Engineering
Ground Engineer
Heating and Ventilating

COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

Highway Engineering
Horticulturist
Hydraulic Engineering
Insurance
joinery
Journalism
Machine -Tool Work
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Electrician
Mine Fireman
Mine Surveying
Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Moulder
Patternmaking
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Servicing
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary Engineering
Secretarial Work
Sheet -Metal Work
Ship Draughtsman
Steam Fitter
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Telegraph Engineering
Telephone Engineering
Television
Templating
Textile Designing
Textile Manufac tut ing
Toolmaking
Turner
Welding
Woodworking
Works Engineering
W Lirks Management

(USE PENNY STAMP ON UNSEALED ENVELOPE)

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, LTD.
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please tell me how I can become highly efficient in the subject I state below and send me,
FREE of CHARGE or OBLIGATION, your Special Booklet.

SUBJECT (or EXAMINATION)

NAME Age

ADDRESS
ICS
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A SNAPSHOT FROM OUR NEW LIST

t

BASSETT-LOWKE, LTD.,
LONDON: 112, High Holborn, W.C.I MANCHESTER: 28, Corporation Street

OUR RE -DESIGNED L.M.S. 2-6-4 TANK (as illus-
trated) which, with an attractive new 2-6-2 Tank
form innovations to our Gauge "0" series of
locomotives, price, clockwork and electric a.c. or
d.c. L9 9s. Od. (Plus 35/- Purchase Tax). Other
new model railway items and accessories of all
kinds are included in this new list of ours....
New GR. 12, Gauge "0" Railways. Price 6d.
Also new edition, "Laying Permanent Way," 3d. post free.
New edition Gauge "00"list TT. 12, 3d., post free.
AB.I2. Steam Locomotives, Stationary Engines and
Everything for the Model Constructor. 8d. post
free.
 A WARTIME BARGAIN.
Gauge I "PECKETT" Saddle Tank -hand enamelled
. . . first class clockwork mechanism . . . cast
iron wheels. Wonderful Value at L2 2s. Od.

Northampton

832 By

RALPH
Pages

over The Outline of Wireless
500 Deals with Matter and Energy, Electrified Matter, Electronic Contents, Magnetism and

Illustrations Electro-Magnetism, Batteries and Accumulators, Wireless Communication and Broadcasting,
Modern Valves, Wireless Signals, Wireless Receiving Circuits, Wireless Measuring Instruments, etc.

From all Booksellers, or by post I I/3d from GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

Covers the whole theory and practice of Wireless Reception. On the
Official Admiralty List and recommended to Wireless Operators in the Navy

NET

kes the best
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That fine high gloss which every woodworker desires
is so easily obtained by using Varnene Oil Varnish Stain.
Varnene is so easy to apply because it never becomes
tacky while working. The stain sinks deeply into the
wood, leaving the varnish to dry to a hard durable gloss
which will not readily chip or scratch. Use Varnene
and ensure a finish you will be proud of.

Obtainable at Handicraft Stores, Oilmen,
Grocers, and General Stores in Dark Oak,
Walnut, Mahogany, Light Oak, Ebony and

Clear (Colourless) Varnish.

ARNENE
THE FINER

OIL VARNISH
STAIN

Chiswick Products Ltd., Chiswick, London, W.4
VIHC

TECHNICALLY QUALIFIED

ENGINEERS
Key Men of the War

Qualify by home -study with The T.I.G. B. for Big P
technical Posts in Wartime Engineering-Aeronautica
Mechanical, Electrical, Chemical, Wireless, etc.

How to Qualify: -
Take a recognised Engineering Qualificatio,
such as A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.F.R
Ae.S., A.M.I.Chem.E., etc., in which -pro.
fessional examinations T.I.G.B. Students
have gained 25 FIRST PLACES an.
Hundreds of Passes.

Write to -day for "The Engineer's Guide to So,c,ss
containing world's
widest choice of en-
gineering courses cover-
ing all Branches and
qualifications.

The Technological
Institute of
Great Britain
2IBTemple Bar House
London - E.C4

1111M111111111111111111111111F

HAVE YOU A RED NOSE?
Send a stamp to pay postage, and you w:II
learn, free of charge, how to rid yourself of

such a terrible affliction.
Address in confidence -

P. TEMPLE, Specialist
32 "Commerce House," 72 Oxford Street, W.1
I (Est. 39 years.)

ELECTRADIX
SWITCHES. For switching anything by hand

or automatically.
1erial-Earth D.P.C.O., 3/6. Shia Box Switch, 8 -way
in panel by R.1., for meter ranges, etc., 7/6. Larger
type, G.P., with 10 -way studs, 5/6.
R.A.F. SWITCH, 3 -way boxes, rocker type, 1/3, 6 -way
Rocker toggle, 2/-; 8 -way ditto, 3/6.
YAXLEY AND REX WAVECHANGE D.P., 3 -way roll
contact, 1/3. Bulgin 3 -point wavechange, 9d. Tuneweii
S.P. on -off. Ed. 20 -way panel Stud Switches, contact
arms and ring for 300 -ohm amp., 20 -tap resistance,
10/6. 7 -way Stud Switches on 2i -in. panel, with plug
sockets, 1/9. 10 -way D.P. ebonite mounted, 8 amps.,
5/6. 12 -way D.P., 5 amps., 4/-. G.E.C., 10 amp.,

linked, 3/-.

SPEAKERS
MAINS ENERGISED SPEAKERS. ti in. Rola, 1,200
olims, with speech transformer, 7/6. Magnavox,
type, 12/6.
A.G. MAINS SPEAKERS, WITH RECTIFIERS.
Jensen, 220 volt. 7 -in. cone and transformer, 25/-;
7 -in. cone, 20/-; 100 volt A.C., 8 in. cone with trans-
former, 21/,
BATTERY ENERGISED SPEAKERS, K.B., 6 volt,
8 -in. cone, 8/6.

HEADPHONES
Lightweight, 2,000 ohms, 5/6. Single high res. ear-
pieces, 2/6k'- Sullivan 120 ohm W.D. model. Aluminium
body and headbands. Maker's price to -day, 15/.. Our
price 4/9 per pair, cords extra. 3d. postage. Pocket
Headphones, all leather, and cords, 5/3 pair.
TELEPHONES for all purposes, House, Office, Garage
and Field Sports. Wall type, as illustrated. Table
models cheap. Send for lists.
ALARM BELLS. Small and large. Battery or mains
D.C. or A.C., 10 in. long. Domestic Bells and Fire Bells,
cheap. Please state wants.
BUZZERS. The Rolls-Royce Of Buzzers.
The Cambridge Townsend. Tiny, shrill, perfect.
Model T. High note for wavemeters; diaphragm blade,
smallest buzzer possible, platinum fitted, 10/-. Metal
cased plug-in type, 15/-. Other types available.
HOME RECORDERS
Electrical Home Recording. Requires Tracking Gear
for Grooving, Traverse, etc., 25/-.
CUTTER needles, sapphire, 3/6; real diamond, 7/6.
Rotary Needle Sharpeners,1/6. \Wood Needles, round
or triangle, 1/- doz.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.9

Phone: Central 461]
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A NEW SERIES

The Story of Chemical Discovery
No. 5.-Oxygen and Hydrogen Discovered. The Curious Dr. Priestley

and the Eccentric Mr. Cavendish
DESPITE the falsity of the prevailing

theory of " phlogiston " or the
principle of fire, chemistry de-

veloped at a rapid rate during the eighteenth
century. For the greater part, this develop-
ment comprised the discovery of many new
substances and materials, particularly gases.
Yet, subsequently, great efforts were made
by the growing number of experimenters
to fit these discoveries into a systematic
fisme of scientific thought and, by means
of them, to evolve not only a theory of
chemical action, but also one which would
satisfactorily explain the nature of chemical
materials and of the everyday things around
us.

One of the most brilliant chemical lights
of the eighteenth -century period with
which we are now dealing was the renowned
Dr. Joseph Priestley, celebrated not only
for his many discoveries in practical
chemistry, but also for the remarkable
career which he made for himself.
A Curious Fellow

A decidedly curious fellow was tins
Dr. Priestley. Of constitutionally gentle
and amiable temperament, he nevertheless
managed to get himself thoroughly dis-
liked by his contemporaries, both scientific
and lay, in England, so much so that he
ended up his days as an exile in America.

Priestley was born near Leeds in 1733.
the son of one Jonas Priestley, a cloth
dresser of that neighbourhood. As a boy,
he was delicate and this condition was by
no means improved by the early death of
his mother and his having to be brought up
by a well-intentioned, although strict and
spartan aunt. The lad was given a good
education and, after studying for the
Ministry at the Dissenters' Academy at
Daventry, he obtained his first post, that of
assistant to an aged Presbyterian minister
in the little Suffolk village of Needham
Market. The situation, however, did not
suit Priestley, in consequence of which fact
he set up, after some minor ups and downs,
as a tutor in Warrington, in which town,
also, he married a daughter of a Mr. Isaac
Wilkinson, an ironmaster, of Wrexham. in
Wales.

At Warrington, Priestley got to know
Benjamin Franklin, the American philoso-
pher, whose work influenced him greatly.
Furthermore, in this town, he witnessed
some electrical experiments, which resulted
in his procuring sundry electrical apparatus
and in his writing a History of Electricity.
" Fixed Air " '

In 1767, Priestley removed to Leeds,
where he ministered for six years to a
" liberal, friendly, and harmonious congre-
gation." Near Priestley's house in Leeds
was a brewery which regularly discharged
large quantities of carbonic acid gas into the
atmosphere as a by-product of its treat-
ment of 'malt liquors. Priestley became
interested in this gas, which was then
known technically as " fixed air." He
found that it was soluble in water, and he
made experiments on impregnating water
with the gas under pressure.

Here, of course, Dr. Priestley shines as
the very first discoverer of soda -water and

of other aerated beverages. Quite unknow-
ingly, by his few simple experiments on
" fixed air," Priestley had founded a future
industry. The Royal Society, however,
appeared to recognise some practical value
in Priestley's discovery, for that body
awarded him the Copley Medal for this
work, the Royal Society then being of thf.

Dr. Priestley, one of the most celebrated ui
18th -century chemists.

opinion that " 130111111011 water impregnated
with this fluid (i.e. carbonic acid gas) alone
might be used in medicine, particularly for
sailors on long voyages for curing or pre-
venting the sea scurvy."

Priestley, during his stay in Leeds, wrote
book on lieht and colours. which. how -

The principle of the "pneumatic trough for
collecting gases over water was discovered by

Priestley.

ever, was little snore than a compilation of
previous discoveries in this subject. His

special subject " was undoubtedly chem-
istry, and it was to this subject that the
worthy doctor turned during his spare -time
moments.

In 1772 an offer came to Priestley of a
position as librarian to Lord Shelbommo
(afterwards Marquis of Lansdowne), who
had a large mansion at Boxwood, in Wilt-
shire. The post held out the promise of
abundant spare time for his many-sided
interests, and, despite its low salary and his
growing family, Priestley did not hesitate to
accept it.
Discovery of Oxygen

It was during his employment as Lord
Shelbourne's librarian that Priestley made
the most celebrated discovery of his lifetime
-that of oxygen. This was in 1774, in
which year Priestley set himself to examine
the effects of heat upon a large number of
chemical substances. One of these materials
which he examined was mercuric oxide, a
brilliant red powder formed by heating
mercury in air. By heating a small quantity
of this powder by means of the sun's rays
focused through a hand lens, Priestley ob-
served that it gave off a kind of "air." which

air " he carefully collected.
" What surprised me more than 1 can

well express," wrote Priestley " was that a
candle burned in this'air with remarkably
vigorous flame."

Priestley found, also, that mice could
live in his newly discovered " air," and since
substances burned with great brilliancy in
it, he concluded that it must be devoid of
all " phlogiston " or fire -principle, and that
during the process of burning, the fire -
principle or " phlogiston " passed freely
from the burning substance into the " air.'
Hence, this gas (which we now call " oxy-
gen ") was termed by its discoverer, Joseph
Priestley, dephlogisticated air.

Joseph Priestley was also the individual
who made the first use of rubber in this
country. Having had a few balls of native
rubber sent to him for examination from
the West Indies, he cut them up into small
blocks and observed that they ()could be used
for erasing pencil marks from paper. Thus
began another industry, which in modern
times has attained truly giant proportions.
Religious Views

Despite his chemical discoveries-which,
of course, appealed only to the very few-
Priestley was, at this time, getting himself
into great disrepute. His religious views
were decidedly unorthodox. He wrote a
book on the corruptions of Christianity,
which brought him into trouble with the
ecclesiastical authorities. Furthermore, he
was in favour of the American Declaration
of Independence and, at a later date, with
the French revolutionists.

In point of fact, therefore, the gentle and
amiable Dr. Priestley, brilliant scientist
though he was, was regarded throughout
this country as a veritable " fifth column-
ist " and as an individual whose views were
calculated to undermine loyalty to the
British Crown.

Lord Shelbourne severed his connection
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with Priestley, and after the latter had been
in charge of a dissenting chapel in Birming-
ham for some years, a local mob marched
to the chapel where Priestley had preached
in favour of the French revolutionists and
burnt it down, after which act they pro-
ceeded to his house, which latter together
with his laboratory and library of scientific
books, shared a like conflagatory fate.

Priestley escaped to London, but in that
city, also, he met with a bad reception.
Even the Royal Society, which had previ-
ously awarded him its coveted medal, was
hostile to him, so much so that he resigned
from that body.

In 1794, Priestley emigrated to the town
of Northumberland, on the bank of the
Susquehanna River, in Pennsylvania,
America, and here, at last, he found peace
and quietude and the opportunity of carry-
ing out further scientific work, which latter
he continued almost up to the time of his
death, in 1804.
" Pneumatic Chemistry "

Besides his discovery of oxygen, Priestley
must be remembered as the " father of
pneumatic chemistry," i.e. of the chemistry
of gases. For the collection of gases, he
devised the famous " pneumatic trough,"
well known in every school laboratory, by
means of which gases are collected by dis-
placement of water.

With his water -trough apparatus (which,
for the collection of water-soluble gases he
replaced by a mercury trough), Priestley
collected and examined such gases as hydro-
chloric acid (which he first showed to be a
true gas and not merely a solution),

. ammonia, sulphur dioxide, nitric oxide,
carbon dioxide, and various other com-
pounds, all of which he termed " airs," for,
at that time, the name " gas " had not been
introduced into chemical science.

To the end of his days, Priestley remained
a convinced and even a pugnacious believer
in the theory of Phlogiston or the so-called
" principle of fire," scorning the endeavours
of all who vainly endeavoured to convert
him from this scientific obsession. Curiously
enough, it was, in part, as a result of
Priestley's very discoveries of oxygen and
other gases that the Phlogiston doctrine
had perforce to give way to our true theory
of combustion and oxidation, yet, as we
have just mentioned, Priestley could never
be made to see that his hold on the false
theory of Phlogiston was an absurd as well
as an entirely unprofitable one.
Hon. Henry Cavendish

Living contemporaneously with Priestley
was Cavendish-the Honourable Henry
Cavendish-an English aristocrat of the
18th century, and an 100 -per -cent. eccen-
tric, if ever there was one.

Cavendish might be termed a personifica-
tion of dehumanised humanity. Possessed
of great wealth, which he received mainly
through inheritance, he nevertheless lived
the life of a recluse. He was without per-
sonal friends. He had a horror and a
hatred of women, which revulsion was
believed to be due to the failure of an early
love affair. His life was entirely a passion-
less one, being devoid of love, friendship,
ambition, good cheer, or even hate.

In his house, which stood on the confines
of Clapham Common, to the south-west of
London, the Honourable Henry Cavendish
set up a laboratory and a library. Here he
lived a strictly secluded life, writing out
each day his orders for meals and laying the
written paper in a prominent place so that
it would be picked up by his housekeeper
and would thereby prevent the necessity of
any personal interview having to take place
between himself and that essential per-
sonage.

Cavendish was shy, too. Upon the occa-
sions on which he went to Royal Society
meetings, he could very seldom be induced
to talk, and even, indeed, when it was found
possible to engage him in conversation, the
flow of his words would instantly cease if
Cavendish happened to notice any strange
face in the group of Royal Society members
which surrounded him.

Dr. Wollaston, himself a famous chemical
discoverer, commented upon' Cavendish's
peculiarity and intractable shyness in his
Memoirs. He said : " The best way to
talk to Cavendish is never to look at him,
but to talk as it were into vacancy, and
then it is not unlikely but you may set him
going."

To the bitter end, Cavendish maintained
his pathological reserve and aloofness from
his fellow creatures. As, aged and friend-
less, he lay on his deathbed, he commanded
his man -servant to leave the room and not
to return for an hour or tvV O. The servant

1411

Apparatus for the modern making of hydrogen
in the laboratory by the action of dilute
hydrochloric or sulphuric acid on zinc or iron.

obeyed his master's instructions. When,
eventually, he returned, he found that his
master had turned his face to the wall, as if
in renunciation of all fellow -friendships, and
had quietly breathed his last.

Discovery of Hydrogen
Of the physical discoveries of Henry

Cavendish and his electrical researches, we
cannot deal at the present juncture.
Cavendish, however, was an experimental
chemist of no mean order, and of his dis-
coveries in the chemical realm, that of
hydrogen is certainly his most fundamental
one.

The action of acids, such as sulphuric
acid, on iron, had long been known, but it
MIS Henry Cavendish who was the first to
study the " air " which is evolved in such
reactions. We now know, of course, that
this gas is hydrogen, the lightest of all
elements. Cavendish, however, called it
" inflammable air," in consequence of its
combustible nature.

In hydrogen, most of the chemists of the
period saw the long -sought -for pure Phlo-
giston, the principle of fire itself. Priestley
particularly insisted upon this viewpoint,
but Cavendish himself, a less fervent fol-
lower of the Phlogiston doctrine, assumed

that his " inflammable air " (hydrogen) was
" phlogisticated water."

In 1766, the year of his discovery of
hydrogen, Cavendish proved that when this
gas is exploded in a closed tube with oxygen,
the result is water. He showed that when
these two " airs " are mixed in the propor-
tion of two volumes of " inflammable air "
(hydrogen) and one volume of " dephlogis-
ticated air " (oxygen), the whole of the
mixed gases condensed to water after the
passage of an electric spark through them.

He then proceeded to discover that when
hydrogen is mixed with common air and
exploded in a closed vessel, water is formed
and a gas, which he called " phlogisticatecl
air " (i.e. nitrogen) remains.
Composition of Water

Cavendish, clearly, is the discoverer of the
composition of water, although it must be
noted that James Watt, the so-called
steam-engine discoverer, found grounds on
which to claim this disdovery as his own.
That Watt and Cavendish were known to
each other is certain, for on one occasion
Cavendish visited Watt at his Birmingham
foundry, in order to discuss technicalities
concerning the production of water from
oxygen and hydrogen. James Watt, how-
ever, was no more the discovere,r of the
composition of water than he was the
originator, discoverer, or inventor of the
steam engine.

Cavendish, in the years 1783-84, proved
air to consist of two gases, and he also
proved water to result from the chemical
union of two distinct gases-oxygen and
hydrogen.

He showed, also, that when a mixture of
nitrogen and oxygen was confined in a
tube over mercury, along with a solution of
caustic potash, and the gases subjected to
the influence of electric sparks, the oxygen
combined with the nitrogen to form oxides
of nitrogen, which were absorbed by the
caustic potash. In every instance, however,
a small proportion (about 1/120th part) of
the nitrogen remained unabsorbed, and
Cavendish, noting this seemingly trivial
fact, raised the question as to whether the
" phlogisticated air " (nitrogen) of the
atmosphere is " entirely of one kind."

This observation and query of Caven-
dish's lay forgotten for more than a hundred
years until 1894, in which year Lord Ray-
leigh and Professor Ramsay announced to
the world the discovery of a new gas which
they had found in atmospheric nitrogen.
This was the unabsorbable portion of the
oxygen -nitrogen mixture which Henry
Cavendish had, in his days, drawn attention
to. The new gas turned out to be an
element. It was called "argon," and, as we
all know, its discovery led to the founding
of a new modern industry.

Cavendish, unlike Priestley, did not
remain so obdurate over the matter of the
false Phlogiston theory. Eventually, he
subscribed to the new theory of combustion
which was developed as a result of the work
of the French chemist, Lavosier, whom the
French revolutionists so mercilessly put to
death.
Experimental Work

The volume of experimental work done
by Cavendish was smaller than that per-
formed by Priestley. Perhaps, however, of
the two, Cavendish's work was the more
thorough, the more painstaking, for Priest-
ley, as we have seen, was a man of wide
interests and had chemistry not happened
to constitute one of them, some other
science would undoubtedly have done so.

Priestley and Cavendish constitute two
focal points around which many of the early
scientific chemical discoveries centralised
themselves in the 18th century.
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METAL -WORKING TOOL Pt mis t we!
INVALUABLE IN EXPERIMENTAL DEPTS. & WORKSHOPS

' The JUNEERO
multi -purpose
tool -punching
.retal

CUTTING SHEARS
FOR ROD

BENDING DIE
FOR METAL

BENDING JIG
FOR

BAR

JU NEERO
MULTI -PURPOSE TOOL

SEE WHAT IT DOES

PUNCHES HOLES

lo take bolts in Steel

strips. (see right)

BENDS strips to
accurate right angles
or any other angles
required. Also bends
rods. (see right)

" . as we find our Juneero
outfit very helpful in our experi-
mental department."-J.S.,

Yorkshire

CUTTING SHEARS
FOR METAL

GAUGE BAR

PUNCH FOR
PERFORATING METAL

VICE TO HOLD
ROD FOR SCREW

CUTTING

SHEARS
strips and rods to
accura e lengths.
(see left

SUPPLIES: The Juneero Engineers Set is available from
the Juneero dealer in your town, who also

keeps stocks of spares and additional materials in 1/- packets
ready for immediate demand. If, owing to war conditions, you
have any difficulty in obtaining your set send remittance to us,
adding 2/- towards packing and carriage (abroad 10/6 extra.)

SIX TOOLS IN ONE COMPACT UNIT
With the Juneero multi -purpose tool, you can shear, bend or punch
holes in metal strip, also cut and bend rod. It is also fitted with a
vice and supplied with screw -cutting die for threading rod. It enables
accurate and well -finished models to be constructed in a fraction of
the time needed for reasonably complete drawings. This practical
cool is proving of immense value in experimental departments and
workshops, and is also being used for short runs where the cost of
special machine tools would be prohibitive Send coupon for full
details.

PROMINENT ENGINEERS WRITE
" We have found this useful

little tool very practicable in
many ways in helping us to refit
radios and chassis."-R.R.C.,

Yorkshire.

NE
ENGINEERS' SET comprising :.he paten iuneerc

multi -purpose tool, tools foi
hearing, threading and forming and a comprehensive

range of Juneero materials, neatly 84' Price
oused in a stout gauge metal box complete

COUPON: Write name and address in margin i3.1ENFu

To JUNEERO Ltd., STIRLING CORNER, BOREHAM WOOD, HERTS.
Please send me particulars of the Juneero Engineers' Set
and name and address of the nearest luneero Dealer. p.m.
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S. TYZACK & SON,
LTD., INCORPORATING

GEO. ADAMS
TOOL and MACHINERY

SPECIALISTS

Please send us your
enquiries

The " ZYTO "4 -Way
Turret Tool Holder. A
most essential appliance
for lathe work. Spring
plunger locking device
incorporated. Case-
hardened screws. Superior
quality and finish. Speci-
ally suitable for lathes
3'/2 to 4 in.
Price, complete 42 /-

The " ZYTO " Special 4 -Way Turret Tool Holder, specially
suitable for lathes 5 in. and (.3 in. Locking device operates on one
stroke, special all -angle too seating. Recommended for po

ODsouth bend and similar lathes DelivePv Iv -,n, ;lock. Pried .X/0 S.

"6 ZYTO "
Super Quality slidin
Tailstock Dieholder
No. 1 M.T. shank Ion
barrel, precision finisl
For a O.D. die,
Price 8s. 3d. For I iii

O.D. dies, 10s.

REPLACEMENT KITS A SPECIALITY
CATALOGUE OF WOOD -WORKING TOOLS AND MACHINERY

FULLY ILLUSTRATED, ONE SHILLING, POST FREE.
CATALOGUE OF ENGINEERS' TOOLS, .NCLUDING LATHES AND

GEO. ADAMS' SPECIALITIES, ONE SHILLING, POST FREE.

S.TYZACK & SON1T0 341.345 Old St., LONDON
E.C.1

Just Published

FLYING MODEL PLANES
Harry McDougall

There are few pastimes to equal that
of designing, constructing and flying
one's own model aeroplanes. In this
book Harry McDougall gives the reader
a clear insight into the fundamental
principles on which all models are built
and flown, and provides him with a first-
class handbook of detailed instructions.

Over 130 easily -understood diagranis
illustrate the 14 chapters and assure a
firm grasp of the essentials in planning
and building. Although originally
designed to meet the need of the beginner,
it will prove equally helpful to the more
practised enthusiast. One model air-
craft specialist, among others who have
praised it, says : " This is the best
publication of its kind yet seen." Blue-
prints are available.

61. net
4, Bouverie-street, London, E.C.4
LuTTEIRWORTH PRESS

11111014i Guide -Success in.
WE HAVE HELPED THOUSANDS

TO SUCCESS
Why not let us do the same for you-you should
at least investigate the opportunities we can
place within your reach-it will cost you noth

ing to inquire.

Become a Draughtsman,./ww
or Aero. Inspector

AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men, and Youths urgently wastes,
Mr reserved occupations as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in
Aero,.Illg and Tool. Press Tool,
Elect deal. Heehanicalandother
Branches of Engineering. Prac-
tical experience is unnecessary
!or those who are willing to learn
-our Guaranteed:. "Home
study" courses will get you in.
rhose already engaged in the
General Drawing Office should
study some specialised Branch
such as Jig and Tool or piress Tool
Workandsoconsiderably increase
heir scope and earning capacity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE
OF ENGINEERING

(Dept. 429)

148 HOLBORN,
LONDON, E.C.1.

FIFTY-FIVE YEARS 01- I

CONTINUOUS SUCCESS I

SOUTH AFRICA BRANCH E.C.S.A.
P.O. BOX 8417, JOHANNESBURG. I

A FEW OF THE COURSES
DESCRIBED

Inst. of Electrical Engineers, A.M.I.E.E.
Inst. of Wireless Technology, A.M.I.W.T.
Inst. of Civil Engineers, A.M.I.C.E.
Inst. of Structural Engineers, A.M.I.Struei.E.
Inst. of Mechanical Engineers, A.M.I.Mech.E
Inst. of Automobile Engineers, A.M.I.A.E.
Royal Aeronautical Society, A.F.R.Ae.S.
Production Engineering, A.M.I.P.E.
London B.Sc. Degrees
Wireless-Telegraphy-Telephony
Electrical Engineering-Welding
Television-Electric Wiring
talking Picture Work-Rate Fixing
Works Management-Metallurgy
Sheet Metal Work-Refrigeration
Motor Engineering-Work Study
Inspector, Viewer or Gauger
Engineering Draughtsmanship
Electrical Draughtsmanship
Aeronautical Draughtsmanship
Jig and Tool Draughtsmanship
Die and Prese Tool Draughtsmanship
Structural Draughtsmanship
Building Draughtsmanship
Inst. of Builders, L.1.O.B.
Inst. of Sanitary Engineers, A.M.I.S.E.
Royal Sanitary Institute, M.R.S.I.
R.A.F. and R.N.-PILOTS AND OBSERVERS

sou do not see your requirements abo,,e ins, explain what they are.
We are able to advise on all be, arlo.s of Engineering.

This book contains a

mine of valuable and
exclusive information
and may well prove
to be the turning
point in your career
Send for your copy

NOW !

TIME AND MOTION STUDY, PLANNING,
RATE -FIXING AND ESTIMATING.

great demand exists for men with a know-
ledge of Work -Study, 'rinse and Motion,
Rate -fixing, etc. Our rapid qualifying
courses are entirely modern, intensely inter-
esting, fully guaranteed. Send for particulars
at once. Ask for Informal ion Sheet No. NY /7.

THE ACID TEST OF
TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY:

SUCCESS-OR NO FEE
We definitely guarantee that it you fail to
pass the examination lot which you -are
preparing tinder our guidance, or if you are
not satisfied in every way with our tutorial
service --then your Tuition Fee will bk.

returned in full and without question. Thi
is surely the acid test of tutorial efficiency.
If you have ambition you must investigate
the service we are able to offer. Founded in
1885, our success record is unapproachable

Why not fill in and post the attached
coupon for further details and free
authoritative guide to openings in

Engineering ?

4Ium aim um meg nom mum Imo t
COUPON

To NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING# (Dept. 429). 148 Holborn, London, E.C.L.
Please forward your FREE guide to:-

NAME

ADDRESS

the subject or examination in which
am specially interested is

(To be filled in where lieu already have a special preference)
FOUNDED 1885 - - - OVER 35,000 SUCCESSES
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Reversing Gear for
Oscillating -Cylinder
Steam Engines

By A. J. BUDD

Response to Several Requests Particulars

are Given of Two Simple Methods

MANY model steam engines which are
driven by one or two single -acting
oscillating cylinders are non -rever-

sible, that is, they can run in only one
direction. The general arrangement of a
single cylinder, and its steam block, is as
shown in Fig. 1, steam reaching the cylinder
through one of the ports (A) in the steam
block; (B), the other port; (C) being the
exhaust port. The direction of rotation
of the engine is clockwise, as indicated by
the arrow. It will be seen that if the function
of these ports could be reversed, and steam
admitted through port (B), the direction
of rotation of the engine would be reversed.
This condition can be brought about by
the addition of a reversing plate, in the
manner illustrated in Fig. 2. A new steam
block would also be necessary, in place

Fig. 1. General arrangement of a
- single -acting oscillating cylinder and

steam block.

of the existing block, the only difference
being the additional steam port in the
centre, and the trued -up back face against
which the reversing plate works. If the
old steam block it wide enough, the central
port and side hole for the steam pipe can be
drilled in it, and a new block would not be
necessary.

Shaping the Reversing Plate
The reversing plate can be roughly cut

out _with a hacksaw from a piece of sheet
brass Ys in. thick, and filed to shape. The
centre steam cavity, which can be drilled
and chipped out with a small cold chisel,
need not be more than half the thickness
of the plate in depth.

It will be seen that when the reversing
plate is in the position shown in Fig. 2,

Fig. 2. Showing the addition of a reversing plate to an
oscillating cylinder.

steam ports to exhaust, and vice versa,
as required. In the illustrations, Figs. 3 to 6,
the arrangement is shown applied to a
simple locomotive, and for a stationary
engine the arrangement would be similar,
the only difference being that in the latter
case the cylinders would probably be wider

k-

the engine will run in a clockwise direction,
the cylinder exhausting through port (C),
on the return stroke. When the plate is
pushed over to the other position, steam is
admitted to port (C), and the engine will
rotate in the reverse direction, port (A)
then becoming the exhaust port. Short
stop pins, cut from .31.ff in. iron wire,
and soldered to the sides of the steam
block, limit the movement of the reversing
plate, and assure the correct registering
of the steam cavity with either of the ports
iii the top of the steam block.

For Twin -Cylinder Engines
Model stationary engines or locomotives

driven by two oscillating cylinders can be
reversed in a similar manner by a simple
reversing plate, which changes the cylinder

model

Fig. 3. Elevation and plan of a reversing
arrangement fitted to a double -cylinder model

engine.

apart, thus necessitating slightly longer
connecting pipes.

A general arrangement of the cylinders
Iand reversing plate, in elevation and plan,
is given in Fig. 3, from which it will be seen
that two pipes lead from each cylinder
block to a central steam -distributing
block, on the face of which the reversing
plate works.

Steam Distributing Block
To make the steam distributing block,

take a small block of brass and carefully
file it up square to the dimensions given
in Fig. 4. Scribe the two centre lines, and
centre -punch the centre of the block, after
which lightly scribe a circle of IV in.
radius, and centre -punch the position of
the four ports on the face of the block as
shown. Mark the position of the holes
for the steam pipes on one side of the
block, and drill these carefully right
through the block with a ork in. twist
drill, afterwards enlarging the holes for
a distance of -A- in. with a in. drill to
take the ends of the connecting pipes.
The four holes in the face of the block
can now be drilled, also with a 745( in.
drill-the two marked S, E, right through
the block, and the other two to meet
the holes already drilled through the
sides.

The holes S, E, should be enlarged at
the back of the block, and tapped out to
take the screwed ends of the. main steam
and exhaust pipes. The centre hole to
take the pivot -pin should be h in.

5n diameter, slightly counter -sunk
13 H on the face of the block.

The reversing plate and handle,
R, can be filed to shape from a
piece of brass ii in. thick,
and the two grooves made in
the face to the same radius as
the holes in the block. Make the
grooves the same depth as the
diameter of the holes. The best
way to form the grooves is to

Fig. 4. Details of steam -distributing block and reversing plat. drill about five holes the required
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The death penalty was imposed for such
acts of violence, but still they continued-
and the roads worsened in every respect.
There were battles between the military and
overwrought civilians. But things did not
come to a head until there had broken out in
South Wales a series of desperate riots
amounting almost to civil war. The Welsh
miners started it. Work was scarce, prices of
necessities were high-and made higher
by the toll -gate dues. The miners looked
for a leader in this new crusade and found
him in one who had the cause at heart.
He was known to them as Rebecca, and
under his leadership, and on horseback,
they stormed the turnpikes over a large
area and destroyed them. Apparently their
violent efforts culminated in the Beige of
Carmarthen workhouse, in 1843, and ended
-so far as activity was concerned-in their
dispersal by a body of cavalry. The real end
came in the setting up of a Royal Commis-
sion to enquire into the workings of the
Turnpike Trusts. Unlike most Commissions,
this one acted. And that was the beginning
of the end of a system which had fattened
the banking accounts of several hundreds
of combines but had done nothing to put
the management of our roads on a sane basis.
Thomas Telford

Contemporary with MacAdam, another
great road -engineer did strenuous pioneering
work. He was Thomas Telford. born in
1757-a year after MacAdam and, like him,
a Scotsman. He drove roads through the
Highlands and through parts of Wales
hitherto cut off from the rest of Britain
because of lack of highways. His name is
equally honoured among bridge -builders.
Unlike MacAdam, who let his road founda-
tions look after themselves and relied on

Exhaust Pipe

Chimne y
Tube -

Bo /el'

Steam Pipe

Reversing Lever

Fig. 5. Sectional view of the front part of
a model locomotive, showing the position of
the steam -distribution block and reversing

plate

depth for each groove, and finish with
a small chisel. Drill the centre hole A in.
diameter and slightly countersink on the
face of the plate, as indicated.

The working faces of the steam block
and reversing plate must be prepared by
rubbing them down with pumice powder
and oil on a piece of plate glass, or a small
surface plate, after which clean out the
holes to free them from any sediment.

For the pivot pin, a ski 4'1. Whitworth
bolt can be used which is screwed for
Y4 in. at the end. The spring can be of
steel, or hard brass wire, about No. 21
gauge, and this is tightened up with a
nut and washer until the working faces of
the block and reversing plate are pressed
tightly together. To limit the movement
of the reversing handle, two pins cut from
No. 19 gauge steel wire are pressed into
bolos drilled near the bottom corners of
the block, as indicated.

Cylinder Steam Blocks
With regard to the cylinder steam blocks

already fitted to the engine, the exhaust
ports' have to be drilled out and tapped
in the same manner as the other ports
(see Fig. 3). For the connecting pipes
cut four pieces of 5i in. diameter brass
tubing, one end of each piece being screwed
for a distance of Ai in. Anneal each piece
of tubing by heating it in a gas flame,
and plunging it into water, after which
they can be screwed into the steam blocks.

Bend each pipe lightly so that the
projecting ends can be pressed into the
holes in the reversing block, as shown in
Fig. 3, after which the pipes can be neatly
sweated in place.

The reversing of the engine is brought
about in the following manner : When
the reversing handle is over to the right,
as shown in Fig. 6, one recess in the valve
connects the two top pipes with the steam

inlet port, S, while the other recess puts
the two bottom connecting pipes into
communication with the exhaust port, E,
This allows the engine to travel in one
direction, but on pushing the handle over
to the left, the top pipes will be connected
to exhaust, and the bottom ones to the
steam inlet, thus causing the engine to
run in the reverse direction.

Fig. 6. Front view of steam block and
:onnecting pipes, explaining the function

of the reversing plate.

Angle of Steam -distributing Block
It will be noticed, with reference to Fig. 5,

that the steam -distributing block is fixed
m an inclined position. This is necessary in
order to bring the face of the block square
with the centre line of the cylinders and
driving axle of the locomotive. In a model
stationary engine the same angle must be
maintained between the steam block and
the centre line of motion.

The Rolling English Road
Briet Resume of the Development Our Highways

(Continued from page 190, February Issue )

the deep surfacings, Telford paid great
attention to foundations. He made these
as solid as possible and topped them with
stone blocks placed side by side binding
these with' stone chippings worked into the
crevices between. But the MacAdam system
prevailed.

These geniuses worked with poor tools, as
we regard them now. They knew nothing
of compressed air operated road drills, or
steam navvies, or of the steel meshwork
that we now lay upon our foundations
and top with concrete. Such things as
by-passes were yet to come-speedways of
reinforced concrete with non-skid surface,
and banked corners and bends, to take
several lines of motor traffic. Belisha
beacons, automatic traffic lights, centre
white lines, roundabouts, these were all
beyond even their dreams. Cycling and
motoring organisations, coming long after
the MacAdam-Telford era, set the way for
many travel improvements. They likewise
gave rise to infernal problems of dust in
summer and mud -splashing in winter and
aroused, unintentionally, enormous public
enmity; against all of which they heroically
and, in due course, successfully contended.
And the heavy mulcting of motorists by
way of taxation has swelled the coffers of
the Exchequer and provided the where-
withal for the re -making of old roads, and
the construction of new ones on a vast scale.
Modern Roads

The pioneers of cycling and motoring set
a new fashion in many things concerned
with our highways, including the setting up
of signs and direction indicators, to replace
the no longer serviceable signposts which
are a relic of the coaching days when they
had necessarily to be high so that they

,

could be read from the coachman's elevated
perch-so high that from the low driving
seat of the motorist they can be read only
with difficulty.

Even the best of the modern roads began
to prove inadequate after the 1914-18
war, when motor traffic became specially
heavy and congested. Then the big drive
started to provide Britain with roads that
should be worthy of their traffic. That drive
has been temporarily interrupted by the
present war. When that is over, great
projects will again go ahead, such as the
construction of a St. Albans by-pass, 23
miles long, at a cost of £2,000,000, and a
Doncaster by-pass, of 10 miles. to cost
£1,000,000.

Now, more than ever before, the labora-
tory scientist and practical engineer must
walk hand in hand so that new problems,
arising directly out of increasing and
heavier traffic, may be solved. Research
work of this sort is being done at Harmonds-
worth, Middlesex, by the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research with the
advice of the Road Research Board; and
experimental work on roads is being carried
out by the Ministry of Transport with the
advice of the Experimental Work on High-
ways (Technical) Committee.
When Peace Comes
' When the nightly black -out is lifted from
this land and motorists shall no longer be
fined for showing too -bright lights (as they
are fined for showing too -dim lights in the
nights of Peace !) roadhouses that have
arisen along the great new arterial and by-
pass roads will come into their own again;
and old inns, reminiscent of stage coach
days and highwaymen, will put on new
coats of paint and thrive anew.
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NEWS AND COMMENTS
Timing Your Titles
THE rules have been given before, but the number

of wrongly timed titles one still sees in amateur
films suggests they might be repeated with benefit
to all concerned I

Now, accuracy in timing is essential to good titles.
If they are clipped too short the audience will be
kept uncomfortably on the stretch, and so may miss
the exact meaning. if they are left 'too long on the
screen the result will be just as bad, for boredom will
set in and people will start to talk while they wait
for the next scene to appear. (And when it does they
will probably miss the first few feet because their
attention has wandered. Then they will ask their
neighbours what it is all about, and upset them in
turn. In short, the filin will have scuttled itself.)

Timing is naturally reckoned in seconds on the
screen, but the actual adjustment of the film strips
to exact length is sometimes best done on a footage
basis. Although the simplest method is to count off
the running time of the camera when shooting the
title, there are occasions when it may be necessary
to make the title a little over the desired length and
then trim it accurately with a foot rule.

To do so it is necessary to know the precise running
time of the particular gauge of film, to which end
the following figures may help. In either 9.5 or 16 -mm.
reckon 4b inches of film per second at the standard
silent speed of 16 f.p.s.; in 8 -mm. take it as 21- inches
per second. (Not quite correct, but near enough
for practical purposes.)

To estimate the proper time on the screen for a
given title, the rules which follow will provide a
sufficiently reliable guide in all normal cases. Begin
by counting the words, and allowing half a second
for each. Then to this basic time add a second for
each unusual or unfamiliar word, and then another
half -second for each word of more than two syllables.

Here is an example: " Down on the beach at
Landewednack." Six words, so the basic allowance
is 3 seconds. One word is decidedly unusual (like
most Cornish place-names !), so we add another
second for that, and then another half -second because
it contains more than two syllables, arriving at a
final figure of 41 seconds. That may not seem very
long, but if you try reading the example against a
stop -watch you will find it is enough for an educated
audience. (Don't be misled by the example of the
professional film; the long, dragging title timings
you will see therein are made necessary by the fact
that public audiences contain a proportion of people
who read slowly.)

The rule breaks down with very short titles. (It
almost broke down osier the Landewednack one.)
Here one must add a further rule to the effect that
however short the title the minimum screen time
should be 4 seconds, or 3 if the caption is short and
familiar, like " The End."

The Mains Load
IT is no uncommon thing for the owner of one of

the more powerful projectors to find, on taking it
round to the house of a friend, that it causes the
lighting fuse to blow the moment it is switched on.
At home, of course, the machine is probably run
from a heavily fused power socket, where the question
does not arise, but before such a projector is con-
nected to a lighting point (with the usual 5 -ampere

Making a film with
Kay Hughes and
Eddie Nugent. Note
the "tea cosy" type
of blimp muffling
the camera, and the
reflector being used
to put a little soft
light into the sha-

dows

HOME MOVIES
Notes by G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

fuse) a little simple arithmetic should be worked out.
The object is to discover what current the 'machine

will take from the mains, and this may be done as
follows. First, find out the wattage and working
voltage of the bulb-this will be marked on either
the cap or the glass bulb. Suppose the marking is
" 250w, 50v." This means 250 watts at 50 volts.
To find the current in amperes, divide the watts by
the volts.

In the example quoted, we discover that the cur-
rent is 5 amperes, and when we add to this the small
but not negligible current taken by the motor we see
that the machine is almost sure to " blow " an
ordinary 5 -amp. lighting fuse.

If the bulb was marked " 500w, 110v," we get a
current figure .of just over 4f amps. for the bulb
alone. With the addition of the motor current this
comes up uncomfortably near the limit for a 5 -amp.
fuse, especially when it is remembered that on first
switching on the cold filament there is a surge of
current considerably larger than the normal con-
sumption of the bulb when fully heated. This may
suffice to blow the fuse.

That is the method to be adopted when the machine
is run from a resistance. Note that the voltage of
the mains does not enter into the calculation: it
makes no difference to the current consumption.

'When a projector is worked from a transformer
the consumption of current from the mains is usually
much reduced, and this time the mains voltage does
come into effect.

In this case the method is as follows. Find the
wattage of the bulb, add on 100 watts to make a
rough allowance for the current taken by the motor.
and divide this figure by the maim voltage. Thus,
if the bulb is of 500 watts and the mains voltage is
200, we divide 600 by 200, and decide that the mains
current is 3 amperes, which is a safe load on a circuit
fused for 5 amps.

The case of takie projectors is less simple, for here
we have the utknown factor of the current con-
sumption of the amplifier. Probably the best plan
then is to write to the makers for the total con-
sumption figure; it is a very useful thing to know.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED
Animating a Walk

I have been trying cartoon work this winter, but
find great difficulty in getting proper timing for various
movements. Can you give me the rules for, say, a
walking figure 2

There are no real rules for these things; it all depends
on whether you want the movement to appear quick
or slow of its kind. The only safe guide Is to be found
in a study of the same movement in real life. Thus,
an excellent plan is to film a person actually walking,
and to study the resulting strip frame by frame,
noting the number of frames for each stride, and
the amount of movement shown between each pair
of positions. (In successive frames, that is.) With
such .a record as a guide it is easy to prepare the
necessary key drawings for the work of " animation,"
varying matters a little as may be required to make
the walk appear quicker or slower. As a rough guide
it may be added that in a fairly brisk walk, one foot
-the left, say-comes to the ground at one second
intervals. For such an effect there should be 16
frames for each complete stride of either foot, or
8 frames for a " left, right."

Life of Over -run Bulbs
If I over -run the bulb of my projector to get a better

light, shall I shorten its life in the same proportion ?
Unfortunately, the price one has to pay for extra

light obtained by over -running is much heavier than
this. For example, if sufficient voltage is applied
to obtain as little as 20 per cent. more light, the life
of the bulb will be reduced by something of the order
of 40 per cent. Thus, if its normal " expectation
of life " were 100 hours, with this mild degree of
over -running the expectation would come down to
60 hours. Even this assumes very adequate cooling;
with cooling barely sufficient for normal conditions,
the result of over -running will be still worse.

It is indeed better policy to use a, bigger bulb than
is strictly necessary, and under -run it. Under these
conditions a comparatively trifling sacrifice of light
is rewarded by a disproportionately great increase
of life. For instance, a sacrifice of 10 per cent. of
light may easily give an additional 40 per cent. of life.

Film for Title -making
It seems to be a very general thing to use pan film

for titles. In view of its high cost, is this really a good
plan ? Would it not be just as good to use ortho and
a little more light ?

If only " a little more " Hght was required for
ortho it would probably be used very generally, but
the quantity actually required is more like four times
that which suffices for pan; ortho film is very slow
indeed when exposed by artificial light. It has, more-
over, another drawback: it is very rarely provided
with the anti -halation layer or backing which is so
necessary when dealing with high -contrast subjects
containing much fine detail.

Focussing Very Near Objects
I wish to film some small objects (growing crystals)

at a distance of about 15 inches, and my lens is only
scaled down to 3 feet. Can I use a supplementary,
and if so how do I set the scale of the main lens ?

Although of most use with fixed focus lenses, sup-
plementaries can quite well be used with the focussing
type. The only simple method is to set the lens scale
to infinity, whereupon the usual rule applies as to
the requisite focal length of the supplementary being
equal to the -intended working distance.

Ortho Film and Artificial Light
Why is it that the ortho film I have used so suc-

cessfully out of doors gives such very poor results
by artificial light

Tacking fuller 'details, we surmise this must be
another instance of the way one can be misled as to
the speed of ortho materials. By daylight they may
be quite fast, and yet by artificial lighting,,turn out
to be so slow that severe under -exposure can only
be avoided by the use of either an extremely wide
aperture lens or a very large number of powerful
lamps (or both !). This results quite naturally from
the fact that ortho has very little sensitivity to red
and orange, and these colours form the greater part
of the light emitted by such light sources as are com-
monly employed by amateurs for indoor illumination.
Hence, although there may be a considerable total
quantity of light, the proportion thereof which is
capable of affecting an ortho film is small, and so the
material seems very slow. The extra cost of pan is
never better justified than when one is working by
artificial light.

Depth of Focus
If I want to get sharp focus from 10 feet to 20 feet,

is it correct to set the lens for 15 feet ? (Assuming
the light is good enough to let me use a stop suffi-
ciently small to cover such a range of distances.)

No, It is not correct to set the lens for the mid-
point of the zone over which sharp focus is desired.
The range of good definition always extends a little
further beyond the point of exact focus than it does
back towards the camera. Hence one should set the
focus for a distance a little nearer than the middle
of the zone to be covered. (In the example given,
the correct distance to focus upon would be about
13 feet.)

Using a Threading Light
I want to arrange a threading light on the stand

alongside my projector, with a switch arrangement to
change over, so that when the projector goes on the
light goes off. Can I do this with a single switch ? If so,
what sort ?

It is possible, the type of switch required being no
snore than the single -pole change -over which any
electrical shop can supply. Simple as it is, we do not
like the scheme, having tried it ourselves in our early
enthusiasm for having everything very smart and
automatic. There is one serious objection if the
threading light cannot be " on " unless the projector
is " off," you cannot watch the loop when th&machine
starts up, and so cannot spot the first signs of a thread-
ing error. It is really much more satisfactory to
arrange the threading light so that it does not throw any
light towards the audience, and have it otia separate
switch. One can then turn the light on to check the
behaviour of the machine during the actual running if
one so desires.
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tt MOTILUS" PEEPS INTO

This remistic scale mode. rruwlei was built from designs by Harold A. Underhit.

READERS may remember some issues
back in PRACTICAL ME.
CHAN ICS the story of the "brass
boat " of Mr. Ernest MacGowan, of

Minneapolis. I have been ,,earing regularly
from this keen American model maker, and
he has recently sent me some photograph -
of his earlier efforts.

The Westinghouse type engine illus
trated was his first attempt at modet
making and, " considering my lack of
experience and proper equipment, it really
is not as bad as it looks," he writes. "I
gained lots of pleasure in making it. but
because the slide -valve was far from what
it should have been, it did not produce as
much power as anticipated. This engine
was the first one I installed in my " brass
boat." I am now making a new slide -
valve of steel, and also a new eccentric
rod and strap combined, as the first one,
being of bronze. soon showed signs of
wear."

Moder Engine in a Matchbox
The " engine to go in a matchbox "

I started just to see if I could make so
small an engine, and make it work. After
I had started on it, I doubt if I would have
continued the job to a conclusion, if my
youngest son had not kept saying that
`.`it would never go," so I had to finish
it and have it run, just to prove Inn.
wrong

For this engine l used no castings, jus.
sheet and rod brass. The upright is both
screwed and soldered to the base, and the
valve face of the cylinder is soldered to the
cylinder itself. The screws which hold the
cylinder are too large in proportion, but
were the only ones I had at the time."

A Fine Model of the L.M.S. " Royal Scot "
Models of exquisite detail are of interest

not only to the model maker, but also tc
any person who loves line craftsmanship.
I am showing here a beautiful piece of
work by Mr. Harold Thornton, of Paignton-
a -in, scale model of one of Britain's most
popular types-the 4-6--0 three -cylinder
L.M.S. " Royal Scot." The total length

of the locomotive, which is 3i -inch gauge,
is 4 ft. 1 inches over buffers, and the
approximate weight, unloaded, 100 lbs.
The piston valves are' inside steaming,
with Lull Walschaerts valve gear. and the

Ai: American enthusiast's miniature oscillating
engine goes into a matchbox.

Belpaire firebox is fitted with hinge dropping
grate. The engine has steam brakes on
engine wheels, and steam and hand brakes
on tender wheels and vacuum brake for
train wheels The special fittings include

Some Interesting

mechanical lubricators, superheater tubes,
water pick-up on tender, and live steam
injector.

Mr. Thornton is now engaged on war work,
but is anxious to dispose of the drawings
and patterns he has made for this magnifi-
cent model. If any reader is interested,
the editor of PRACTICAL MECHANICS
will put him in touch with the maker

An Interesting Model
Casting back my mind, I remember

that, during the last war, the papers made
a big splash about the laying of a foundation
stone-that of the Bromborough Docks,
Liverpool, I believe -7 -from a distance.
The ceremony was performed by King
George V, and a special feature of it was
that a model was also made to scale, and
was actually laid with the real one. Look-
ing at the picture of the model, 1 should
say that, when the button was pressed,
the hammer would be, released and, making
electrical contact: with the solenoid under
the model, set the miniature crane in
motion, and the model stone would be
laid, at the same time as the real stone
was laid in the docks. This model was
for a long time in the' museum at Lever
Bros., Ltd., Port Sunlight ; for whom it
was made. and it was there that His
Majesty the King performed the stone -
laying ceremony. With it was the famous
Port Sunlight village model.

War -time Difficulties
Every manufacturer and producer not

engaged on urgent government work finds
great difficulty in obtaining goods or raw
material. There is, firstly, the restriction
on private production, except for export,
to 25 per cent. of the usual output. Then
there is the priority for raw materials for
Government work, which means long delays
in obtaining necessary supplies. Model
manufacturers, owing to the variety and
scope of their products, have always had
a comprehensive stock of castings, fittings
and materials, and this has served them
and their customers in good stead during
the past twelve months, but stocks are now
running tow Apart from special castings,

A line .Ecak 3 in. gauge 'Royal Scot" model-the work of
Mr. Harold Thornton, Paignton.
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THE MODEL WORLD
Examples of the Vodel Vakers' Craft

such as cylinders, wheels, chimneys, axle
guards, domes and also engine parts where
expensive patterns are necessary for making
castings, it is advisable for model makers
to try their local metal dealers for their
supplies. Very often one can purchase
odd sheet metal, rod or tube from local
dealers when it would take weeks to come
through from their usual dealer without

having a priority certificate. Do not let
your hobby suffer because you cannot
obtain goods by return of post, as you
did in the piping days of peace. This is
a period when the ingenuity of the model
maker is given full scope to adapt existing
materials that are available to his model
problems.

A Model Goods Wagon
However, to strike a more cheerful note.

despite present difficulties, Bassett-Lowke,
Ltd., are still able, if not to make many
new models, to revise and bring up to date
their more popular lines, both as regards
locomotives and rolling stock. Here is
a great favourite among model railway
owners, the L.M.S. open wagon. New
prints have been made for B-L L.M.S.
goods rolling stock, comprising latest
pattern open wagon, covered wagon and
goods brake van. You will see from the

illustration the small neat lettering.
and all the models are fitted with non -
locking couplings and anti -friction
wheels of correct pattern, but cast-iron
wheels to scale can be fitted at an extra
charge. if the customer prefers these.

A Scale Model Trawler
Now the longer days are approaching.

The latest pattern

L.M.S. gauge '0"
open wagon by

Bassett-Low/N. Ltd.

ship lovers will want to build somethmg
new for the summer season. What about
the latest type of trawler ? The trawler
is very much in the news in these days
whether converted for war work or doing
its useful peace -time trade of fishing and
bringing necessary food to our shores. The
trawler model pictured on the previous page

This model W -stinghouse type engine, made from
castings. is Mr. Ernest MacGowan s first effort at

modelling.

was built from drawings supplied by Bassett-
Lowke, Ltd., to the design of Mr. H. A.
Underbid]. The prints available are : (1)
Elevations, and Deck Plan. (2) Lines,
(3) Full size Machinery Layout for 24 -in.
electrically driven model, (4) Full size
Machinery Layout for 30 -in. steam -driven
model. The prints are priced at 2s 6d.
a sheet.

Clockwork or Electric
The finished model is also available with

clockwork or electric drive, and is a real
trawler in miniature. Built for heavy
weather, yet a picture of fine model ship-
building to look at, and handsome enough
to take a prominent place in any collec-
tion The bridge, with its compass and
bell. the gallows and winches for hauling
the catch on board, ventilators, galley
funnels, and so forth, all go to form the
characteristic looks of this small but
distinguished craft

Two views of an interesting
foundation stone model; built
for Lever Bros., Ltd., of Port
Sunlight, during the last war
in connection with the laying
if the foundation stone of
Bromborough Docks, by Hi.
Majesty King George V

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS

TABLES AND FORMULAE

by -F. J. CAMM
A handbook dealing with methods of calculation,
solution to workshop problems, and the rules and
formula necessary in various workshop processes.
it contains all the information a mechanic

normally requires.

From all booksellers, net,
by post 5/6 from the publisher 

GEORGE NEWNES LTD. (Book Dept.),
TowerHouse,SouthamptonSt.,London,W.C.2
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QUERIESam4
"'ft ENQUIRIES

Thermostat for Greenhouse
MY greenhouse, which is 9 ft. by 6 ft., and

7 ft. to the ridge, is heated by 4 -in.
pipes on three sides, open end expansion
chamber, and sealed tank containing the
heating element, which is a 2,000 -watt unit
on a 200 -volt supply. The permanent ther-
mostat is adjusted to shut off at approxi-
mately 80 to 110 degrees water heat. This
was adjusted to give me a house temperature
of between 40 nad 50 degrees, but this ther-
mostat does not cut out when the house
temperature is 50 or over.

Can you tell me if it is possible to make or
buy a thermostat to work at the above air
temperatures ? If so, how and where ?-
R. A. J. Riches (Bexleyheath)

THERE
is no reason why your thermostat

should not cut out with reasonable
accuracy. You do not say what type of
thermostat you are using, but we presume,
of course, that it is an electrical one of the
opening and closing contact type. Very
probably the contacts have been allowed
to become dirty, or, alternatively, mal-
adjusted. On the other hand the contacts
may not meet squarely together, which fact
would also take away from the accuracy of
the instrument.

It is hardly possible for you to make a
serviceable thermostat of the type you
require unless you have special skill and
experience in instrument making. You will,
however, be able to obtain a satisfactory
instrument from the Cambridge Instrument
Co., Ltd., 13, Grosvenor Place, London,
S.W.1. Electradix Radios, Ltd., 214, Upper
Thames Street, London, E.C.4, may be
able to supply you with a second-hand ther-
mostat, whilst several of the larger
horticultural supply firms also market
greenhouse thermostats of suitable design.

Boiling Gas -impregnated Clothes
DURING a recent A.R.P. instructors'

course, I was told that certain gases have
boiling points as follow: Mustard gas, 423 F.;
Lewisite gas, 374 F.; B.B.C. gas, 463 F.
(bromo-benzyl-cyanide). Some of the non -
persistent gases have, I understand, even a
much higher " boiling point." We are told
to decontaminate clothes by boiling in
water, the boiling point of which is 212 F.
Can you explain this, please ?-W. Prosser
(Abertillery).

THE solution of the apparent contradic-
tion which you mention is to be sought

in the fact that many of these organic
compounds which serve as lethal " gases "
are decomposed and rendered harmless by
boiling water and, also, that some of them
are volatile in steam.

Thus by boiling " gas -impregnated "
clothes and other fabrics in water, a portion
of the " gas " passes off in the steam (and
is usually decomposed in so doing), whilst
any remaining with the water is also
decomposed and rendered comparatively
harmless.

A stamped addressed envelope, lirec penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on page lii of cover, must be
enclosed with every letter containing a query.
Every query and drawing which is sent must bear
the name and address of the reader. Send your
queri0 to the Editor, PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton

Street, Strand, London, Vi.C.2.

Nitrate of Silver
I HAVE been trying to make nitrate of

silver by putting some old silver watch
cases in a mixture of distilled water and
nitric acid and I find that it becomes a blue
liquid, which seems to suggest that there is
a certain amount of copper in it. Is there
any way possible to get the nitrate of silver
out of the solution in a pure state, as I
would like to use it to silver a telescope
mirror ?-W. E. Parkes (Sunderland).

F you get a blue-green solution when youI

dissolve an old silver watch case in nitric
acid, two inferences are to be made :
either the case is not a silver one, but is
made of nickel or nickel -alloy, or else the
silver of the case is alloyed with copper or
merely plated upon that metal.

In any case, however, it is a fairly easy
matter to recover pure silver from your
blue -coloured nitric acid solution of the
watch -case metal. Evaporate the solution
to dryness and then redissolve it in distilled
water. Acidify the solution with hydro-
chloric acid. This will precipitate silver
chloride. A few pieces of zinc are then
added to the liquid. The acid will act on
them, liberating hydrogen gas which will at
once reduce the silver chloride to metallic

THE P.M. LIST OF BLUEPRINTS

F. J. CAMM'S PETROL -DRIVEN
MODEL AEROPLANE

7s. 6d. per set of four sheets, full-size.
The "PRACTICAL MECHANICS" ao CAR

(Designed by F. J. CAMM)
10s. 6d. per set of four sheets.

"PRACTICAL MECHANICS" MASTER
BATTERY CLOCK

Blueprint Is.

The "PRACTICAL MECHANICS" OUT-
BOARD SPEEDBOAT

7s. 6d. per set of three sheets.
A MODEL AUTOGIRO

Full-size blueprint, Is.
SUPER -DURATION BIPLANE

Full-size blueprint
The P.M. "PETROL" MODEL

MONOPLANE
Complete set, 5s.

The I-c.c. TWO-STROKE PETROL ENGINE
Complete set, 55.

STREAMLINED WAKEFIELD
MONOPLANE -2s.

A LIGHTWEIGHT GLIDER
Full-size blueprint, 2s.

MODEL DURATION MONOPLANE
Full-size blueprint, 2s.

WAKEFIELD MODEL
Full-size blueprint, 2s.

"FLYING" LOW -WING PETROL MODEL
PLANE

Full-size blueprint of wing sections, 6d.
LIGHTWEIGHT DURATION MODEL

Full-size blueprint, 2s.
P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN

Complete set, 10s. 6d.

The above blueprints are obtainable post free from
Messrs.G.Newnes Ltd. ,Tower House, Strand,W.C.2

1.11

silver. The latter is then filtered off as a
black powder, washed, and dissolved in
dilute nitric acid. The nitric acid solution
is evaporated to dryness, and the residue of
pure silver nitrate redissolved in distilled
water.

Plastic Materials
COULD you tell me where I could obtain,

or how to make, a plastic material for
making brooches, etc., resembling bone or
ivory, as sold by the multiple stores ? Am I
right in assuming the following to be a
formulae for plastic wood: Nitrocellulose,
17 parts; ester gum, 6 parts; castor oil, 2
parts; wood flour, 20 parts; lacquer thin-
ners ?

Where could I obtain these materials ?-
J. Clough (Harrogate).
T is quite impossible for you to make atI

home any of the artificial plastic mater-
ials which are now on the market, since
these are usually moulded under hydraulio
pressure. At the same time, you can pur-
chase supplies of these plastic compounds
from various firms, such as Imperial
Chemical Industries, Ltd., Millbank, Lon-
don, S.W.1, or from A.B.C. Plastic Moulded
Products, Ltd., 61-63, Old Compton Street,
London, S.W.1. The British Xylonite Co.,
Ltd., Hale End, London, E.4, may also be
able to supply you with suitable materials
for your work.

The formula which you give is not a
correct one for plastic wood. Plastic wood
is essentially a suspension of wood flour in
an organic solution of celluloid. You can
readily make plastic wood by dissolving
scrap celluloid in a mixture of equal parts
of acetone and amyl acetate so as to make a
thick solution, and by kneading wood
flour (i.e. very fine sawdust) into this. The
addition of a few drops of castor oil to the
celluloid solution will improve its qualities
by rendering it less liable to brittleness when
dry.

Such materials could very probably be
obtained through your nearest branch of
Boots, the chemists. Scrap celluloid,
acetone, and amyl acetate may be obtained
from Messrs. A. Boak, Roberts & Co., Ltd.,
Stratford, London, E., and wood flour is
obtainable from Messrs. A. Reid, Elder and
Co., Ltd., Peninsular House, 28, Monument
Street, London, E.C.3, or from Messrs.
J. H. Wiseman & Co., Suffolk House,
5, Lawrence Pountney Hill, London, E.C.4.

Special Adhesive
CAN you tell me how to make a per-

manently tacky adhesive similar to
that used on motor -body painters' marking
tape ? I want to be able to make paper pat-
terns, of any size up to 10 in. by 10 in., as
required, to fix on glass, so that they wilt
peel off after use, leaving no mark behind
them. I shall, of course, use strong brown
paper. They will not be subject to any heat
while on the glass and will be used only
once. Is it possible to make up this prepara-
tion and keep it in a bottle ready for use ?- 
G. D. Williams (Plymstock).

THE
adhesive which you seek is prepared

by dissolving pure rubber latex in amyl
acetate, acetone, spirit, or some other suit-
able organic solvents. Adhesives" of this
type have been used for some time in
America, but are not yet common in this
country.

It is quite possible to make up the
preparation in small quantities and to keep
it in a bottle. You will probably be able to
obtain rubber latex from Messrs. Harrington
Bros., Ltd., Oliver's Yard, City Road,
London, E.C.1.
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Rewinding Induction Motor
I HAVE a f h.p. 230 -volt, 50 cycles,

1,450 rev. squirrel -case induction motor,
which is stripped of its windings, and I wish
to rewind it for the same h.p. voltage and
frequency. Would you please tell me the
size of wire and number of turns I will have
to put on for the starting and running coils
respectively ? The particulars of the stator
are: Bore diameter, 2-H in.; depth of bore,
2f in.; number of slots, 24; depth of slots,
j in.; width of slots,

6

in.; width of teeth,
t in. What quantity of wire will be required
to rewind this motor, and as the motor has
oil ring bearings, would it be suitable for
rewinding for a speed of 3,000 revs. ?-
W. Dunkley (Hornchurch).
REWINDING this motor as a 2 -pole

machine for a speed of 2,800 to 3,000
r.p.m. on 50 cycles will be considerably
more difficult than a 4 -pole winding for a
speed of 1,400 to 1,500 r.p.m. A good deal
more room is required in the end frames,
and unless the radial depth of iron at the
back of the slots is proportioned to suit the
increased flux carried by a 2 -pole distribu-
tion of coils, the result will not be at all
efficient. Assuming the motor to be rewound
therefore as a 4 -pole stator, the following is
the winding specification for 230 volts 50
cycles, to develop I h.p. at 1,400 to 1,500
r.p.m.

Main running coils. -12 in number, each
containing 54 turns of No. 21 s.w.g. d.s.c.
copper. Concentric grouping, 3 coils per
pole.

Starting winding. -12 coils, each with
45 turns of No. 27 s.w.g. d.s.c. copper,
grouped as above, but with pole centres
advanced half a pole -pitch.

No alteration will be required to the
squirrel -cage rotor. The two sets of wind-
ings will be put in parallel for starting, and
the starting coils cut out just below syn-
chronous speed.

Time Lag for Relay
I AM desirous of lagging a relay to give a

delay, if possible, of half a second.
Would you please indicate how this may be
done without resorting to mechanical means?
If this is not practical, what mechanical
method would serve ? - R. Penwarden
(Weston -super -Mare).

MECHANICAL means of obtaining the
desired time-lag in the operation of

the relay would probably prove more satis-
factory and less costly, but it is difficult to
advise on the few details given in your
enquiry. Relays generally operate on exceed-
ingly small current values, otherwise ther-
mostatic control by means of a bi-metallic
strip warping under the heating effect of
the current in the relay coil would probably
meet the case, but without further informa-
tion as to the coil winding it is hardly
possible to advise. Mechanical means of
obtaining a time lag without reference to
current values should be relatively simple.
For instance the armature of the relay
might carry a light stem ending in a vane
dipping into glycerine, the time element
being controlled by the size of the vane. An
air dashpot, with loosely fitting disc or
short tube in a cylinder closed at one end
would serve the same purpose, the speed of
operation being controlled by an aperture
of suitable size at the closed end of the
cylinder.

Wind -driven Generator
WOULD you please give particulars of a

miniature windmill to drive a a h.p'
dynamo in a normal wind of 25 to 30 m.p.h
at 220 to 250 revs. per minute ?-A
Smithers (Burgess Hill).

A" MINIATURE windmill to drive a
h.p. dynamo is an impossibility. It

would necessitate a mill with sweeps or
vanes at least 8 ft. in diameter, and a
dynamo of considerable dimensions, if
required to generate at such a low speed as
250 r.p.m. -In fact, only a machine with
permanent -magnet fields, or laminated
fields separately excited from an external
battery would be the practical solution.
The Lucas " Type Ai900 " car dynamo is
one of the slowest running that will give
any useful output, and even this requires a
speed of 450 r.p.m. before it will cut in and
start charging. Perhaps a better apprecia-
tion of the difficulty would be obtained by
a study of the illustrated article entitled,
" Wind -operated Lighting Sets," in Practical
Mechanics for August, 1939.

Duplex Telegraphy
COULD you explain briefly the principle

of the Duplex telegraph, by which two,
or more, 'messages may be sent over the
same line, at the same time, and in the
same direction ? Also, will you name any
books to which I could refer for further
details.-Frank Fensome (Worksop).

DUPLEX, diplex, and quadruplex tele-
graphy are carried out either on the

" differential " method, involving the use
of instruments wound with differential coils,
or else by " bridge " methods. To explain
fully would be very difficult in a short
letter, as it involves many diagrams, and
reference should be made to some text -book
such as S. P. Thompson's Elementary Les-
sons in Electricity and Magnetism in the
chapters dealing with submarine telegraphy.
The diplex method of sending two messages
at once through a wire in the same direction
necessitates the employment of instru-
ments which work only with currents in one
direction in conjunction with polarised
relays.

Magnetic Calculations
COULD you supply me with the following

information:-
(a) A safe value of current flow per unit

area between copper and mercury.
(b) A formula expressing the pull exerted

by a solenoid on its core for given positions
of the core, from right out to right inside ?
I have permeability and ampere-turns/inch
curves available.-D. H. Goslin (Gt. Baddow).

ASAFE value of current density between
copper and mercury in well -ventilated

positions would be 400 amperes. per square
inch sectional area of contact. No single
formula can be employed in calculating the
pull of a solenoid for the whole traverse of
its movable core, as each consecutive posi-
tion of the core and consequent variation in
the airgap affects the flux density and mag-
netic leakage. The only method is to calcu-
late the actual values of the flux in a
succession of positions of the core, and plot
the curve resulting as the tractive effort.
Knowing the ampere -turns of excitation
and the permeability values of the iron
employed, the value of ampere -turns needed
to produce a flux of one line =
Length of magnetic path (ins.)
Area in square ins. x permeability x 0.3132,

the expression L /A x ,a representing the
reluctance of the circuit for the stated
dimensions of airgap. The actual tractive
effort in lbs. with the two cores in actual
contact will be

B2 x A (square inches)
Pull (lbs.)-72,134,000

The articles on " Electromagnetic De-
vices," by A. H. Avery, in the April and
May numbers of The Model Engineer for
1936 may be helpful.

PELMANISM
1914 and 1941

TA 1: RING 1914-18 the Pelman Institute, in
London and throughout the Empire,

made a real and important contribution to the
efficiency of the nation. The value of
Pelmanism as a training in personal efficiency
was freely acknowledged by leaders in the
military and naval forces as well as by those
carrying out the highly responsible civil work
which the exigencies of the time demanded.
During .the Great War no fewer than 160
Admirals and Generals studied the Pelman
Course, and their example was followed by
over forty thousand other officers and men
throughout the Services. Good as Pelmanism
was in 1914-18, it is very much better in
1941. Added knowledge and experience have
made it so.

H.M. FORCES
All serving members are now entitled to
receive the complete Pelman Course with

full tuition and guidance at
One Half Usual Fee.

Immediate application should be made
for Special Enrolment Form (Services).

Approved by War Office.

A True Philosophy
Pelmanism is a true philosophy of living

for ordinary sensible people who wish to make
the best of themselves at all times, and under
all circumstances. The Pelman Institute has
won and held its unique position through all
wars and worries trials and tribulations
during the last half century. To -day Pelman-
ism is appreciated as much as ever. The test
of time has proved the Power of Felmanism,
and in these exceptional and ever-changing
times it plays its part in the National Effort.

The Home Front
Time and energy to spend in service that

will add to Britain's striking power ! That is
what we, men and women alike, are seeking
now. At the same time our daily work must
be done and done well. There is a proved way
of organising time and conserving energy so
that both daily work and public service will be
well within the measure of our strength.

Every thought must be clear and definite,
every word have its meaning, every act be
stripped of any movement that wastes energy.
All that is not essential to the proper carrying
out of our daily work must be eliminated so
that our strength will be greater for the
intense effort that each one of us is anxious to
make in that particular war work that lies
near to our hands.

Remember this-Everything you do is
preceded by your attitude of mind.
The demand from each of us is for quickened

perceptive faculties, sounder judgment, greater
decisiveness, prompter action, and all the
courage and resolution we can muster in our-
selves and inspire in others.

The Pelman Institute has, for over 40 years,
been training men and women in these
directions.

The Pelman Course is fully described in a
book entitled "The Science of Success."
The Course is simple and interesting and takes
up very little time; you can enrol on the most
convenient terms. The book will he sent you,
gratis and post free, on application to :-

Pelman Institute
(Established Over 40 Years),

130, Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street,
London, W.C.1.

Readers who can call at the Institute will
be welcomed. The Director of Instruction
will be pleased to have a talk with them,
and no fee will be charged for his advice.

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES :
NEW YORK : 271 North Avenue, New
Rochelle. MELBOURNE : 396 Flinders Lane.
JOHANNESBURG : P.O. Box 4928. DUR-
BAN : Natal Bank Chambers (P.O. Box 1489).
DELHI: 10 Ali ore Road. CALCUTTA :
102 Clive Streit. JA VA : Malabarweg, Malang.
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GALPI NS
ELECTRICAL STORES -

Owing to war circumstances this
Business is now transferred to

2i, William St., Slough, Bucks.

Terms : Cash with Order

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, small, late type.
well-known makers, in good condition, electrically
guaranteed for 200/250 volts 50 cycles 1 phase A.C.
mains. 5 amp. type, 6/-; 10 atop., 7/6; 20 amp., 9/-
each. Post 1/- on ail types.
D.C. ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, 200/250 volts
5 and 10 amps., 5/6 each, post 1/- (its new condition).
PHILIPS HIGH VOLTAGE CONDENSERS. 1 mfd. at
4,000 volt working, 5/6 each, carriage 1/6.
REGULATORS, STARTERS AND LARGE DIMMER
RESISTANCES. Stud Switch -arm type. State wants.
SWITCHBOARD VOLT., AND AMPMETERS, MOVING
COIL AND MOVING IRON. All first-class makers'
Please state requirements.
TEN LINE CORDLESS TELEPHONE PORTACLE
EXCHANGE BOARD, complete with calling generator.
in new condition, 16/10/-, carriage forward.
EX R.A.F. GLASS ACCUMULATOR TANKS, S x S x
in., new and unused, 3/6 each, post 1/-.
EX R.A.F. SWITCH PANEL, with case (new), fitted
6 small knife switches, leads, cords, and cleats, corn plete
in wood case, 2/6 each, post Gd.
SMALL ELECTRIC ROTARY CONVERTOR, 110 volts
D.C. input, 10 volts at 30 amps. output. Useful for
garage charging, 55/-, carriage forward.
D.C. MOTOR BLOWERS, 2 in. inlet and outlet. Alu-
minium body, laminated field, Ideal for dug -out ventila-
tion. 100 volt, 25/,
HIGH -VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS, useful for all test
work or television. Input 200;240 volts, output 5,000
and 7,000 volts, 7/6 each, post 1/-.
VOLTAGE CHANGING TRANSFORMERS (Auto -
Wound), 100/110 to 200/240 v., or vice versa, fully
guaranteed, 1,000 watts, sob; 2,500 watts, 110/-.
DUG -OUT LAMPS, ex R.A.F., solid brass construction,
glass dome, complete with 12 -volt bulb (any bulb can
be fitted), wall fitting, 3/- each, post Gd.; Ditto, wing
type, as new, 2/5, post 6d.
DUG -OUT LAMPS, ex R.A.F., porthole type, or can he
bracket fitted, glass dome, three colour fitting, white,
red or green, solid brass construction, 6 in dia., complete
with bulb; any size bulb can be fitted. Price 5/-, post
6d.
1 kW. TRANSFORMER, 100 v. Input at 100 cycles.
output 10,000 volts, centre -tapped, price 30/-, carriage
forwaRl.
EX R.A.F. AUTOMATIC CHARGING CUT-OUTS AND
VOLTAGE REGULATORS, to suit any dynamo up to
20 volts at 15 amps., fully adjustable, wiring instruc-
tions, complete iu metal case. Price 3/6, post Dd.
DYNAMOS, all shunt wound and fully guaranteed,
50/75 v., 15 a., En/IN-; 50 75 v., 25 a., 66/10/-; all
carriage forward.
25 VOLT D.C. MOTOR, maker "Crompton," j-h.p.
ball -bearing, in perfect order, 83, carriage forward.
DITTO, on iron bedplate, but fitted with large reduction
gear and rope drum, 85 carriage forward.
110 -VOLT D.C. MOTOR, totally enclosed, rated at
S amps., ball -bearing, in new condition, make good
slow -speed dynamo, 82/5/-, carriage forward.
GUNMETAL PULLEYS, 7 in. diameter, to take 1 in
dia. rope, complete with rope guard and hook, 7/6
each, post 1/-.
PHILLIPS TRANSFORMERS, 220 v. input. output
2,000-0-2,000 volts, 200 m/a., and two L.T.s, 50/-,
carriage forward.
2 kW. TRANSFORMER CORES for rewinding, sound
windings but rating unknown, 20/- each, carriage
forward.
STEEL CABINETS, suitable for large amplifiers, etc.,
size 42 in. by 24 in. by 16 in. Price 35/-, carriage
forward.
I H.P. 110 v. D.C. MOTOR, in good working order, 25/-.
carriage forward.
SLIDER RESISTANCE, 2,500 ohms at 200 m/a..
worm and *heel control, 25/-, post free.
MILLIAMPMETERS, 2 in. di a. 0-30 m/a., 25/-; 21( in.
dia., 0-100 m/a., 22/6; 0-500 m/a., 22/6; all high grade
moving coil.
AERO DYNAMOS, output 12 volts 12 amps.. as new
15/-, carriage pass. train 2/6.
FLOOD LIGHTS, 12 in. dia., multi mirror type with
5 in. dia. mangin mirror centre, any lamp can be fitted,
15/- each.
EPOCH LOUD -SPEAKERS, 20 watt cinema type,
6 volt field, 50/-, carriage forward.
CHARGING DYNAMOS, all shunt wound, and In perfect
working order, 12/18 volts 10 amps., 35/-; 100 v.
4 amps., 50/-; 20 v. 8 amps., 35/-; 50/75 v. 15 amps..
85/10/-, all carriage forward.
LAMPS, 110 v., 150 watt, half -watt gas -filled, Ediswan
screw fitting, 2/6 each, 25/- per doz.
D.C. FAN MOTORS, large size, 110 or 220 v., 15/- each,
carriage paid.

New 3 -in. De -Luxe Double Disc White Celluloid

RAPID ANGLE
INDICAtORS

Pir
A.

C.
D.
LOG -
LOG
SIN
TAN
12 in.
Ru e
Re-
versed
' C'
Scale
with
recip-
rocals.

p..
DE -
LUX'
9 -Scale
DESK
SIZE
LOG-LOIS
SIN -TAX
SLIDE
RULE

Only

7/6
Post 6d.
Solves ever,
conceivable
problem
-THE
UNIVERSAL
RULE. com-
plete in case.beautifullyfinished in
White cullu-
loid, back and
frontonpolish-
ed mahogany.
Guaranteedfor
precision andaccuracy to
roar places of
decimals.

SPECIAL
OFFER

50 only, 121n. Ad-justable Set
Squares. Usually
15 8. Now 9/6. Post
ed.Bevellededges.Chromium fit-tings. Thick
transparent cello.told. Graduated
quadrant. Com-
plete in ease.
CASH or C.O.D.
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
OR MONEY IN-
STANTLY returned
without question. --Prompt delivery.
Orders of 5/- or over
sent C.O.D. without
extra postal charges.

BRITISH SLIDE
RULE CO. (Dept. 7 7 ),
16 BARTER STREET,
Holborn, London, W.C.1

7,

aria 04-C.
rice ro.rouebnoc.ce.

".;,aig 1 /9 171!
Solves at a glance all
angles and sides of a
right angle triangle.
Adjustable cursor.
Untarnishable. Ever-
lasting ... UNIQUE.
A TRIUMPH OF
BRITISH INDUS.
TRY. Six-inch.
Scale. LOG -LOG,

Post 5d.
Complete In
Case,A.B.C.D.
Scales. Log -Log Scale.
Reversed "C"Scale with
reciprocals
white cellu-loid faced
on polished
mahogany.
MOST COM-P I. E T E
POCKET
RULE

MADE.

Order
Now.

116151.

THE
SLIDE
RULE
ONLY

DYNAMO BARGAIN
Ili) volts, .8 amp. D.C., semi -enclosed,
ball bearings, 1,850 revs. Weight
15 lbs. Size 6 in. by 5 in. No 10,6
tax. Cheap. Carr. fwd.
METERS. D.C., centrezero. 15-0-15
amps. Reads from amp. Weston
2 -in, flush type. 9/6. Postage 6d.

1. DIXON, 218 Upper Thames St., London, E.CA.

1 N OIV

LUBRICATES
CLEANS & POLISroiS

r-----'JPREVENTS RUST 8,I^

%%C1511111

411

equal as a

drunning especially
suitable

-

machine tools d

Itihgeeohrt1;eussr:ingelllhaigelblt.saundluraenbrsdiacsmaac°tIoilolsinis;

ircs-rn all Ironmongers

and
Exempt tram Purchase

Tax.

ouAurt &WW1

v t013"k'LiatkIt

the dependability of Myforc
3 3V and 4" Lathes has made
them Leaders in their class

Write for illustrated list.

MYFORD ENGINEERING Cond.
dea.:ton,Nottingham 'Phone: Beeston 5496

BARGAIN OFFER COPPER WIRE
Price per lb. for Double Cotton Covered.

28 SWG 4/4 32 SWG 6/3 36 SWG 8/10
30 SWG 5/3 34 SWG 7,f6 38, SWG 11/ -

Price per lb., for Double Silk Covered.
28 SWG 6/6 32 SWG 8/- 36 SWG 11/9
30 SWG 7/- 34 SWG 9/6 40 SWG 18/ -

Postage 7d. Reels and 41" indiny M. per reel.
A.C. MOTORS

Best Value in England.
No Radio Interference.

I H.P. split phase, 75/-
I LP. split phase, 85/-

1 H.P. capacitor. 92/6
I H.P. repulsion, 100/-
/ H.P. repulsion, 115/ -
SMALL INDUCTION

MOTORS
r.,. ,p,.,, lity H.P., 3,000 R.P.M. 45/-
2itt sto on 1, Geared type, 4711.P.M. 38/ -

Geared type, :1 or 6 R.P.M. 32/-.
L. WILKINSON, Guildford Place, High St.. TAUNTON

Height Does Count
so why not be taller
Many have already improved their
height with the aid of Challoner's

Famous Formula

H.T.N. TABLETS
and easy system well tried and safe.
No strenuous exercises or old-
fashioned appliances. It one box is
insufficient we guarantee to supply a
further box FREE. E. H. (Sutton)
writes : " Results beyond expecta-
tions and I am pleased as Punch."
Act now : Full particulars 21-d.

Sample 9d. Book on height improvement, 3d.
Stamps or P.O. only. Sent under plain sealed cover.
THE CHALLONER CO. DEPT. D76,
HYDE HEATH - AMERSHAM - BUCKS.
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Comments of the Month
By F. J. C.

Bicycle Improvements

WE do not know, at the moment of
going to press, whether the C.T.C.

plaque will be awarded this year, for
bicycle design has undoubtedly suffered a
setback as the result of the war; yet, as a
result of the war and the developments in
metallurgy and other directions, the war
period may yet play a large part in pro-
ducing improved post-war bicycles. And
we must admit that there are many direc-
tions in which the bicycle can still be
improved. As most bicycle manufacturers
will undoubtedly be considering, even dur-
ing the war, their post-war programme, it
might be wise for the C.T.C. Bicycle Im-
provements Committee to take the initia-
tive and give a lead to design, by circularis-
ing manufacturers as to the directions in
which improvement is necessary and indi-
cating the type of improvement which
would be worthy of their award. We still
feel that there is room for a small direct
current dynamo which would charge a
small stand-by accumulator, and there are
many other directions in which necessity
is ahead of invention.

"Fighting Fit in the Factory "

WE are pleased that the Ministry of
Labour and National Service has

recognised the value of cycling by the
publication of a booklet entitled Fighting
Fii to the Factory. It deals u ith such
subjects as proper food, relaxation, and
there is an important contribution entitled
"Take the Exercise you Enjoy." This is
what it says under that heading : "Exercise
is very important. People should get all
the exercise they can, especially the sort
they enjoy, and especially out of doors.
Fresh air will refresh tired bodies, and a
change of action will relieve tired muscles.
For those who have to sit at their work, it
s a good plan to take a brisk walk or a
spin on the bicycle. For those who have
been standing all day, walking and cycling
are good, so long as you don't overdo it."

Dynamo Sets Tax-free

THE Customs and Excise authorities
have relented. Having stated early in

January that the purchase tax applied to
dynamo lighting sets because such were
portable, they received representations
from the Trade, and it is now decided that
dynamo lighting sets shall be exempt.
All cycle lamps, other than dynamo lamps,
pay Purchase Tax of 3n per cent.

Reconditioned Cycles

I N other directions the purchase tax has
furrowed the brow of many a cycle

dealer. The problem of the tax in relation
to repaired or reconditioned articles was by
no means clear, but the Customs and
Excise have now clarified that position.
Manufacture is defined by Section 41 of the

Finance (No. 2) Act, 1940, as "making
goods or performing any process in the
course of making goods. It does not, there-
fore, cover repairing or reconditioning an
article, provided that the operations per-
formed are not so extensive as to involve
the making of what is virtually a fresh
article. Manufacture would, however,
take place if in an exceptional case a fresh
cycle was built up, consisting mostly of
new parts or parts taken from other
vehicles."
Cycling Broadcasts

NOW that the B.B.C. is devoting a
proportion of its valuable programme

time to cycling, I suggest that it invites
great cycling authorities such as Frank
Urry, "Wayfarer," and men of similar
calibre to broadcast. These men, who have
grown up with the sport, know it from every
angle, and have kept young in it, have the
necessary wealth of knowledge and per-
sonal experience to talk with conviction
and richness of anecdote. It is the pastime
that must be broadcast, not the sport.
The part can never be greater than the
whole. We must consider the ten million
and not the fifty thousand or so. Frank
Urry, probably the greatest authority on
the pastime, could put over some fascinat-
ing and interesting broadcasts. He has
been a cyclist all his life for the sheer love
of it-and his life extends beyond a few
years or so. He speaks and writes from
lengthy practical experienh,e, and his
reminiscences are quotations from his own
cycling life story. That insatiable tourist
"Wayfarer," could bring the very breath of
the countryside to the microphone, too.
The Prospects

WITHIN a few weeks the road pro-
granime will be in full swing, for

cycledom has recovered from the jitters
inculcated in the early days of the war,
when a lead was given to cycling clubs to
abandon everything. Those who, indeed,
were the first to adopt the policy of can-
cellation were those who are now loudest
in their criticism of clubs who followed
their advice. There was general criticism
of a famous club because it cancelled its
"100," but an examination of the pro-
grammes of most of the leading clubs indi-
cates that the largest proportion of them
cancelled their "100's. We think that
they were wise in doing this at the time
because clubs had reported some unhappy
experiences; riders had been stopped for
identity card inspection, their times had
been reduced by convoys of military traffic,
barricades had been erected unexpectedly
and so on. Now that a degree of sanity
and normality has returned, clubs are
reinstating most of the events which they
had cancelled last year. Readers will
remember the classic case of high-handed
action on the part of one club which, not
satisfied with cancelling all its events, took

All letters should be addressed to the
Editor, " THE CYCLIST," George
Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southamp-

ton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
'Phone: Temple Bar 4303

Telegrams.: Newnes, Rand, London.

the law into its own hands and "banned"
its members from entering any opens
promoted by other clubs. This, of course,
they have no power to do, and we indicated
to the members of the club the illegality of
such a ban. No club has the power to
prevent its members entering properly
organised time trials. This particular
incident was the more surprising because
the club concerned, whilst not an old one,
has yet been operating for ten years or so,
and should know better. We cannot permit
autocracy in the democratic sport of
cycling.

It was not only time trials which were
abandoned. Many clubs cancelled their
committee meetings, whilst those which
did hold them had difficulty in finding a
quorum.

Notwithstanding wholesale cancellations,
over 600 road events were held last year,
and there will certainly be over that number
this year-or as certain as one can be in
these surprising times.

One of the difficulties which has cropped
up concerns timekeepers. The B.H.I.
have discontinued their tests of watches,
and in order to meet the situation it is
suggested that a panel of watch -testers,
working at a standard charge, should take
the rates of watches submitted to them.
We do not like the scheme, for with a
multiplicity of testers, there is multiplicity
of risk of subterfuge. We must also remem-
ber that timekeepers with expensive watches
may not agree to have their watches tested
by some local tinker who happens to have
been put forward by a District Council and
approved by the National Council.
War History of Cycles and Cycling

THE management committee of the
British Cycle and Motor Cycle Manu-

facturers' and Traders' Union have charged
Major H. R. Watling, its director, with the
duty of receiving and preparing material
for a war history of the trade, the pastime,
and the sport. This will undoubtedly be
of considerable interest to future genera-
tions, and good propaganda for the bicycle
itself. Record will be made of the doings of
cyclists in relation to their military duties
and their duties as members of the various
Civil Defence services. We are co-operating
with Major H. R. Watling in forwarding on
material suitable for inclusion.
Death of George Lacey Hillier

THE
Grand Old Man of cycling, George

Lacey Hillier, died recently at the age
of 84. He was not only a famous record -
break& holding all records at all distances
at one time, but a versatile man and a
prolific writer. He was a founder member
of the N.C.U., editor of cycling publications
and annuals, regular contributor to the
cycling Press, and author of a famous cycling
novel entitled The Potterer's Club. We
had arranged with him to serialise this in
THE CYCLIST, and only a few months
before his death he had read through the
book and corrected it. He was free from
the intrigue which seems to permeate the
sport nowadays, and was revered by all.
He was a member of the Fellowship of Old
Time Cyclists. Another lion of the pastime
goes to join Bidlake.
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Cyclist Commended
A N A.R.P. messenger, Ronald ("Babe")
" Sanderson, has received the warmest
commendation of the warden of his post.
Although " only " a cyclist -messenger,

Babe" worked unremittingly for fourteen
hours in an effort to rescue men from a
bombed lodging house.

Club Secretary Resigns.
GEORGE NEWMAN, Catford C.C., has had to

resign from the honorary secretaryship of the
London South District Council of the Road Time
Trials Council. George Newman has left his " mark"
on road affairs south of London, and his work will be
carried on by his clubmate, J. E. Stephenson.

Veteran Cyclist in Home Guard
FEW who have the privilege of meeting Lieut.-Col.

G. P. Mills, D.8.0., realise that lie is now in his
74th year. Now serving
Guard, Mills' youthful appearance belies his years.
It is 54 years since he made the first of his 19 National
records which included the Groats jaunt six times.
He still holds the "paced" tricycle record from End
to End.

Film Star Rider in Tank Corps
OLLYWOOD film star Richard Greene is serving

" in the Royal Tank Corps. Like many others in
this mechanised unit, lie is a keen rider.

An Old Clubman Passes Over
WELL known in Liverpool N.C.U. circles and a

member of the Liverpool Century Road Club,
Thomas Ashton has passed over. He was 76 years
of age.

The Late Joseph Nicholl
FATED to have introduced the first " boneshaker"
and Ordinary into Perth, Joseph S. Nicholl has

died at his home, Glen Farg, Perthshire. He was
ill his 83rd year.

Clubman Hurt
D ON WHITE, appreciated member of Highgate
" Cycling Club and hard-working official of the
North Middlesex and Herta Cycling Association, is in
hospital badly injured. A part-time member of the
A.F.S., he sustained his injuries when tackling one
of London's fiercest fires caused by enemy action.

Woman Secretary Marries Soldier
MMISS PEARL TROUT, secretary of the Plymouth
" Corinthian C.C., was married recently to Sergt.
T. Spry, a well-known pre-war time-trialist in the
South-West Spry has seen service in France.

Hostels Membership in Scotland -

THE Scottish Youth Hostels Association finished the
financial year 1940 with a membership of 15,873

against 18,720 in 1939. The Associatidn Is holding
its tenth birthday celebrations this year, and will
again issue Its inuual handbook.

Crack Kent Rider Joins Benedicts
THE crack Kent Road C.C. member. Harry

Wheatley, has joined the Benedicts.

Cyclists in the Navy
ALTHOUGH many cyclists of note appear

to express preference for the Royal Air
Force, many famous riders still prefer the
Senior Service, among these being Petty
Officer J. Beaver (Bristol South C.C.),
Reuben Firth, and George Logan.

Nurse Cyclist Fined
WHEN Nurse Susan McGinley was sum-

moned at Barnet Police Court for
riding a cycle without lights, she did not
appear but wrote to the Justices as under:
"As a nurse it was my duty to get to work
at all costs to attend to Hitler's wounded
and mutilated victims. With Herbert
Morrison's words, ' Go To It' surging
through my ears, I, unlike Florence
Nightingale, the Lady with the Lamp,
went to it without a lamp. I thus fell foul
of the law in the honoured purpose of
alleviating pain and helping my,country
to defeat Hitler's death -dealing blows."
She was fined 108.1

Paragrams
A Novel Collection
A BIRMINGHAM cyclist who has been awheel

" for over 60 years specialises in collecting pictures
of pubs in which he has stopped !

Woman Club Secretary Takes Over
MISS K. E. BOND, Graig Park Circle, Malpas,

Newport, Mon., is acting hon. sec. of the Newport
and District Wheelers during the absence in the
R.A.I. of the secretary. May success attend her
efforts.

Treasurer Manages Club Affairs
CLUB affairs in general of the Doncaster Paragon

are being handled for the time being by the
treasurer, V. A. Greaves, 152 Cemetery Road,
Doncaster. All the other officials are servingI

Scot Shocked by Cycling !
Ma. WATT, of the Falkirk and Linlithgow Presbytery

was shocked by the number of cyclists on the roads
on Sundays in pre-war days, according to a recent press
statement. He also thinks that the present physical
types in Scotland do not compare with those of the days
when porridge was the staple diet, and everyone
knew the Shorter Catechism

Road Sport in Scotland
A YIONGST the leading Scots organisations which
" propose to promote open events this season are
the West of Scotland T.T.A., the Mid -Scotland T.T.A.,
Glasgow Wheelers, Hamilton C.C., Douglas C.C., and
the Nightingale C.C.

Taylor Clarion Champion Again
JACK TAYLOR, West of Scotland Clarion, has won

the National Clarion C.C. championship for the
fourth year, with a speed of 22.618 m.p.h. over 25,
50, an 100 miles.

Norwood Paragon Timekeeper
MR. F. J. CAMM has been re -appointed to the

Norwood Paragon panel of timekeepers at its
recent A.G.M.

Leslie in Air Force
TOM LESLIE, former championship secretary of the

Scottish Amateur Cycling Association, is new serving
with the R.A.F. " Somewhere in Wales."

Scots Records Safe
THE principal decision at the annual meeting of the
' Road Records Association of Scotland, held last

month in Glasgow, was one to place the hooks of the
Association in a safe place for the duration.

The records go back more than thirty years.
Henry S. Bilbe was re-elected honorary president,
with G. R. Herd, well-known Edinburgh timekeeper,
as president and chairman, and John Macfarlane,
12 Aikenhead Road, Glasgow, S.2, as secretary.

Scots Speedman With the R.E.
WILL SCOTT, outstanding Scots speedman at short

distances, is now Somewhere in Hampshire with
the Royal Engineers. A Sanquhar miner, Scott broke
a number of Scottish records in 1939.

Link With Tom Hughes
IOCK MILLER, noted Scottish cycling authority
J of Larkhill, is now living at Dagenham, Essex.
He was closely connected* with.Tom Hughes's End -
to -End record on three wheels in 1929.

Club Night
rsINGSDALE C.C. hold their club "night" on

Saturday afternoons in the Fishmonger's Arms,
Wood Green.

Twins for Club Secretary
FORMER R.T.T.C. hon. sec., Ernie Stanley

(Finsbury Park C.C.) has been presented by his
wife with twins.

Annual Novices " 25 "
TWICKENHAM WHEELERS hope to hold their

annual Novices "25" this year.

Yorkshire Speedman Wins Cup
I ACK HOLMES, Yorkshire 'Road Club massed -start
 racing expert, has won a cup awarded to the best
all-round athlete in his squadron.

Poly. Rider Joins Home Guard
"ANY previous military experience?" asked the

Home Guard enrolment officer of Percy Curnew
(Polytechnic C.C.), when Percy presented himself for
enlistment. "Joined the Post Office Rifles in 1897 .."
began the applicant. Not unnaturally the enrolment
officer was startled as lie viewed Percy's youthful
appearance.

A. F. S. Cyclists Wanted
THERE is a need for more messenger A.F.S.

cyclists in Glasgow. Wages and conditions are
good, and there is an additional allowance of 2s. 6d.
each month for machines.

Hercules Rider in the R. A.
I B. ("JOCK") WADLEY (Colchester Rovers), who

was closely assocated with the massed attempts on
road records by the Hercules team in 1939, is now
with the Royal Artillery.

Ladies' C.C. Annual Lunch
NEARLY 70 members and friends attended' the

recent annual lunch of the Rosslyn Ladies' C.C.
over which Miss T. M. Biggs presided. For the first
time in the club's 19 years of activities, "mere" man
was admitted to the gathering.

Cycling Spook in Iceland
rIN the road between Reykjavik and Hafnarfjorthur
--0 in Iceland there is a cycling spook. A man fell
off his bicycle at a corner and was killed. Now he
walks with his head tucked underneath his arm !

Clarion Meet at Easter
THE annual National Clarion C.C. Easter meet is

likely to be held as usual, at Shrewsbury, in spite of
war -time difficulties. The club is also to issue its
annual handbook, although in a reduced form.

Strong Action Threatened
CYCLISTS in Northern Ireland are threatened with

more severe punishment if there are further cases
of riding without lights at night. It is stated that they
do this instead of dimming their headlamps.

Stole Bicycle from Police Station
AN R.A.F. man, George Henry Price, was fined f3

by the Hitchin Bench last month on a charge of
stealing a bicycle from outside the local police station I

Ealing Events
UNDER the active leadership of "Jimmy" Kain,

the Ealing Cycling Club anticipate promotion of
two open events this year. The club is going strong.

Cycling in Aberdeen
THE club movement Is being maintained in Aberdeen,
 where the Aberdeen Wheelers have just opened a

new clubroom at 3 Chapel Lane, Aberdeen.
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by bike-- and keepfie
Long working hours at high pressure make
exercise essential but leave little time for it.

The best solution is to cycle to and from
work. To ensure " no -trouble " riding, fit

NLOP
The most dependable CYCLE TYRES in the world !

40H/322

Sill D
A
R
P

'17,,MV,!r TUBA FOR CYCLE DYNAMO OUTFITS

TrEN,ffp, TUBA are so
manufactured that they give
out the Infra -Red Rays which
penetrate Fogs and take you
home when other Bulbs leave
you fogbound.
BAYONET -CAPPED BULBS (i.e.

'117VITFra TUBA are the
oily Bulbs specially con-.
stracted to give you Light At
Walking Speed, and which
lighten the Black -Out when
others are not even aglow.

push -in) For LUCAS, MILLER, etc.

Description
Ref. J

No.
Frosted

or Clear Price

For use with Lucas 6V 3W LSC Clear 1 /-

or Miller 6V3.24W LSF Frosted 1/1+

For use with Lucas 1.8W L9C Clear
L9F Frosted I/1i

For use with Miller 6V 3Vv MSC Clear
MSF Frosted

For use with V.E.C. or M9C Clca- 1/-
M.Iler 6V 6W M9F Frosted I/1+

Ref.
LSF

M.E.S. CAPPED (i.e. screw -in) For BEMO, STARLITE LUCIFER, etc.

For use with 6V .3A 1.8W 852 Clear 7t.l.
851 Frosted 9d.

Specially for Bemo or 862 Clear 7id.
Sta-lite 861 Frosted 9d.

For use with 6V .SA 3W 872 -14.Clear 7
871 Frosted 9d.

Specially for Lucas 6V 3W 874 7+d.Clear
or Miller 6V 3.24W. 873 Frosted 9d.
when M,E.S. needed

Ref.
871

With all types use 6V.04A Rear Bulbs (price nd.) excluding
Bemo, with which use Ref. 202 2.SV.2SA.

The Purchase Tax upon 7-1,c1. to Sqd. is 2d.; upon 10d. to 1/- is 2jd, upon
1/0+ to 1/2 is 3d.; upon 1/2+ to I/4i is 3id. Send for Special Leaflet.
Send for Price List. Individual Bulbs Supplied. No Charge for Postage.
VITALITY BULBS LTD., NEVILLE HOUSE, NEVILLE PLACE,
When replying please quote Reference 6. WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.22

=_=----=_=------_
- e:- -32:----;7 z

-

LIMITED CHAPEL -EN -LE FRITH ifItIOTOMDA
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REMINDS YOU OF WILLIAMS
No. 2. THE VILLAGE CLOCK

None of the " locals " ever seem to remember how long the Village
Clock has been " a -going on " in dependable day -in -day -out service . . .

just a case of faithful wheels " shouldering " their responsibilities as
wheels should.
Out on the road-the cyclists flick by on gears sponsored by Williams-
who have " shouldered smoother transmission for so many years per a
patent " flanged " design.
Depend upon it-Williams Flanged represents a " something " not found
in any other transmission set. Ask your friends. They'll tell you.

EDWARD WILLIAMS FOUNDRY LANE BIRMINGHAM

VOSTS

P
SURVWAKE

OF YOUR
SAFETYWrite fora free copy of

in illustrated booklet.

NATIONAL SAVINGS
If you can't save money, save energy

The universal cry to -day is " save." The advice is good even
if it is not always easy to follow. The cyclist wishes to save not
only expense but energy. By fitting first-class brakes he certainly
saves money in the long run. By fitting CANTILEVERS he
conserves energy at once. The most powerful cycle brake in
the world is the "CANTILEVER"o

" CANTILEVERS " cost
12/- each, front or rear,
in nickel or enamel finish.
Chromium Plated, 141...

For Tandems 13/- each,
front or rear (chrome I 5/-)

THE RESILION orp
200. LIVERPOOL ROAD. LONDON

/Regd.)

KNOWLEDGE

DIESEL

Authoritative

VEHICLES

FOR
Technical

PRACTICAL
Books

OF METALS

MEN

ANDDICTIONARY
Operation Maintenance and Repair THEIR ALLOYS

Edited by F. J. Camm Edited by F. J. Camm
Deals with the practical aspects of design; methods of diagnosing injection Deals with every known metal and alloy, gives physical characteristics
troubles; maintenance of the injectors; fuel -injection pump maintenance, and historical facts, as well as details of the purpose for which most metals
fuel supply system; centrifugal and pneumatic governors; decarbonising; are employed. Special sections describe hardening, tempering, polishing,
reconditioning valve gear; pistons, rings and cylinders; connecting -rod and finishing metals, Chemical colouring, electro-plating, etc. Useful
and main bearings; engine auxiliaries; modern fuel -oil engines; and there is cables of sheet metal and wire gauges are included.
a biographical chapter dealing with the diesel engine. Generous use is 5/- net. (By post 5/6
made of illustrations. 5/- net. (By post 5/6

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, PRACTICAL MECHANICSHANDBOOK

TABLES AND FORM UL/E New and Revised Edition
By F. J. Camm By F. J. Camm

A handbook giving methods of calculations, solutions of workshop Facts, figures, tables and formula for the Mechanic, Fitter, Turner
problems, and the rules and formula necessary in various workshop Draughtsman and Engineer. An essential work of reference for everyone
orocesses. All the information a mechanic normally requires. engaged in the mechanical trades. With nearly 400 illustrations.

5/- net. (By post 5/6' 8/6 net (By post 9, -

THE WELDING ENGINEER'S GEARS AND GEAR -CUTTING
POCKET BOOK Edited by F. J. Camm

Deals fully and practically with every phase of welding, and covers Electric An important new work dealing with methods of cutting all types of gear.
Arc Welding, Electric Resistance Welding, Projection Welding, Seam including spur gears, helical gears, worm gears, bevel gears, screw and
Welding, Electric Brazing, Automatic Welding, Oxy-Acetylene Welding, spiral gears. The book also includes all formula, tables and information
Oxygen Cutting, Methods of Testing Wells, etc. on the making of end -mills, hobs, and gear -generating cutters.

3/6 net (By post 3/9) 5/- net. (By post 5/6)

Of all Booksellers, or by post from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2
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AROUND THE WHEELWORLD-By Icarus
The Gentle Art of Timekeeping
IF you attend cycling meetings where the question

of timekeepers is involved, you will reach the same
conclusion as I that the sport seems to revolve
around them. There are arguments about Kew "A"
watches and B.H.I. tests. There are arguments as to
who is and who is not a competent timekeeper, and
you may, but mistakenly, reach the opinion that it is
a heaven-sent gift to be able to press the button
of a stopwatch or to count out five seconds before
starting a rider. It is time that this hooey was
debunked. For, of course, timekeeping does not
require any special ability. It, does, however, require
a man of integrity, and a man of punctuality. It is
a somewhat surprising thing that timekeepers with
these accurate watches frequently arrive late at the
start. Such has been the complaint for years. There
have been other examples of timekeepers starting
riders early, because they had incorrectly set their
watches, instead of taking Greenwich Mean 'rime as
the standard. There have been cases of timekeepers
who adopt slovenly methods and have to sort out
their results from odd scraps of paper. There have
been eases where wrong times have been recorded.
Unfortunately the riders have no redress. They must
accept the timekeeper's reading of his watch, even
though he has made a mistake-and no timekeeper
admits that he has made a mistake. Anyone with the
necessary watch can time a time trial or a record.
Because cyclists could not afford the expense of a
Kew "A" watch (it costs at least £5 to have a watch
of suitable quality rated, and a further £3 for the
test. apart from the £1 fee for the subsidiary test)
the R.T.T.C. proposes to form a panel of watch -
testers, and each District Council is asked to compile
a list of those who can test a watch within the wide
11.H.1. limits, and forward such names on to the
National Committee for approval. They must agree
to a standard charge, and I suppose that the British
Watchmakers' Guild will have a meeting about it.
Here again, extreme care will be necessary to appoint
watch repairers of integrity, who will not hesitate to
reject a watch even though it happens to belong to
one of his friends or his customers. Such a system
will, we think, lead to considerable subterfuge, and
lower the standard of timekeeping. Members of -this
Watch Panel will merely have to record the rate in
the peadant up and dial up position. They will not
adjust the watch, except for a further fee. And so we
slip back to the bad old days of road sport, when
trials and records were timed with wrist -watches
and alarm clocks.

In this connection it was somewhat amusing to hear
a speaker at the recent unofficial R.T.T.C. meeting,
held in January at the C.T.C. offices, make the sugges-
tion that there should be a panel of timekeepers who
were prepared to give their services free I There is a
ring of timekeepers who vigorously resent anyone
offering to time events free of charge, and who will
use every endeavour to keep such timekeepers out of
the game. I agree, of course, that those who are
genuinely interested in the sport should not make
anything out of it. Most of the paid timekeepers
would cease to be interested in the sport if they did
not draw their casual guinea-quite often from clubs
who can ill afford it.

Yes,- we must have people of integrity in the sport,
and not only amongst timekeepers. We must have
observers and marshals who will not sign false
reports, or who are prepared to be careless with the
truth.

Praise from the M.O.T.
THE British Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
'and Trailers' Union have just completed fifty years'
work and they have been congratulated by Lieut.-Col.
J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon.

" It has been a great story," he says, in congratu-
lating the British cycle and motor -cycle manu-
facturers' Union upon the completion of fifty years'
work.

" I have always considered," he writes to Mr. H. It.
Watling, director of the Union, "that the fight which
the British cycle trade put up against foreign im-
portation at one time was quite extraordinary They
beat everybody off our ground and became the great
exporters of cycles all over the world, which was a
tremendous thing to do and added to the credit of
the trade.

"Then afterwards came the motor -cycle. Again
we were attacked. At one time things looked bad but
the same story was repeated of the excellence of our
motor -cycles and they were acknowledged through-
out the world. There was no record that they did not
hold, no race not won, no reliability trial which was
not almost automatically theirs.

"I congratulate the Union from the bottom of my
heart, and hope that just as they are helping to -day
in the prosecution of the war with great effect, so
after the war they will continue to flourish as they
so well deserve."

In a letter to the Minister, Mr. Watling states that
the exports of cycle and motor -cycle products in the
ten years from January 1. 1930. runs to £41,000,000.

The White Lines
THOSE helpful white lines, which guide cyclists

as well as motorists, during blackout hours, have
been allowed to fall into desuetude during the war-
the very time when they would have been of most
use ! Men cannot be spared for the laborious process
of maintaining the etiolated appearance of the lines.
I am glad, however, that a system has been devised
which will reduce the amount of labour involved, and
enable the lines to be painted more speedily.

Hundreds of miles of white line are now being
painted by contract instead of by local authority
staffs-an innovation brought about by the war.

Council road surveyors in all parts of the country
faced with labour shortage, the risks of entrusting
paint -spraying machines to unskilled hands, and the
necessity for reducing white -line maintenance costs,
have been responsible for this innovation. Another
factor has been the need to free council employees for
A.R.P. and demolition work.

Contracts cover road and kerb -marking, and the
painting of white lines on trees, posts, post office
constructions, tire alarms, and other obstacles to
traffic movement. Fine weather is the time for the
white -line " New lines appear and old ores

are freshly whitened with magical speed by means
of the new machinery introduced since the war.
- This spring progress will be accelerated by the
contract method, which allows a greater concentration
of labour and machines.

Some Councils are saving as much as £10 per mile
on their former costs.

Road Sport in 1941

ALL the portents are that a full programme of
" road sport viii be run during 1941. The Bath
Road "100" will be run, with an unrestricted time
and their Jubilee "50" is also to be held. Certain
scribes fanned themselves into a fine frenzy last year
when the Bath Road "100" was cancelled, because
it was thought that with the police stopping cyclists
for their identity cards, the barricading of the roads,
and military traffic, it would have been difficult to
run the event. I do not know why the Bath Road
Club became the cynosure of criticism on this matter,
because I observe that nearly every other club can-
celled its "100" last year. Sow that the conditions
have changed, the events are being reinstated. But
who can say what the conditions on the roads of this
country will be next August?

There were over 600 time trials run in this country
last year, and over 30 are promised by the West
London D.C.

N.C.U.-1,000,000 Membership?
THE suggestion has been made that the N.C.U.

should aim at roping in at least one in ten of the
cycling community, and thus provide itself with the
enormous membership of 1,000,000. We do not think
that this optimistic figure will ever be reached, for
the very good reason that the majority of cyclists
are utility users who could not, and do not want to be,
converted either to the sport or the pastime.

We know from the past history of the sport that
the articulate side of cycling is represented by approxi-
mately 100,001) cyclists, and as the law of average has
held for so many years, I cannot believe that the
proportion will change. All the same, I wish the
N.C.U. luck in its endeavour. Since January 1, 1941,
more than 3,000 Associates have joined the National
Cyclists' Union, and these are only the direct renewals
to headquarters, and do not include a very large
number of persons being enrolled by the Union's
expanding army of Associate Enrollers. Between
70 and 80 of these Enrollers are working in various
parts of the country, and the figures are in advance
of the corresponding period of 11140. This is indeed
a useful sign.

N.S.F.A. Changes Its Name
T has always struck me that the National SafetyI

First Association was badly christened. It rather
suggests that the public needs to be saved from
itself. It is now known as the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Accidents. I do not feel, however, that
this association will succeed where the Ministry of
Transport, and the police, and the cycling associations
and the press, and the Advisory Committee, and the
House of Lords Select Committee, have failed. A
terrific lot of bunk is written about the causes of
road accidents by those who do not use the roads
sufficiently to keep their knowledge up-to-date, and
whose minds still repose in the hoary past. The only
way to have -a point of view on road accidents, and
especially during war -time, is to use the roads (luring
the day, during the hours of darkness, and regularly.
We must discount the views of critics who postulate
from the comfortable depths of an arnichairhaving
travelled home early to avoid the blackout.

Causes of Accidents
IN view of the illogical analysis of the causes of

road accidents which many of these armchair
critics have advanced, I drew the attention of the
Minister of Transport to the matter, and pointed
out what I considered to be the causes. I am
pleased to see that he has acted on one of my
suggestions, and had an analysis prepared of the
types of vehicles involved. It was found, as I

suggested, that a large number of the vehicles
involved were military vehicles, as recently published
statistics show.

I do not support the argument so constantly
advanced by .those who have not investigated the
matter that the numbers of accidents are rising
because motorists are criminally negligent, and that
the standard of driving has deteriorated. I met ono
such critic the other day. He was one who had. in
the latter half of the- last century, broken a record-
the only record he ever did break, at a time when
anyone who rode a bicycle could break a record,
were he minded to do so. lie is of the type who
for forty years has been unable to forget the fact,
and for the same period he has posed as an expert
on all cycling matters. Unfortunately, to -day the
cycling movement contains a number of those who
wish to pose as the successor to Bidlake. I under-
stand there is keen competition amongst them for
the right to be considered as the Greatest Living
Authority on Cycling. They arc, of course, mere
dwarfs by comparison. Anyway, I completely
floored this critic-another whose brain ceased to
function, and became atrophied at a very early age.
His views matched his Pickwickian clothing, and
still reposed in the nineties. Just another of those
( ratures who like the maggots in green cheese
erect themselves to display some faint signs of lib'
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The Vernal Season
THE days are almost here when the desire of man

to be out of doors to welcome the spring will be
insistent. March brings sonic perfect hours in its
train, but it can also be rough and cutting with those
eastern winds that occur to make even the sunshine
brittle, and the draught of them searches the warmest
clothes. Yet for all the handicap of fierce winds
and sudden storm, what a joy it is to see the thickening
hedgerows and the purple sheen of bud hanging like
a gauze of beauty in the woods. This year the
welcome will seem the greater against the background
of the black -out, and we shall be foolish folk if we
do not take the greatest possible advantage of the
daylight hours of leisure that fall to our lot. They
will not be too numerous in any case, for the call to
work, long and hard, is still insistent, and will
continue, I am afraid, all this fateful year. I have
no delusions regarding the matter, remembering the
1914-1918 period; and, therefore, while retaining
hopefulness as a sign and comfort, my welcome to
spring will be in the light of gracious hours to relieve
the grimness. Shall you do likewise? If you possess
the real solace of a bicycle, I hope you will, for I

know of nothing at once so charming and so healthy
as a day's journeying under your own power when
the gay flag of spring is partly unfurled. Let me
admit at once, that after a week of heavy work, it
sometimes takes considerable resolution to resist
the ease of an armchair; but if you try the scheme
of a quiet ride but once, i am certain as dawn
follows night, the habit will grow on you, and the
joy of health will give you power, and the beauty of
the countryside mental energy. I have been doing
that very thing for years, and shall go on doing it to
the end of the active story, believing that yarn will
be lengthened by very reason of its activity. A
bicycle has always been among my most precious
possessions, but to -day its value has been multiplied
on many counts, but most of all because it stands
ready to take me a precious holiday any sunny dm
when luck favours me with a trifle of leisure.

Get It In Order
MORMALLY this would be a time when we should
", be talking about new bicycles, and all the little
improvements a year brings in its train even to such
a common instrument of travel as the one under
discussion. As matters stand to -day, new bicycles
are not going to be easy to obtain, and the matter of
improvement will have to await the ending of
hostilities. For the time being that does not matter
much, for the old machine will carry you comfortably
during the passage of the next year or so; but if it
wants attention, then for your comfort's -sake, take
it to your dealer and have it put in perfect running
order. For you can take it as certain that a goodly
portion of cycling enjoyment derives its pleasure
from perfectly running machinery, ranging from
proper lubrication to the truthful turning of the
wheels. People are often careless about these
things and as a result trouble is encountered which
is annoying, and then they are apt to blame cycling
and the bicycle rather than their own thoughtlessness.
The equipment most essential to safety comprises
brakes and tyres, and both those items are precisely
the ones that seem to be most neglected. There is no
need to draw the inference what such neglect may
lead to, it is obvious to anyone who has ever ridden
a bicycle. That is why I advise you who have a
serviceable machine, which is under the handicap of
trifling neglect, to take it to a good dealer and let
him deal generously with it. Such action will pay
you in convenience and pleasure, over and over
again. If you can afford it, and your repairer can
supply the goods, have a four -speed medium ratio
gear fitted, and light open -sided tyres. Such
equipment will revolutionise your ease of cycling,
and give a tonic effect to your enthusiasm; and
after all, that is the main reason why I am scribbling
these notes. Far too many people say "this will do
and that will do," without any real knowledge of the
value in ease and delight they are cutting out of

Keeping Fit
I WANT to revert to the season of the year and the

call of the spring; I cannot help it, and I feel.you
ought not to be able to. Nor would you be, methinks,
if you were as fit as I am to "spring lightly to the
saddle," as the old chroniclers say, and roll up a few
miles of countryside. The fit cycling folk are those
who ride most days of the week, and so unconsciously
absorb fitness into their mode of living and think
nothing of it. That is the value of the cycling
habit; one undertakes it as a matter of convenience,
and probably has little knowledge how much it
means to health and a healthy outlook of inde-
pendence. But when it comes to a week -end awheel,
what an enormous advantage it is to feel certain of
the pleasure before you, and think nothing at all of
the physical method of pursuing it. Well, we cannot
all keep fit by the process of daily riding, circum-
stances of employment will not allow it; although it
must be conceded that all sorts and conditions of
employers are more broadminded on this question
than ,.was once the case. Perhaps, because the
employer now comes In his car, he feels the cyclist is
following the example of travel independence. But
it is not necessary to be a daily rider in order to keep

WAYSIDE THOUGHTS
By F. J. URRY

their cycling pleasures for the sake of saving the few
extra shillings necessary to buy the best. The
bicycle is so personal a thing that it is always worth
while being generous with its equipment because
you are merely treating yourself to a greater degree of
comfort.

Some Personal Tips
MA NY years ago it was a fashion among club riders

and road racing men to fit "thorn -catchers"
generally a piece of loose wire anchored to the front
forks, and the rear seat stays, and trailing the thread
of the tyre for the purpose of knocking away any
foreign matter the cover may pick up off the road,
before it has had time to penetrate and puncture the
tube. In these days of glass -strewn city roads, the
practice could be revived with consequent benefit
to our tyres; for it must be confessed that enemy
action has made puncture a much more prevalent
occurrence of late. Although 1 ride thirteen miles
a day over city roads, I confess I have been lucky,
for only on two occasions have my tyres met with the
small irritation that results from too close relation-
ship with glass splinters; and I always use the lightest
of wired -on tyres. The old " thorn -catcher" went
out of fashion when the highways were carpeted
with tarmac or similar compositions, and it was
certainly redundant, and indeed is still so far as our
country highways and byways are concerned, but
it may be quite useful to the town rider and save
him time and trouble. Another thing I have dis-
covered on my daily journeyings is the fact that 1
want an extra five minutes in the mornings for my
6,/i miles ride, if I am to arrive. punctually. This
is partly due to the greater traffic congestion, and
partly to a wise exercise of care along those ways
where debris is strewn. For the risk of puncture
is more a matter of speed over glass -strewn surfaces
than it is of steering, so if I cut time to the limit, I
am in all probability likely to lose some of that
measure of eternity by the handicap of puncture.
This slower progress consciously employed has kept
me, I believe, free of any great amount of roadside
trouble, and I hand on the suggestion to you as a
matter of experience. Another tip is that two pairs
of lightweight gloves, the over gloves of the bag
variety, are much warmer than one pair of heavy
gloves. Indeed, all this last winter I have left my
heavy gloves in the drawer, and used a pair of wash
leathers as insides and woolly bag gloves as outsides.

cycling fit. A journey a week will keep the average
individual in condition to start on a long tour or
an active week -end. But these weekly rides are not
common practice among the ordinary run of cyclists
during winter, and therefore it is wise to give yourself
a chance to "train on" as it were, before going out
to meet the spring a long way down the road. If
you are lucky the lighter evenings will give you an
opportunity for short rides this month and will act
as an introduction to the beauty of the awakening
copse and hedgerows, which will be showing their
delicate loveliness by the time Easter is here-and
that is not very tar ahead. No one knows at this
moment of writing what Easter may kave in store
for us, but if it so happens that a shift break does
occur, then you can be looking for ine where the
hills rear their crests and the mad little torrents are
frolicking.

A Personal Note
ARLY in this year of grace I shall be enjoying-

I- and I say that deliberately-my sixty-second
birthday. On my tenth I had the gift of a bicycle
from an indulgent parent, since when I have never
been without one-or more. I have sampled every
other form of travel --except by air-known to man,
though I readily admit my camel and elephant
experiences have been zoologically limited. yotor
cycling claimed me in its earliest days, as did the
motor car, and L submit there was far more mechanical
interest and personal excitement then than can be
obtained from either of those travel conditions to -day.
1 tired of them because there was something missing
that I badly wanted, the scent, and the quiet sight,
and the bird song. With a bicycle I am free. I
can stop and look and listen, staying awhile or passing
by unobtrusively; and more silently than if I were
walking. Yes, 1 use a car occasionally because I
have to in the rush and hurry of this modern world;
but if time is on my side, then I take my bicycle,
even for business journeys, and my trade friends
have grown quite used to what they are pleased to
term my travel idiosyncrasies. When you have done
a certain thing for over fifty years because you like it,
even the folk who think it strange cannot but admit
it must have some peculiar attraction. But this is
the thing I want to say that seems to me worth
while; during all those years I have never had a
serious illness. It may be that had my habits been
otherwise the luck of health would still have been

(.)n the open road

mine; that I shall never know: but what I do know
is the fact quoted above, and rightly or woingly, I
believe my great fortune of health is closely concerned
with my cycling. That is a matter worth pondering
to those among you who can look forward to many
years of life, for the enjoyment thereof is just a
question of health, activity and simplicity of outlook,
and all these virtues are inherently part of the living
splendour we call cycling.

Scotland's Oldest Repairer
JAMES BROWN, of Brandon Street, Motherwell,

Lanarkshire, believed to be Scotland's oldest active
cycle repairer, is to retire in May at the age of 73,.
He has been connected with the cycle trade for more
than 50 years, and has dealt with the Dunlop Com-
pany since 1888.

Mr. Brown remembers the first pneumatic tyres
in Scotland. Before going to Motherwell, he was
in business at Longriggend and Airdrie. Until it
became inactive some months aro, he was president
of the Motherwell Roads C.C., which wa's founded in
1884, and was one of the oldest cycling clubs in
Scotland.
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A Vanished Abbey
ALL the Cotswold towns are well worthy of inclusion

in a tour. Some, like Chipping Campden and
Burford, are world-famous for their charm and beauty
and others like Northleach and Winchcombe, are
loved by those who know them, but are not so well
known. All these little towns are characterised by a
mellow warmth (4 tone, due largely to the local store,

St Mary the ViTart Addei-14a,y(0.0...)
F. Stin5th

The Snow That Was
BY the time these lines appear, it will be possible

to mention (without running grave risks of being
sent to the Tower) that, in certain parts of a certain
country lying off the coast of Europe, there has been
a fall of snow. I shall not more precise, as it is my
desire to remain on friendly terms with the Censor.
who, I understand, is a most particular young
gentleman I On most of the days when the snow was
lying about, gradually becoming more and more
disreputable, it was my lot to be riding a bicycle.
The process was not alwilys an easy or a comfortable
one, but it displayed marked advantages over travel
by nublic transport-and the bicycle "got you
there." A longish jaunt into the country provided
me with some exciting moments, especially in con-
nection with.. drifts. Speaking generally, what
struck me specially on the occasions when I was
cycling, was the consideration displayed by motorists
-for whom, as a class (be it said), I have no parti-
cular love. Many of the ways I used were secondary
mail. roads in which the traffic had beaten a single

My Point
of View

dY WAYFARER
';;;;' A

trace. All the motors, met reduces
their already moderate speed and gave
me as much room ws possible, whilst
it was worthy of note that those who
came up behind me would hang back
until a favourable opportunity for
passing presented itself. There was
no boring through, regardless. This
attitude towards the "humble push -
cyclist" provoked in me an even more
reasonable state of mind than I normally
display (advt.), and on several occasions

dismounted and drew aside,letting my bigger brethren
pass in (relative) comfort, My experiences with motor-
ists in the difficulties set up by snow-restricted
space, glassy patches, hard ridges, slush, and all the
rest of it-was a pleasant contrast to previous
experiences. Even -keel cycling presented its pro-
blems during that trying period, but it was worth it.

Memorable Journey
ONE of my most sped:lin-4 cycle journeys in recent

years was that which (a few months ago) carried
tile, of set purpose, over as many Thames bridges as
possible, Starting at Maidenhead, I worked up the
tortuous river until Lechlade was reached, and there,
for the moment, the expedition came to an end, I
having run out of time. In a week or two, however.
the task" was resumed (and practically completed)
by my travelling down the Thames from its source
is far, again, as Lechlade, where I cried "Content I"
It is true that few bridges below Maidenhead stil.
await attention, but they can go on waiting.
reckon that all the bridges which really matter have
been "bagged," and, as a cyclist, I have no particular

,desire to patronise such structures ..s those spanning
die Thames at Hammersmith and Westminster.
more especially as they are already familiar to me.
'Don't ask me how many times I footslogged over
Hammersmith Bridge during the last war, complete
with all the freight a private soldier is invited to
carry I) No I What seems much more important
s the collection of bridges over other rivers, a process
which has been interrupted by the coming of the
'resent war-interrupted only, because a plan
possessin_ such undeniuble attractions cannot be
permanently sidetracked. So, when the good days
return, I hope to "set about" the Warwickshire
Avon, the Yorkshire Ouse, the English -Welsh
Severn, the Scottish Spey, the Irish Shannon, and
others of our rivers. The idea of setting aside a day
or two to cross every bridge spanning a particular
stream is full of allurement, as readers will discover
for themselves, if they will but sample the scheme
which, moreover, has its educational aspect-and its
demerit of surprise.

Thin -Skinned Clubmen
is surprising-and somewhat disturbing-to note

' the number of thin-skinned merchants iu the ranks
of cycling clubs. This is how you make the discovery :
the club publishes a monthly or quarterly magazine
-generally called "the rag"-to which certain live
members contribute something about their outlook
on life . . . and on their fellow -members. We all
possess our foibles, and these have the searchlight
of publicity-kindly publicity, if frank-turned upon
them. But alas ! Blank dislikes those " rude remarks"
about his stockings. Dash objects to his leg being
extended concerning his bicycle, or his gardening
habits. Asterisk tells the committee, solemnly, that
if he is not left alone, he will resign from the club
This touchiness is all very paltry, revealing an
absence of a sense of humo. r, in respect of which
the thin-skinned gentry deserve one's sympathy. I
Ain't know how many people have been peeved by
my little efforts to brighten club life : how many
names of "untouchables" have been placed on
editorial black -lists. To my mind. it is tragic to
contemplate the position of these otherwise good
sportsmen who view themselves as sacrosanct. The
nether limbs of their sacred persons must on no
account be lengthened, even in the greatest good
fellowship, and these people entirely fail to realise
that lampooning is a tribute to their popularity.
The pity of it I

I recall that a fee years ago a supersensitive
 oung friend of mine who was mildly pilloried in a
club "rag," actually "went to law" about it. At
any rate, he consulted his solicitor, who wrote to
the editorial person and demanded an apology. I
repeat: the pity of't. I

Notes of a Highwayman
By Leonard Ellis

of which they are Like Carnpden and Burford,
Winchcombe is just a sleepy little country town, a
mere shadow of its former great importance. At one
time Winchcombe possessed a great monastery.
possessing the rare privilege of fortification. This
abbey was founded by Kenulf, although it is said
that Offa founded a nunnery here even earlier.

Kentilf was a king of Mercia in the eighth century
After the Danes had wreaked their vengeance upon

The Corner Cupboard Inn, Winchcombt

it, the bbey was restored in the tenth century and
in the twelfth century it was burnt down. For
many years the Kings of Mercia resided in the town.
Scarcely a trace now remains of the abbey buildings,
although some attempt was made to excavate the
site. The abbey was dedicated to Keneim, son 01
Kenalf, a boy of seven years of age, who became
King of Mercia. He was murdered at the instigation
of his elder sister and legend says that his soul
passed straight from his body to heaven in the form
of white dove. Winchcombe lies in a fold of the
Cotswolds, under the shadow of Cleeve Cloud, and
has many more at'raction.s than its ancient history.
At the old George Inn there is a Pilgrim's Gallery
used by those who came to visit Keneim's shrine.
At the end of the village is a delightful old inn called
the" Corner Cupboard," said to be so called on account
if the dumber of corner cupboards in the house.
The parish church was built in 1480 and possesses
some very curious gargoyles. rear the town are
the remains of the original Sudeley Castle, once the
headquarters of King Charles I during th Civil War.
The r ins left by the Parliamentary forces have been
restored and the present buildings rank among the
stately homes of England. Betas Knapp, said to be
one of the m st interesting long barrows in Europe,
lies on the hills within walking distance. This is
a prehistoric tomb complete with very fine dry -
walling. It is said to be 5,000 years old, and when
ipened some 80 years ago, was found to contain 38
skeletons. From the hills around a magnificent
panorama is unfolded; the Malverns, the WAsh
Bills, Tewkesbury, Gloucester and Cheltenham, all
nein, visible or u clear day.

The Caves of The Gower
THE soot.. vast o. the dowel Peninsula is famous

for its rugged rocks, and on such a coast it is to be
iixpected that there will be caves as well. The
tourist will not be disappointed and although the
visits must be well-timed, there are caves in plenty
to be explored. One of these, called Culver Hole, can
be reached over the rocks from Port Eynon at low
ide. It is not easy to find, but when tracked down
will be voted unique. The cave occupies an immense
fissure in the melts alai the whole or the front, except
for a door and several windows, has been walled up.
No one knows the reason, but it is supposed that the
indent srangglers could have supplied the answer.
A mile or wo nearer Worm's Head are the Paviland
Caves, even more difficult to find and more difficult
to approach. They are two in umber, about a
huadred yard' apart and situated under the spot
called Yellow Top, on account of the mass of golden
lichen growing there
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Notes on Cycle Brakes
How Cycle Brake Blocks for Present-day Machines Are Tested

IN common with all other means of transport,
the cycle requires adequate brake power, and
perhaps the only difference between this vehicle

and other types on the road lies in the proportion
which the rider's weight bears to that of the machine.
Whereas in most other forms of passenger transport,
the live load is small compared with that of the
machide, in the case of the cycle, these conditions
are reversed, and it Is mainly the rider's own weight
which dictates the need for satisfactory braking.

Historically, stopping devices on bicycles have
ranged throughout practically all types of brake-
starting with the brakeless machine, on which the
rider depended on his own feet scraping along the
ground. In the days of the solid tyre, and even after
the advent of pneumatics, spoon brakes were applied
directly to the tyre tread, frequently, in the case of
the pneumatic tyres with disastrous results to the
latter.

The Rim Brake
T is rather strange that the spoon brake persistedI

as long as it did in view of the obvious improve-
ment which could be effected by applying brake
blocks to the steel rim. However, the rim brake was
eventually adopted, and in one form or another has
proved the most popular brake throughout the
subsequent history of the cycle. It has a number of
advantages over other types in that it is cheap to
manufacture, easy to service, and exerts brake force
at the greatest possible radius on each wheel, the
latter feature resulting in all effective brake with
light operating force.

On the other hand, it is not without disadvantages,
as it is exposed to weather effects and requires
reasonably true wheel rims to produce smooth
braking. Its defunct competitors comprise mainly a
variety of exposed band brakes, and an internal
expanding band in the hub-which was known as
a "coaster" hub. The latter was certainly quite
popular for a time.

On present-day cycles the principal competitor
of the rim brake is the internal expanding 'shoe
brake" (modelled on motor vehicle lines). which
provides excellent braking.

Ferodo Cycle Brake -blocks
N addition to supplying brake linings for the last-I

mentioned internal expanding shoe brake, Ferodo
Limited have manufactured a high-class cycle -brake
block for many years, and have been fully alive to
the necessity for adequate means of measuring the
effectiveness of this product under practical con-
ditions. It might be thought sufficient to hand over
sample brake -blocks to local enthusiastic cyclists,
but it has been found that test reports resulting from
this procedure are very decidedly influenced by
individual preferences and prejudices.

In order to eliminate the human factor in this
type of brake test, Ferodo Limited .have installed
a cycle brake block test machine in their -testing
laboratory, which gives scientifically accurate braking
performance figures for any type of cycle brake
block. The machine is based on the principle that
such tests must be full-scale and duplicate, as near
as possible, road conditions.

It therefore comprises a standard 26 -inch wheel
and tyre carried on its own ball bearings and spindle,
and loaded with steel disc flywheels to duplicate the
force represented by half the weight of an average
rider and machine. The brake is a standard
"Bowden" caliper, and the handlebar lever is oper-
ated by a (lead weight and released by a cam. The
wheel and flywheelS are driven up to a speed of
21 m.p.h. by an electric motor fitted with a friction
wheel, which engages the tyre tread. The niachine
is equipped. with a standard cycle speedometer,
and as soon as the wheel reaches test speed the friction
wheel is disengaged and the energy in the flywheel
dissipated by the brake-stopping time being
recorded by the operator.

A water tank is also fitted to the machine-two
small pipes leading water to the rim-and thus it is
a simple matter to obtain accurate information of
the respectjve brake block performances under wet
and dry conditions. This test has proved invaluable,
and has resulted in the production of Ferodo blocks
giving smooth braking with light pressure, together
with a high braking efficiency under both wet and
dry conditions. An illustration of this testing machine
is given on page 210 in this issue.

GLAND TREATMENT
FOR CYCLISTS

By Frank Southall
HWING read an article in a contemporary

regarding, among other things, medical treat-
ment for the Hercules record -breaking team, I
feel entitled to comment, as I was manager to
this team. The medical treatment mentioned was
gland treatment. The team under MY' manage-
ment had already secured 13 national records and
were absolutely on the top of their form,. and were
not in the mood to submit to injections froth a
hypodermic needle twice a week for six W. " and
then once a week for the rest of their-rac' " lamer.
Even admitting that the treatment ..wfs** teSSary
and was really worth all that nmeh me, ,,-1t would
not have been practical with a team ready to attack
records fr(111i day to day, as the treatment would
have prevented the cyclist from training on a cycle
for six weeks. In other words, it meant the finish
of records for them for that season. During an
interview with the manufacturer of this gland
serum, I asked him whether the treatment would
make the riders ride faster, but he could not say that
it would; but he assured me that it would make
them think quicker. One of the riders, as an
experiment, took an injection in the arm, but
refused to continue the treatment. A few weeks
after I noticed an article in the- press stating that
well-known racing cyclists were - having gland
treatment, but I want to make it quite clear that the
Hercules team had nothing at all. The team refused
the treatment and I ad vised against it.

DIESEL VEHICLES: OPERATION

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
By F. J. CAMM

From all booksellers, 5s. net, by post 5s. 6d.
from the Publisher, George Newness Ltd.
(Book Dept.). Tower House, Southampton

Street, Strand, IV .C.2.
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It's a wise cyclist who
has his brakes fitted
with Fibrax Brake
Blocks. They never fail
to grip in any situation
-a sudden stop, a slow
down in dense traffic, a
safeguard on a hill-it's
all the same to Fibrax.
Economical, too, they
will far outlast any
ordinary block. What-
ever your make of machine,
there's a Fibrax Brake Block
to fit it. Ask your dealer.

BRAKE
BLOCKS'
ens' LINER5

FIBRAX LTD., 2, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4
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Classified Advertisements
RATES.-Twelve words 2s. (minimum). 2d. per
word after. Each paragraph charged separately.

NEW CYCLES
1111 AINES Super Responsive Cycles. Ultra short

W/Base, or standard design models. New
catalogue free.-Idle Road, Bradford, Yorks.

CLOTHING
WATERPROOF your coat (leatheror cloth),

gloves, shoes and saddle without stiffening
them by brushing on Granger's Solution Grade 1212,
colourless or coloured. 1/- bottles, 1/9, 3/- tins from
Camping Outfitters, Stores and Halfords.

INSURANCE
ASK your dealer for one of our Insurance Certifi-

cates; or write direct Vehicle and General in-
surance Co., Ltd., Royal Liver Buildings, Liverpool.

TYRES
NEW TYRES. Clearance, best makes,10,000 334% off standard prices. Carriage

paid. Price List on application.-Davies, Tyre
Factory, Wednesbury.

Reference Book

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS,
TABLES AND FORMULA

By F. J. CAMM
A handbook giving methods of calculations, solutions of workshop
problems, and the rules and formulae necessary in various workshop
processes. All the information a nmehanie normally requireN
Of all Booksellers, Os. ad. net, or by post 5/6, from George Newnes
Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower Rouse, Southampton Street, London,

THE CYCLOMETER
,ALMANUFACTURERS

Standard Model - 2 II each
De Laxe Model - 3 each
To Fit 24", 26 ' or 28 Wheels.

H. J. Thormann Engineering Co. Lid,
PERREN STREET, 'ONDON, N.W.S.
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